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ABSTRACT 
The overall aim of this research is to emphasise the importance of advanced flow 
analysis, prior to mJechon moulding for both unfilled and highly filled polymer melts. 
It is becommg more and more common to pred1ct, v1a elaborated package software, 
the polymer behaviour dunng inJection. The main reasons to do so, are firstly to 
ophm1se the finish part quality and m the second time to limit unnecessary cost related 
to eventual mould afterward modifications. For vanous reasons, this project proposes 
a global comparison of simulated behaviours With the experimental data obtamed 
during the moulding process. 
Moldflow, version 9.4, allows creatmg 2D and 3D simulations Among all the 
physiCal properties, rheological and thennal mfonnation are required to be iterated 
into the fast algorithm and finite elements, which mathematically model the flow into 
the mould cav1ty. An elaborated standard database containing over 2500 
thennoplast1cs files makes the analysis possible. As a customised product, the 
computer program allows a personal database to be created. C AE 1 s not Just a bout 
flowing behaviour of hot melts, 1t 1s seen as tool makmg mterface. If 3D simulations IS 
mostly dedicated to visualise what 1s happenmg dunng and after the process; 2D 
simulations helps engmeering balanced InJection moulds by establishmg the 
relatiOnship between mjection times, shear stress and melt temperatures. 
The elaboration of the adequate mould design for studymg flow behaviour of highly 
filled polymer melts conslltuted the first task m this proJect. Pressure drop fluctuations 
were the only phys1cal properties used to descnbe the flow analys1s during the 
mJectJOn. Therefore, a series of theoretical expressions were established as a base to 
any further work. This step included modelling flow behaviour under closer 
experimental conditiOns as well as superviSing the manufactunng stage in order to 
obtam the adequate part for the mjection of polymers. 
Two new grades of magnesmm hydroxide, one uncoated one coated, have been 
compounded usmg a twin-screw extruder (APV), With an mjection mouldmg grade of 
-IV-
polypropylene. The actual filler content has been set at s1xty-five percent by weight, in 
order to meet the flame retardancy nommal requirement for magnesium hydroxide. 
Advanced rheological analyses, were earned out on the new RONSAND RH7 
MASTERFLOW, twin bore capillary rheometer. Shear and extensional properties 
were obtamed at constant shear rate with Bagley correctiOn. Swelling behaviOur and 
melt fracture were also charactensed. The last set of tests was set to descnbe the melt 
compressibility by studying the pressure-temperature relationship. 
The basic assumption of lammar flow theory is that the velocity at the wall is zero. 
The mfluence of wall shp phenomenon is broadly known to appear at a shear stress 
above a cnhcal value. In this project, wall shp that IS taken place for each unfilled and 
filled compound is meant to be responsible for the discrepancies m flow curves 
(atypical extension curves) and for the m-cav1ty measurement of pressure drop 
From the flow curve, viscosity data were extracted and formatted mto Moldflow 
matenal files. Those files were processed by the computer program used to check any 
maccurac1es. A customised database was created into the program, by wnting 
viscosity and complementary information for each polymenc matenal. Complete flow 
analysis took place by companng the value of the pressure drop in the mould and the 
one g1ven by the analytic simulations for each matenal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Molten flmds have been studied for many decades m purpose of better understandmg 
of all phys1cal phenomena for 1mprovmg the methods of processmg, such as mJectwn 
mouldmg, extrusiOn or blow mouldmg techniques. Polymers have acqu1red a solid 
pos1tion m the every day life, due to the1r chemical stab1hty and their ability to replace 
metal 
By defimtwn polymer means. "part" m Greek Polymers are charactensed through the 
chem1cal and physical nature of the repeatmg umts They are formed w1th iomc bonds 
or covalent links of carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen atoms (olefin polymers PP, 
PE and PS), wh1ch form the backbone while metal and ceramics, contam metallic 
links. W1thm the mam body can be attached several other substituted groups, like for 
example, halogen atoms such as Cl m PVC and N, S, 0 present m PA, PC, PPE, PPS, 
PE and PBT Nevertheless, the word PLASTIC groups every fam1ly of polymer as 
such thermoplastic and thermoset. 
Pure polymers are seldom used on the1r own They are compounded, 1.e. combmed 
With other matenals, typically by means of blendmg or melt-state m1xmg to )'leld a 
compound whJCh JS ready to be used by the processor m the form of pellet, granules, 
powder, flakes or liqmd Such matenal could be an additive such as a p1gment and 
colorant, filler or remforcement, flame retardant, stabiliser, lubncant, as well as an 
other polymer. It has been demonstrated that thermoplastics filled with calcmm 
carbonate, m1ca, clay, alummmm tnhydrate, magnesmm hydroxide, carbon black and 
other fillers allow to establish hnk between strmght plastics, engmeenng resm and 
short fiber remforcement thermoplastics 
Also the commercial accomplishment of compounded plastics has been undemable m 
recent year, wmnmg busmess contracts m such diverse market as household 1tems, 
durable goods, appliances, passenger cars, mass transport, a1rcraft, sport and le1sure 
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goods, the electrical and constructiOn mdustry, medical devices, packmg electromcs, 
etc .. 
The plurahty of filler applicatiOn explams the amount of research proJects based on It 
Fillers of specific properties are now bemg mcreasingly used to alter the physical and 
chemical behaviOur of the bulk polymers, m the aim of 1mprovmg processmg. 
Nowadays researches done on fillers are focused on Impact properties efficiency, 
flame retardant as well as keepmg the pnce down. Particle nature/morphology, 
Joadmgs and dispersiOn w1thm the matnx appear to be key factors. An Important stage 
m particle filled polymer mdustry IS the coatmg and surface treatment of the morgamc 
particle The level of mteractiOns between the particle and polymer mterface IS 
mfluenced by the degree of compatibility at the orgamc and morgamc mterface The 
mam rheolog1cal properties mvolved m processmg are dependant on the filler phase 
charactenstics 
Measunng the physiCaJ properties of polymer and filled compound IS becommg more 
and more Important Beside the theoretical mterest m these measurements, there are 
mstances where the rheology of melt IS also of direct practical m teres! While demand 
for InJectiOn moulded part IS mcreasmg, the problems associated with the process 
often cause significant time delays and cost nses This situation IS mamly due to the 
fact that the process IS a complex mix of machme vanables, mould complexities, 
operator skills and material properties It IS becommg gradually more cntical to have a 
system m place to allow an optimisatiOn of the set-up at the early stage of process 
development. 
The number of computed simulatiOn studies on gathenng and generatmg constructive 
mformatiOn for reportmg and controllmg the flow behaviOur dunng mject10n 
mouldmg has considerably mcreased CAE programs are mtens1vely used m the 
polymer mdustry nowadays prov1dmg process automatiOn, and guarantymg quahty 
control of the produced part Moldlfow modelhng program gives the possibility to 
mput the rheolog1cal properties modified by particles of filler. Melt VISCOSity, die 
swell, wall shp, elasticity and compressJbihty are the mam parameters that may be 
mtegrated mto the CAE modelhng env1romnent 
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1.2 Objectives 
The overall obJectives of this research are as follows: 
(a) To develop a new method of design for an mJectwn mould cavity, which IS based 
on theoretical assumption and Moldflow 2D models 
(b) To charactense the effect of filler loadmg, for flame retardant applications, on the 
rheological behaviOur of thermoplastic, principally on shear and extenswnal 
properties and die swell. 
(c) To determine the onset of wall shp by on-hne rheometry and to underlme Its effect 
m process of particles filled thermoplastics 
(d) To quantify the compressibihty abilities, m functiOn of the temperature and 
loadmg of morganiC phase, and to emphasise Its Importance m describing the packmg 
phase m CAE modellmg 
(e) To establish full flow analysis of thermoplastic usmg Moldflow prediCtiOns (I e 
2D and 3D analysis) and practical data from the m-cavity measurement. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Polypropylene 
2 1.1 DescriptiOn 
Polypropylene IS considered to be one of the pnmary candidates to become the matnx 
of cho1ce for engmeenng new thermoplashc compounds, usmg physical ways to 
mod1fy Its properties vm compoundmg, filling and reinforcmg1• Polypropylene use has 
grown by an average of 9. 7% a year over the last fifteen years2• Hence, 1t seems 
rational to devote special attenlion to th1s polymer as the matnx used m filled 
thermoplaslics. 
Polypropylene, commonly named PP, IS a sem1crystalline thermoplaslic produced by 
co-ordmalion addition polymensatiOn of the propylene monomer3• In general, 
stereospecific Z1egler-Natta catalysts are employed m mdustnal processes (see figure 
2.1) to produce highly stereospecific crystalline 1sotacl!c PP (iPP), with a small 
portwn of ataclic PP (aPP), as a s1de product4 PolymensatiOn of a non-symmetncal 
monomer )'lelds three possible sequences, however, the stenc effect related to the 
methyl s1de group h1ghly favours the head to tail sequence. Random or block 
copolymers of ethylene and propylene can also be produced4 Dow Chemical and 
Exxon Chemicals have established a new commercial process based on metallocene 
catalysts to produce a range of PP and copolymers w1th monomers such as long-chains 
olefins, cyclic olefins and styrene5• 
Polypropylene 1s composed of linear macromolecules w1th a no degree of un-
saturatwn The presence of larger s1de groups-CH3 on the asymmetric carbon leads to 
different tactic1ty, rangmg from completely Isotachc (1PP) and syndwtactic (sPP) 
structures to atachc (aPP)5• All methyl groups are posii!oned on one side of the 
molecule to form 1PP. Schultz6 has shown that PP shape is represented by a helix 
molecule (chain arranged on a monoclimc umt cell) with three monomenc umts per 
revolutiOn, as shown m figure 2.2 1PP crystallises readily, while aPP IS an amorphous 
tacky polymer w1th no practical use. Most commercial grades of PP are highly 
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isotachc Recently, It has been developed some commercial grades of sPP by 
metallocene catalyst process 
l$0l ACTIC 
fOtrH(R. 
Figure 2 1 Typical productiOn chart for polypropylene5 
IIHU.INO(R or 
CAU.trST A~O 
Of..I.CTIVHOi\ 
AIHIOXID.liiT 
O[COlOURIS(R 
Figure 2 2 Helix conformatiOn of Isotachc PP m the crystallme state6 
Several crystallisation forms have been observed m PP4•7•8 1PP presents a stable 
monolitluc a-fonn Polymer chams m the a-form form a helical structure m a 
monoclimc umt cell9 This IS the pnmary from of polypropylene obtamed under 
normal processmg conditions Polypropylene can crystallise m a stable hexagonal ~­
form at relatively low Isothermal crystallisatiOn temperature Tnclimc y- crystal can be 
ob tamed at lugh pressure and under supercooling conditions. 
Typically, commercial 1PP has a degree of crystallimty of 40-60% With a range of 
crystalline meltmg pomts m relation to the crystal form and the lamellae th1ckness 10 
The theoretical eqmlibnum meltmg temperature for a perfect and mfimtely large 
crystal range from 180-220°C for the a form and 176°C for the~ form 1 
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The most Important PP charactenstics are 
(a) Relatively low pnce 
(b) Excellent chemical resistance, 
(c) Good processab1hty and, 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
(d) Wide range of good physical properties (mechaniCal, electncal, flow, etc .. ) 
(e) Possibility to modify its mechamcal properties m a wide range by addmg, 
toughemng agents, fillers and fibres. 
Poor low temperature Impact behavwur and relatively low stiffuess are amongst the 
most Important deficiencies prohibiting Polypropylene melts are non-Newtonian at 
high shear rate but approach Newtoman behavwur when the shear rate IS very low Its 
shear dependence IS a functiOn of the polydispersity mdex 10• 
2.1.3 Mam Industnal ApplicatiOns 
Polypropylene has recently appeared as an attractive candidate for many engmeering 
applications It IS massively used mto automotive, land transport, packmg 
commodities and other mdustnes. PP IS mostly processed by extrusion, rotomouldmg, 
blow mouldmg, thermofonmng and InJectiOn mouldmg The PP with broad molecular 
weight distnbutwn charactenslics has better processab1hty for InJectiOn mouldmg and 
extruswn apphcalionsi 0 Murphy et alii observed that properties are depending on the 
ratiO of a- and p-phases, and that the amount of the two phases fluctuated with shear 
regime m InJectiOn mouldmg. 
Bmary or ternary combmatwns of organiC and morgamc phase enhance the fracture 
toughness Polypropylene IS one of the most difficult thermoplastics to make flame 
retardant. High level of flame-retardant additives may be reqmred m the formulatiOn 
These high levels of flame retardant mcrease bnttleness and Impmr the mechanical 
performance of the matenaf 
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2.1 4 Filled polypropylene 
Mmeral fillers are often able to Improve the performance of PP, often also reducing 
the cost of the product. 
A Change m morphology 
Jancar1 has shown that there IS no change m constitutiOn or configuratiOn of PP 
molecules due to mteractwns with fillers, With the exception of a partial reduction of 
the average molecular weight Nevertheless, the conformatiOn of long-chains 
molecules m the Immment vicmity of the surface of sohd mcluswns IS altered. It has 
been suggested that chams are less densely packed m this mter-phase12• The 
morphology of crystalline phase, in terms of degree of crystalhmty and lamellar 
thickness, IS affected substantially by the presence of fillers, mcludmg the effect of the 
reduced molecular weight upon crystallisatiOn 
An mter-phase effect between filler and the polymer dunng sohdJficatwn has been 
observed As a result, both supermolecular structure and the cham mobility of PP m a 
thm layer near the filler IS altered compared to the bulk, with the extent of such 
change proportiOnal to the surface actlVlty of the filler and the topology of the 
surface1 The thickness of the lamella IS also reported to be reduced m filled polymers. 
The spheruhte morphology of PP d1smtegrates mto a system of lamellae onentated 
more and more randomly 
B Changes m physzcal propertzes of PP 
At constant filler loadmg, the Tg m creases m the average molecular mass of PP and at 
constant molecular weight It mcreases with filler loadmg1 The difference m shift 
between vanous fillers can be from 3 up to 15 oc for PP Changes m physical 
properties such as elastic moduh, )'leld strength, fracture toughness etc., results from 
these changes m the PP morphology. 
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2.2 Fillers 
For many years, fillers have been considered to be cheap additives Nowadays they are 
also added to the unfilled polymer to Improve all sorts of physical properties There 
have been numerous studies toward the composites properties over the last three 
decades 14•15•16 A growmg mterest of research concerns flame-retardant abilities of 
metal oxides such as alummmm In-hydroxide or ATH, antimony oxide and 
magnesmm hydroxide m thermoplastics 
Most of the commercial fillers, which come from mmeral ores, present megular 
shapes, yet synthetic matenals can have more controlled forms. The contmuous 
polymenc phase IS called the matnx A filled polymer IS a type of composite, thus It 
can be amsotropiC or ISOtropic17, dependmg upon the shape and the onentatiOn of the 
filler particles 
2 2 I Common Fillers m Polymer Engmeenng 
Fillers are not spht mto stnct mdependent categones16 Nevertheless they can be 
closely divided mto non-remforcmg, sem1-remforcmg ,and remforcmg fillers, orgamc 
and morgamc, natural or synthetically produced matenals, as seen figure 2.3 
PAATICULAT€ 
FILLERS 
INERT FILLERS 
RUBBERY 
FILLERS 
NON 
REACTIVE 
FILLERS 
A ESINS 
NON 
REACTIVE 
FIBROUS 
FILLERS 
RANDOM 
e 9 WOOD FLOUR 
WHISKERS 
REACTIVE REACTIVE LAMINA A 
~ 
ORGANIC INORGANIC 
CORK 
Figure 2 3 Example of a general fillers classificatwn5 
Figure 2 4 takes a closer look at the last !me of the prevwus classification. This shows 
the complexity of ass1gnmg fillers to specific groups 
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(I) Additives w!uch assist 
proccssmg 
(11) Additives wluch modify the 
bulk mechamcal properties 
(m) Additives used to reduce 
formulation costs 
(Iv) Surface properties modifiers 
(v) Optical properties modifiers 
(vi) Anh-agemg addttives 
(vu) Others 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
(a) Processmg stabilizers 
(b) /Internal Lubncants-..E t aJ 
xern 
(c) Processmg atds and flow 
promoters 
(d) Tiuxotropic agents 
{ (a) Plasticizers or flexibihzers (b) Remforcmg fillers 
(c) Toughemng agents 
( (a) PartJCu!ate f!llers 
(b) Ihluents and extenders [ (•) Antistatic agents (b) Slip additives 
(c) Anti-wear additives 
(d) Anti-block additives 
(e) Adht:swn promoters 
( (a) Pigments and dyes 
(b) Nucleatmg agents 
{ (a) Anti-oXIdants (b) U V stabilizers 
(c) Fungicides 
( 
(a) Blowmg agents 
(b) Flame retardants 
Figure 2 4 Deta!ls of fillers classificatwni 6 
Sufficient cntena to selectmg fillers should be reported mto a classification Thts 
means refemng to, the most Important charactens!Ics, as follows5•16 
(1) Parttcle stze and parttcle stze dtstnbutwn; 
(n) Parttcle shape and porostty, 
(tit) Aspect ratiO, 
(tv) Packmg properttes, 
(v) Chemical nature of the surface and punty, 
(vt) Secondary properties, such as mechamcal, electncal, optical and thermal 
characteristics. 
Generally, filler are introduced mto the polymer for tmprovmg abrasiOn resistance, 
modulus, tear strength, tens!le strength, heat resistance, electncal properties and 
chemical reststance16 The chotce of filler ts related to the charactenstics achievable 
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(see table 2.1 ). Fillers are mtroduced m to the matnx by mixing This could include a 
roll mill (as for PVC, or by workmg With a smgle or twm extruder. 
Polymers F1ller Properties gained 
Thermoplastic PVC Non-Remforcmg · clay, calcmm Cost reductiOn, 
carbonate Improvement m 
Polyolefins. surface fimshmg 
Non-Remforcmg: metal ox1de, clays, Flame Retardancy 
Remforcmg glass fibrous, carbon black Mechamcal properties 
Thermoset Remforcmg (Fibrous) Fillers· glass, Electncal Insulalion 
cord, wood flour and m1ca H1gh Shock resistance 
Non-Remforcmg Fillers: clays, s1hca Sliffness 
and calcmm carbonate 
Rubber Remforcmg. Carbon Black Mechamcal Properties: 
tensile strength, 
Modulus 
Table 2 1 Examples of filler uses 
2 2 2 Methods of Filler ProductiOn 
There are two ways of obtammg fillers from mmeral sources by direct and by 
synthelic methods 1 The surface treatment IS a step m to the productiOn process. 
Coatmg techniques are bnefly presented later m th1s part of the rev1ew. Nevertheless, 
th1s seclion IS dedicated to g1ve a succmct presentatwn, as 1t 1s not a maJor part of the 
work 
A Dzrect Method 
Figure 2 5 hsts the different processmg stages of direct methods for obtaming fillers. 
Table 2.2 gives the advantages and the drawback of using this way of productiOn. 
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Stage A !MINERAL 0@ 
Stage B !MINED AND TREATEDj 
Stage C !PURIFICATION PROCESS or BENEFICIA TIOJ\j 
These stages are physical techniques like hand sortmg, washmg, density separatiOn, 
flotatiOn, s1ze and shape separatiOn, chemical methods (bleachmg) could also be used 
Stage C \SIZE REDUCTION j 
[CONTROL SIZE AND SHAPE DISTRIBUTIONj 
(gnndmg, classJficatwn) 
StageD [COATING\ (1f desired) 
Stage E IDEWATERINGj (only when aqueous processmg has been used) 
Stage F IDRYINGj 
Stage G !BAGGING I LABELLINGj 
F1gure 2 5 D1rect process for fillers 1 
DIRECT PROCESSING 
FILLER PRODUCE ADVANTAGES DRAWBACK 
Calcmm carbonate, Cheap (mass productwn) Poorpunty 
Dolomite, Clay, Talc, Product adequate for uses Less optimal particle size 
Micas, Wollastomte and shape 
Table 2 2 Example ofmmeral filler produce by direct method 
B Synthetzc Methods 
Sometimes, It appears Impossible to extract the correct grade of powder directly from 
the bulk mineral matenal. Indeed, It IS necessary to treat the ore by vanous techmques, 
as descnbes figure 2 6. Precipitation and melt fonnmg are the most relevant synthetJc 
methods that have been developed 7• 
Stage A !MAIN PROCESS\ 
Stage B WRECIPITATIONl !MELT FORMINGj WYROLISIS I COMBUSTION! 
Stage C WILTRATIONl 
Stage D.IOR YING PROCESS\ 
Stage E !BAGGING I LABELLINGj 
Figure 2.6 Synthetic methods ofproductwn1 
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Table 2.3 hsts the types of fillers obtained by synthe!ic methods 
PRECIPITATION (from aqueous solutwn) 
FILLER PRODUCES ADVANTAGES DRAWBACK 
Alummmm hydroxide, Ded1cated to Thermoplas!ics Expensive method 
S1hcas Magnesmm Wide chemical range 
hydroxide; Calcmm Very small part1cle s1zes 
carbonate; S1hcates; Eased wet coatmg process, wh1ch 
Banum sulphate slow down the agglomera!ion 
process dunng filtenng stage 
H1gh punty product 
Ultrafine particles 
Table 2 3 Examples ofmmeral fillers produce by synthe!ic methods 
Table 2.4 presents some examples of fillers correlated to the1rproductwn methods 
Natural products SynthetJc products 
Calcmm Carbonate Glass fibre 
Dolom1te Glass beads 
Clays S1hcas 
Talcs Metal hydroxide (alummmm, magnesmm) 
M1cas Magnesmm carbonate 
Wollastomte (calcmm s1licate) Prec1pl!ated calcmm carbonate 
Hydromagnas!te/Hun!ite M1xture An!imony ox1des 
Table 2.4 Summary of fillers and processes 
C Surface Treatments 
The purpose of coatmg a filler could be vanous, from Improvement of processmg 
conditions, reduction m m01sture content, chem1cal protec!Jon, reduction m dustmess 
and mcreased bulk dens1ty Nevertheless, ophm1sed compos1te processmg and 
1mprovmg compos1te propert1es are the most d1stmct ones. Between all kinds of 
coatmg agents, fatty ac1ds as well as organo-s1lane coupling agents are the most 
commonly used. The type of surface modifier and method of applicatiOn would 
depend mostly on the nature of the filler productwn1•4•17• 
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The coatmg stage, by wet or dry techniques, can take place during the filler production 
or dunng the composite elaboratiOn. The goal of any kind of surface mod!ficabon IS to 
bond the filler surface chem1cally w1th the coatmg agent It can be sometlme seen as a 
phys1cal adsorptwn1. In order to cover completely the surface of filler by a monolayer 
coatmg, elaborate calcula!lons are based on the specific surface area of the filler, the 
area occupied by the reactmg group and 1ts spa!lal onentatwn 1 
2 2 3 Pnmary F1ller Properties 
Physical properties of fillers group the most Important charactens!lcs as pnmary and 
secondary properties The secondary properties of fillers are the thermal properties, 
the spec1fic heat, and the coefficient of expanswn, thermochemJCal effects, and the 
op!lcal properties. The pnmary properties will be developed m the rest of this section. 
A Fzller Morphology 
Particle size, particle s1ze d1stnbutwn, shape as well as packmg propertles and specific 
surface area play a large role m the selectiOn process of fillers to add to the matnx 
These factors affect the overall matenal properties such as flow behaviOur, thermal 
and mechamcal charactenstJcs. Lots of stud1es18·19 have been earned out on the effect 
of filler morphology to the composite matenal Th1s sectiOn will try to summanse the 
bas1cs 
Particle shape IS Important m determmmg the stiffness of the composite, the 
rheolog1cal properties, tensile and 1mpacts strength The common shapes are sphencal, 
cub1c, fiberous, blocky, and flake' Nevertheless, the amsotropy m shape of most filler 
particles IS overcome by determming eqmvalent sphere d1ameter1. Th1s IS a 
representative sphere that has the same volume as the filler part1cle. Except for 
s1evmg, particle s1zmg methods would normally use this method Rothon 1 mtroduces 
the concept of effective particle to d1stmgmsh between pnmary particles, 
agglomerates and aggregates, especially concemmg synthe!lc matenals14. Aggregates 
will be defined by havmg the strongest bonds between particles and agglomerates the 
weakest ones. 
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PartJcle size is a fundamental property that can be controlled dunng productwn. 
Range of size can go from a few nanometers to ten of milhmetres20• Particle size 
distnbutwn IS more often used, as It IS easily measured by a large vanety of 
techmques. The typical distnbutwns are monodisperse, Gaussian and irregular0• 
Surface area IS generally determmed by BET method. Typical range starts from 10 to 
400m2/g, dependmg on the level ofmtemal porosity0• 
B Packmg Properties 
Potenllal Van Der Waals forces and repulsive Coulombic forces rule particle to 
particle mteractwns20 Some filler have a natural tendency to agglomerate as a 
functJon of different parameters such as pH or electrostallc charge. This phenomenon 
takes place dunng storage The agglomeratiOn stage IS emphasised dunng transport 
while compactwn occurs m the bags Van Der Waals forces are primanly responsible 
for agglomeratJon dunng productiOn and storage The pnncipal forces of 
agglomeratJon as well as disagglomeratwn are bndgmg, adhesion and cohesiOn, 
attracllon forces 15 
There are generally three factors, which are used with particle packmg: crillcal volume 
fractiOn, effecllve volume fractiOn and cnllcal volume concentration14 
Generally, the packmg behaviOur of particulate matenal depends largely on Its particle 
size, shape and surface charactenstics10 According to Rothoni 4, packing behaviours 
appears to be one of the cntical features for the formulation and design of polymer 
composites, especially when highly filled systems are reqmred Pr IS by definition the 
maximum packmg fractiOn of a filler powder That can be translated to the maximum 
volume fraction of particles that can be incorporated before a continuous network is 
formed and vmds begm to appear m the composite. Volume fractiOn contributes to the 
understandmg and descnbmg the effect of filler loadmg on compound. Pr is a complex 
feature, which descnbes the mteractions between the particles and the polymer matnx. 
It IS mfluenced by the morphology of the filler as well as the particle size distnbutwn 
and surface area Maximum packmg IS achieved usmg a distnbution of partiCle size. 
The smallest particles can fill the voids left by the b1gger ones 
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Dry and wet methods are employed to determine the mrunmum packmg fraction14. 
The bulk density corresponds to the dens1ty of the dry powder. Oil absorptiOn 
represents the max1mum packmg achieved m the polymer matnx. Oil absorptiOn tests 
are earned out accordmg to BS 3482 Ongmally mtroduced for applications m putty 
and pamt technology, m! absorption methods rely on tntratmg a sample of powder, 
wh1le applying contmuous rubbmg and m1xing. Results are recorded m millilitres per 
I 00 grams of filler Oil Absorption values can be between few grams to over 
lOOOg/IOOg offille(w. The medmm must be chosen With precautwn, as 1t should share 
similar physiCal properties to the matnx 
P 
_ Vf 
I-
VI +Va 
(1) 
Where V1 and V0 are the volume of filler and Oil, Pr 1s the maximum packmg fraction. 
The relative filler volume IS 
V= VI 
' p I 
W1th V1 the actual volume of filler 
(2) 
Hmsman1 mentiOned that 1f agglomerates are m the powder, these would not have 
been fully dispersed dunng the test, but may be compressed and reduced m porosity. It 
could be very difficult to obtam precise values of P1 , as 1t depends on mteractlon 
between the particles and the matnx, and, also on the mfluence of the fabncatwn 
methods21 . Accordmg to F1llers Handbook22, the maximum packing volume IS the 
tamped bulk dens1ty divided by the specific gravity. Coatmg can mcrease packmg 
dens1ty by reducing the thickness of the bound polymer. 
C Dzsperswn of Fzller 
The level and d1sperswn of the filler phase mto the polymeric phase mfluence the 
homogeneity of the compound The homogeneity of the filled polymer conditions 
most of the physical properties such as flow behaviOur and mechamcal charactenst1cs 
Polymer filler red1stnbutwn23 1s an Important phenomenon, where the polymer melt 
(wh1ch shows Jm!ially a umform concentration of filler particles) becomes non-
umform upon processmg. The red1stnbutwn of filler particles m the moulded part 
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leads to a part w1th mechamcal propert1es different from a part with a homogeneous 
d1stnbutwn of filler particles. Recent hterature works24•25 report on the mvestigabon 
of the mechanical properties as a funcbon of the state of dispersiOn of the particles 
The number oflarge agglomerates m the matnx was found to determme falhng weight 
Impact properties 
Feke et al26 has observed an eroswn mechanism and an omon mechanism for 
d1sperswn of carbon black mto rubber. Wypych21 , m h1s studies on polymer filled 
with carbon black, has idenbfied that the miXIng process can be diVIded mto different 
stages. The first one concerns the breakmg steps of large aggregates. The 
mcorporatwn stage descnbes the wettmg of the powder The last two stages deal with 
pulhng apart the agglomerates and obtammg a umform d1stnbutwn of particles 
(pnmary and secondary) m the polymer. The number of passes or residence bme m 
the h1gh shear rate zone of the mixer 1s cntlcal to the state of d1sperswn27 
DispersiOn 1s function of 
Particle morphology and surface treatment 
2 The wettmg capacity of the polymer 
3 Interactwn between particles 
4 The affimty between the powder and the polymer 
5 Processmg charactenstlcs 
V anous techniques, such as optical m1croscopy, electron miCroscopy, small angle 
hght scattenng, etc. are used to determine the state of d1sperswn. 
2.3 Magnesium Hydroxide 
The filler formula IS Mg(OH)z Magnesmm hydroxide occurs naturally as the mmeral 
bruc1te15 • It has a specific gravity of2 4, a refractive mdex of 1.57 and a Moh hardness 
of around 3. The average particle s1ze IS often m the range of 2 to 10 jlm. The pH of 
slurry IS around 9 The h1gh 011 absorptiOn values of around 40g/1 Omin are correlated 
with a h1gh specific surface area, of 15m2/g. As a metal ox1de, Its crystalhsation form 
IS tngonal Nevertheless, the macroscopic structure IS enbrely dependent on the 
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production process. Consequently, dry packmg fraction will fluctuate between 
grades4• 
Studied overall from the 1960's, 1t IS clear that th1s filler IS only bemg used as a flame 
retardant over the past two decades More stable dunng processmg than ATH, 1t 1s 
still not used w1despread7 m the polymer mdustry. 
2 3.1 Flame retardant abllJtJes ofMagnesmm Hydrox1de 
Mg(OH)2 decomposes endothenmcally to free the water of hydration28 . On 
decomposition, the thermograv1metnc we1ght loss of water 1s approximately 32%29. 
Therefore, Mg(OHh is pnnc1pally used m polyolefins and polyam1des at a loadmg 
range between 50 and 65% To ease d1sperswn and compatibllJty, magnesmm 
hydroxide 1s often surface treated mamly w1th steanc ac1d 
Mg(OHh 1s stable m polymenc systems up to 340°C without breakmg down the filler 
structure. Thermal analys1s30 of Mg(OHh mtroduced m PP (60%) shows that the 
release of water (wh1ch started at 340°C) reaches a peak at about 430°C and ends at 
around 490°C At around 350°C heat from the substrate IS removed, wh1ch retards the 
rate of thermal degradation4•31 Smoke emJssJons are non-tox1c and non-corros1ve. The 
release of these vapours decreases the avmlable thermal energy m the compound Only 
at temperature above 500°C does the lattice rearrange to a more stable phase by 
removal of bulk hydroxyls while the second slow step,1s due to loss of surface 
hydroxyls accompamed by ox1de smtenng 4 
2.3 2 ProductiOn methods for MagnesiUm Hydroxide 
Small polycrystals of magnesmm hydrox1de are obtamed as a by-product in the 
productwn of magnesia Sea water IS reactmg w1th calcmm carbonate, and 1s punfied, 
decarbonated and desulphated. The resultmg slurry IS filtered and washed before bemg 
dned and finally milled7• 
The punty of grades obtained from natural products 1s often poor Mg(OH)2 naturally 
precipitates as plate partiCles w1th a h1gh tendency to agglomerate1• Therefore, other 
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"synthetic" ways have been developed to control the degree of punty and the 
morphology of the mmeral. 
Synthehc Mg(OH)2 IS not a new product It has been produced, on a relahvely large 
scale, as an mtermedmte product m the manufacture of refractory magnesiUm oxide 
for decades1• Hydrothermal process usmg chlonde and mtrate IS employed to make 
larger crystal Unwanted res1dues of mmeral ores are leached usmg chlonde The next 
stage IS to punfy the magnesiUm chlonde by a precipitatiOn process based on addition 
on hme or dolmihc hme. Mg(OH2) IS finally produce VIa recrystalhsatwn7• Several 
Improvements have been made to ex1stmg process m the hydrothermal process 
magnesmm chlonde has been replaced by magnesmm mtrate. The other approach is to 
use the controlled hydratatwn ofmagnesmm oxide to precipitate m the desired form1• 
There have been several studies of the on surface coatmg of Mg(OH2/"7• In general, 
saturated and unsaturated fatty acids and si lanes are used. 
2.4 Rheology 
2 4 I IntroductiOn 
For too long now, the processmg of plastic matenals has been regarded as an art rather 
than as a well-developed technology. However, m recent hme members of the plashc 
processmg mdustry have come to realise that there IS a need to maximise output rates 
and to minimise scrap generatiOn. To achieve this many of them have resorted to the 
fundamental pnnc1ples of processmg One of the most Important areas of study that 
has been mveshgated is rheology. Rheology IS "The study of the flow and deformatiOn 
of matter" In order to understand and to control any process mvolvmg the transfer or 
change of shape of flmds, It IS necessary to know how the fluid behaves under 
different condihons oftemperature, pressure and stress. 
Rheolog1cal examples are m all aspects of modem hfe. Rheology2 IS divided mto 
different branches such as bw-rheology, lubncant rheology, suspensiOn rheology, and 
apphcatwns m the food mdustry, the cosmehc mdustry and the matenals science 
mdustry There are many polymer-processmg techniques that require a better 
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understandmg at the fundamental level. These mdustrial processes are screw 
extruswn, fibre spmnmg, film extrusiOn, cold drawing, blow moulding and inJection 
mouldmg1. There are two approaches to the study ofrheology32• The first is bas1cally 
theoretical and h1ghly mathemahcal. It mvolves a detailed study of continuum 
mechamcs and tensor analysis The second approach is more practJcal and 
technologically based The development of a theory 1s pnmanly to generalise the 
expenmentally observed flow behav1our 
Polymer melt rheology IS an important element m the field of polymer technology 
smce 1t enables the understandmg of a large number of processmg faults and defects 
and 1! very often pomts out the way to the1r correctiOn From the knowledge of melt 
rheology, 1! IS poss1ble to select the most smtable polymer or polymer compound for a 
particular applicatiOn , to lmk 1t to the most relevant processmg methods and set of 
specific processmg cond1lions Perhaps most importantly 1t leads to an understandmg 
of the quan!italive relatiOnships between such factors as output rate, power 
consump!Jon, machme geometry and operatmg vanables such as screw speed, 
pressure and temperature 
2 4 2 RheologJCal Eguatwns of State 
There 1s one common factor m the study of all matenals whether they are sohd, liqmd 
or gas and that 1s 1f a stress 1s apphed to any of them, a resultant strain can be 
measured. In some case the deformation may be mstantaneous or it may occur over a 
penod of tJme Smce 1t JS important to express the results of these expenments 
quantJtahvely, some relatwnsh1ps between stress, stram and time must be determmed 
Viscous and elastic properties are the two fundamental rheolog1cal charactenstics m 
polymer processmg32 • 
When expressed mathema!Jcally, such relationshipS are known as "Rheolog1cal 
EquatJons of State" For th1s study, elasticity, shear flow, elongational flow and bulk 
deformation will be considered as relevane3 
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A Elastzczty Hooke's Law 
Ifthe material deforms mstantly under the stress and the deformatiOn is spontaneously 
reversed when the stress is removed, the material exh1b1ts an elastic response. In a 
purely elastlc matenal, elast1c energy stored dunng the deformation can be recovered 
as soon as the matenal returns to 1ts eqmhbnum configuratwn34 
Most people are fam1har w1th the 1deal elastic sohd where the tens1le stress (<Y) IS 
proportwnal to the tenslie stram (E) and the constant ofproportwnahty 1s the Young's 
modulus (E) 
a=E e (3) 
In shear, a Similar to relat10nsh1p between shear stress (t),shear strain (y) can be 
wntten such as· 
r=G y (4) 
Where G IS the shear modulus or modulus ofng1d1tl. 
F1gure 2. 7 Illustrates a typ1cal response from an elastlc sohd to a Simple tensile and 
shear stress apphed normal to the surface of the volume6 
In that partiCular case, shear stress JS applied tangentlally to the surface ofthe matenal 
as m figure 2. 7, wh1lst the bottom surface 1s fixed 
F 
T=-
A 
X 
r=-h 
V 
r=-h 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
When a tens1le force (F) is applied normal to the surface and generates an increase m 
length of ilL, the tens1le strams can be expressed as follows 
F 
a=-
A 
• V 
E:=-
L 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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,, -- - ----
Figure 2.7 Shear and extenswnal flow field 
Tensile stress and deformatiOn compose elongatwnal properties of polymer flow, as 
shown figure 2 7 This will be fully developed later m this review 
B Normal Stress 
The normal stress IS another kmd of stress mvolved w1th polymer melts Only the 
normal stress differences are rheolog1cally s1gmficant34 Th1s descnbes the notiOn of 
"pull along hnes of flow35 
The best way to summanse the three components of stress IS to mtroduce tensor 
notatwn The pure mathematical approach 1s to consider any matenal as a 
contmuum34• Then, 1t 1s necessary to descnbe the response of this contmuum to any 
kmd of sohc1tatwns by a system of mathematical statements based on the theones of 
contmuum mechanics 
In general, mne components must be present to entirely specify the state of stress 
However, m steady simple flow, only SIX components are reqmred The stress tensor[' 
may be wntten as34 
r, 
'" 
0 
f'= r, r, 0 
•12 =•21 Shear Stress Components (11) 
0 0 
'" 
'l"Ji, •zz, and 1"33 are the Normal Stresses 
There are several flow geometnes available for charactensatwn, such as Po1semlle 
flow m a tube, Couette flow between concentnc cylinders and sheanng flow between 
a cone and plate1. Nevertheless this study IS only aimed to quote and descnbe the 
simple shear between two parallel plates, as th1s work IS not concerned specifically 
With rheolog1cal models5 
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DuectiOn of the flow 
~ 
F1gure 2 8 S1mple sheanng flow between parallel plates (top plates m motwn) 
In steady shear flow (figure 2 8), there are no more than three mdependent matenal 
functiOns needed for correlatmg the stress quantities of rheolog1cal sign1ficance to 
shear rate. The magn1tudes of normal stress components have no meanmg. However 
differences between them are significant 
For s1mple shear flow, only three rheologJCal features of the stress tensors are used 
such as 
• •Iz, the Shear Stress, 
• N 1 = TII-•zz, the F1rst Normal Stress Difference, 
• N2 = •zz-•33, the Second Normal Stress Difference. 
In th1s case, stress 1s only a functiOn of the shear rate 
In consequence. 
(Tll- u, = '¥, (y)y' 
u 22 -u33 ='¥2 (y)y' 
(11 (i)) 
(11 (ii)) 
(11 (iii)) 
Where l](y), '¥1(y), '¥2 (y)are called matenal functiOns l](y) defines the shear 
dependent VISCosity (non-Newtoman behav1our), '¥1 (y) defines the first normal stress 
difference and '¥ 2 er) the second one34• 
2.4 3 Rheolog1cal Behavwur 
It has Just been established previously that when perfect elastic sohd is under stress, a 
stram occurs instantaneously and remams constant until the stress is removed 
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Unfortunately, th1s relatiOnship does not ex1st with flmds. Unhke a solid, whose 
molecules possess very hm1ted mob1hty and unhke a gas, wh1ch will diffuse to occupy 
unbounded volume, liqmds Will flow to occupy a specified volume. Therefore the 
concept of a measurable stram for a flmd is flawed and some other relatiOnships 
should be 1den!lfied. 
Long ago, Sir Isaac Newton34, amongst h1s many other achievements, found that when 
a pressure was apphed to a flmd 1! flowed at a prec1se rate and that the rate was 
proportwnal to the magmtude of the pressure. Th1s 1s expressed m one of Newton's 
laws, wh1ch states that the shear stress IS proportwnal to the shear stram rate at wh1ch 
the fluid IS stramed In th1s case the constant of proportwnahty IS called the viscosity 
(f.!) 
dy 
r=p·-=f.!·Y 
dt 
(12) 
Most flmds exhibit a Newtoman behavwur and as such the coefficient, f.!, 1s a constant 
mdependent of the rate of stram. However, for many matenals, partiCularly polymer 
melts, solutwns or suspenswn of par!lcles in hqmds, the relatwnsh1p between shear 
stress and shear rate IS no longer lmear. Flmd's Viscous behaviour under Simple shear 
stress can split mto three categones as follows VJsco-elastJc, !lme dependent, and !lme 
mdependent. 
A Vlsco-elasllc 
VJsco-elas!lc matenals, as the1r name 1mphes, exh1bit a response to an applied stress 
that IS a combma!lon of elastic and Viscous stram. In general, the relallve proportiOn 
of each IS h1ghly dependent on the rate of the deformation. Many attempts have been 
made to descnbe th1s phenomenon mathema!lcally'.36• 
Each matenal, under a umque set of conditiOns, reqmres Its own equa!lon and 
boundary conditiOns. Any change m those cond11lons 1mphes a new equa!lon. 
However It IS useful to consider, JUS! bnefly, some representatwns of visco-elasticity. 
The two most commonly used models are those attnbuted to Maxwell and Kelvm-
V 01gt. These use the concept of springs and dash pots (figure 2.9) either m series 
(Maxwell) or m parallel (Kelvm) 
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F1gure 2 9 Maxwell and V mgt models 
Without gomg too deeply mto the analysis of these models, 1t 1s sufficient to say that 
the Kelvm model descnbes very well the concept of creep (change m strain at constant 
stress), rather than the Maxwell mode, that qmte reasonably descnbes stress relaxatiOn 
(the change m stress at constant stram) 
Dependmg on the degree of elasticity possessed by a vJsco-elastJc polymer melt, a 
number of different effects may be noted17 Dunng processmg, these may be d1e swell 
m extruswn, swelling of calandered sheet, and vauous surface defects commonly 
called sharkskm or melt fracture (for extruswn) as well as "nerve" or cold runnmg m 
calandenng 
B Tzme Dependent Materzals 
Th1s category mcludes flu1ds withm wh1ch the shear stress/shear rate relatwnsh1p 
depends on the prev1ous shear h1stones of the flu1ds Changes m vJscosJty can be 
mevers1ble hke dunng rubber mashcatwn32 Examples ofth1s behavwur mclude non-
dnp, thixotropic pamts and wh1ppmg cream 
C Tzme Independent Materzals 
A Newtoman flmd 1s the simplest example of lime mdependent flmd 1• In th1s case, the 
shear rate at a g1ven pomt 1s some functiOn of shear stress and nothing else, 1.e. 
r = f(r) 
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F1gure 2 I 0 Shear stress agamst shear rate for Newtoman, pseudopiastlc, dliatant and 
bmgham flmds 
F1gure 2 IO shows each type ofmedmm flow. Th1s category mcludes· 
Pseudoplastlc flmds, m wh1ch the stram rate vanes w1th applied stress at a rate 
greater than umty (shear thmmng) 
DJ!atant flmds, wh1ch are shear stlffenmg 
Bmgham bodies, which are essentially Newtoman m character, but with an Imtlal 
)'leld stress 
Herschel-Buckley flmds, wh1ch are basically shear thmnmg Bmghams flmds 
2 4 4 V1scous Behavwur Of Polymer Melts 
A Flow Characterzstzcs of Melts 
Concernmg pseudoplastlc flmds, It is more usual to refer to the apparent viscosity as 
the ratio of shear stress agamst shear rate The pseudoplastlc behaviOur of polymer 
melts IS charactensed by a decrease m viscosity when mcreasmg the shear stress, 
which can be happemng at fast screw speed m an extruder or m an mJectlon moulding 
umt Figure 2 I 1 shows three Important charactenstlcs, 
• At low shear rate, the VIScosity tends to a hm1tmg value J.!o, called the zero shear 
VISCOSity Or Newtoruan VISCOSity (part 1). 
• Pseudoplastlc behaviOur, which IS expressed by a decrease m viscosity With 
increasmg shear rate (part 2). 
• At h1gh shear rate, the viscosity might be expected to level agam (part 3). 
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Figure 2.11 Example ofviscos1ty curve for polymer melts4• 
If we look closely to the polymer melt rheology, 1! has been found that these are 
mvanably pseudoplastic w1th a certam amount of elasticity, so from this pomt on, th1s 
thes1s Will concentrate only on pseudoplast1c and v1scoelas!Jc matenals 
The estimatiOn ofthe true non-Newtoman VJSCosJty, J.ltrue, 1s time consuming smce the 
slope of the tangent of the pseudoplastlc curve IS constantly changmg It 1s necessary 
each tJme to produce a full flow curve, so that 1ts tangent can be measured at spec1fic 
values of stram rate. The ViSCOSity m the other hand, m Newton's equation, IS a true 
constant It IS more common, and of more uses practically, 1f a value analogous to the 
Newtonian VJscos1ty 1s used Parameters called "Apparent Stram Rate" and "Apparent 
Viscosity" have been defined, as seen figure 2.12 
-----------------
J.ltrue = d't/d r 
............ 
---
--
Ytrue ShearRate r 
F1gure 2 12. Shear flow curves-General representation 
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EquatiOn (14) becomes: 
r=J.J.(r) r 
Where IS 't the shear stress, ~. the apparent viscosity and the Y IS shear rate. 
(15) 
In the literature there IS a large number of empmcal mathematical models, which tend 
to model the relatwnsh1p between shear stram and stress, for pseudoplas!Ic fluids. 
These mclude the Carreau model, the Ellis model and the polynomial model. 
However, the Power Law IS the most commonly used, especially in engineenng 
applicatiOns. 
B The Power Law 
Some mathematical models have been established to define the melt flow behaviour. 
The power law37 IS one of the most common equatwns amongst all. The equation 
descnbmg the relatwnsh1p between shear stress and shear rate Is: 
r=K·(y)" (16) 
The constant of proportiOnality has changed from ~ to K, which now represents the 
consistency mdex of the flmd. Therefore the relationship between the apparent 
viscosity and the shear rate (figure 2 13) can be wntten as 
J..lApparenr = ~ = K (rr-l 
r 
(17) 
Now the plot of log 't versus log Y gives a straight !me and slope IS equal to unity. A 
similar treatment to true power law flmds gives nse to a senes of straight lines 
d1ffenng in the value of their slope, (n), the power law mdex, I.e., 
logr = logK +n logy 
Shear 
Stress 
n = I N ewtoman Flmd 
1 
n<l 
Decreasmg 
Figure 2.13 Power low curves for polymers melts 
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Shear Rate 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are some mconvement features to the power law, such as34 
a) The umts ofK depend on the value ofn. 
b) If the shear rate 1s negative, the equatwn does not YJeld a value of viscosity (unless 
n IS an mteger) 
c) The zero shear viscosity does not appear as a parameter. 
d) The equatwn IS only vahd at h1gh shear rates, or between narrow ranges of shear 
rate 
It has been demonstrated that for non-Newtoman flmds the viscosity and shear stress 
depend on the rate of stram Also, the mfluence of factors such as material 
charactenst1cs (molecular structure, molecular weight, molecular weight d1stnbutwn), 
processmg conditions (temperature, pressure, flow rate) must be considered. The 
mfluence additives and especially fillers w11l be explamed later m th1s revww. 
C Effect of the Molecular Wezght 
Like any other physiCal properties, the rheology of a matenal 1s a functiOn of the 
chemical structure Chams of macromolecules are geometncally restrained to a certain 
degree of flexibihty The mfluence of cham stiffness and conformatwn on rheology 
has been prevwusly studied35•34 Molecular weight, molecular we1ght distnbutwn and 
the degree of long cham branchmg become the Important cnteria m analysmg the 
viscosity ofpol)'lller melts 
For pol)'lller melts, the transmiSSIOn of the deformmg stresses to a macromolecule 1s 
due to the mteractwn between the pol)'lller chams34• The entanglement w1thm the 
pol)'lller molecule IS an Important factor to relate to the rheology. The high shear-
dependence of pol)'lller viscosity IS due to the strong effect of shear on the 
entanglement Graessley8 established the molecular entanglement theory, pred1ctmg 
the normal stress difference as 
7:ii-w=f(M,TJ1o,}y' (19) 
Where M IS the molecular we1ght, T 1s the temperature and J.lo the zero shear 
viscosity 
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It has been established that the zero shear VISCOsity of hnear polymer melts 1s 
proportional to the molecular we1ghe9, below a cntical value from there 1t decreases 
rap1dly40 
(20) 
Me is believed to be the pomt where the entanglements start to dommate the flow. 
That cntical molecular we1ght 1s an explanatwn of the onset of Non-Newtoman 
behavwur and 1ts dependency on molecular we1ght39 
At h1gh stress, disentanglement occurs and chams tend to become onentated m the 
direction of the flow The VISCOSity drops as the resistance to flow dim1mshes41 • 
Elongatwnal properties are drastically affected by the chain branchmg. The 
elongatwnal ViSCOSity will m crease With branchmg If the branches are long enough to 
cause entanglements, the shear vJscos1ty will nse2 
D Effect of Temperature 
When the melt flows, chams shde over each other. The VISCOSity decreases w1th an 
mcrease m temperature42 The cham motwns are therefore eased by additiOn of energy 
avmlable to the molecular mob1hty5•34• 
For Newtoman flmds, VIscosity and temperature are correlated by an Arrhemus-type 
expression: 
(21) 
where A JS a constant, ilE 1s the acuvatwn energy for the flmd, R IS the umversal gas 
constant and T the absolute temperature. A second equatwn is often used for melts5• 
f.J=ae-•r , w1th both a and b constants (22) 
The free volume theory 1s employed to translate the relatwnsh1p between temperature 
and vJscosJty Free volume IS a central concept m relatmg both eqmhbnum 
thermodynarmc properties and transport energy properties in hquids43• The free 
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volume IS assumed to nse linearly with the temperature as descnbed by this following 
expressiOn: 
/=/g +ag (T-T,) (23) 
Where f and f • the free volumes at T and Tg, a, the coefficient of cubical 
expansiOn of hqmd and Tg the glass transition. 
The pnnciple of hme-temperature44 eqmva!ence established from the WI!ham's 
Landel and Ferry expresswn45, propose the significance of a master curve for 
polymers 
WLF ExpressiOn IS' 
log .E...= _ c,' (T- Tg) 
JJ, C~+(T-Tg) 
(24) 
Where T IS the reference temperature, CP and q WLF constants and fl and flg the 
viscosity at T and Tg. q and q depend on the polymenc matenal. Nevertheless, ifT 
IS close to (Tg+50) their values are equal to C?=8.66 and q =1 01 6 
The Umversal form of equatiOn (24) IS 
I _13 17.44 (T -Tg) ogf.l- 5!.60+T-Tg 
E Effect of filler on rheology 
(25) 
There have been some mtensive studies to explam the flow behaviOur of filled 
systems over the years32•35•46• As the mterest for fillers grew m polymer processmg, a 
way to correlate their flow properties to rheological models was developed. The 
Importance of the nature of the filler has been previOusly underlmed m this review. 
Shapes, particle sizes, particle size distnbutwns, packmg properties (as well as the 
mteractiOn between polymer and filler) mfluence greatly the viscosity of the melts. 
This sectiOn aims to descnbe the effect of filler particles on the rheology of 
pseudoplastic polymer melts 
Rheological properties can be charactensed by the same parameters as any flmd 
medmm, mcludmg shear viscosity, extenswnal VIScosity (or elongatwnal viscosity 
under umaxial extensiOn), and dynamic VIscosity The existence of a Yield stress, 
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which is associated with particle mteractwns with the matrix47 is a common feature of 
highly filled polymer melts. It has been seen46 that at stresses lower than a cntical 
value ''" the system behaves hke a sohd, 1.e , It deforms only elastically, rather than 
flowmg. <er IS referred to as a )'leld stress 
r = 0 for 1: < <er 
' = '" + f.Jo . r for 1: > <er 
(26) 
(27) 
The rheology of filled systems can be seen as the rheology of a two-phase system. The 
loadmg of filler emphasises the concentration of the suspension, which has specific 
Importance 
:» Concemmg Newtoman Flow 
Emstem47•32 was the first to produce a theoretical equatiOn, which relates the 
viscosity,).!, of a Newtoman flmd contammg a very dilute suspensiOn ofngid spheres· 
fJ = f.Jo (I+ k <P) (28) 
Where <P IS the volume fraction of spheres and the ).10 is VISCOSity of the suspensiOn of 
Newtoman medmm and k vanes as a functiOn of the particle shape and onentatwn. 
Several attempts were made to modify this equation to smt flow behaviOur of filled 
systems of a hqmd contammg moderate concentrations of sphencal particles 
Homsbl8 proposed a general equatiOn that contamed Mooney, Maron-P1erce and 
Kneger-Dougherty expresswns32 
/(<P) 
f.1 = /Jo ' ( <P JM 
1--
pf 
(29) 
where Pos the maximum packmg fractiOn, f(<P) and M are the mode charactenstiCS 
For the Maron equatiOn f(<P) equals I and M= 2 
I 
fJ = f.Jo · ( <P J, 
1--
pf 
(30) 
).liS the viscosity of the filled system, ).to the viscosity of the d1spersmg phase, <PIS the 
volume fractiOn and Prthe maximum packmg fractiOn of the filler. 
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The Mooney equation allows the vtscostty of a filled matenal to be related to the filler 
packmg properttes and Ioadmg 
f.l = f.lo . exp 
k <I> 
1-~ 
pf 
(31) 
Thomas and Metzner49 observed (for a wtde range of particle wtth sphencal diameters 
from 0. I to 440 llm), the followmg expression successfully modelled the vtscostty: 
f.l = f.lo · (2 5 ·<I>+ 10 05. <1> 2 + Aexp(B <I>)) (32) 
Wtth A=O 00273 and B = 16 6 
Accordmg to Ktttano35 
(33) 
This expressiOn predtcts that when the filler Ioadmg mcreases, the vtscostty increases. 
In the mean time the vtscostty wtll mcrease 1f the amount of filler IS mamtamed 
constant but the particle stze decreases as Pr mcreases50. 
Wyptch21 mdtcates the importance of the filler content on the vtscostty of composites. 
Vtscostty mcreases when the loadmg mcreases or tf the volume fraction nses, 
mdependently of the parttcle stze and shape of the filler, or 1ts chemtcal composttion 
The relatwnshtps between the Viscosity of filled polymers and loadmg are expressed 
as below 
f.l = f.lo (1+2 5·<1>) Emstem Equatlon21 (34) 
f.l = f.lo (1+2 5·<1>+14.1 <I> 2) Guth, Stmha, Gold Equat10n3 (35) 
f.l = f.lo (1 + 2.5 <I>+ k, <1> 2 + k, <1>3) Lee Equatlon3 (36) 
Where k2 and k3 are some constants descnbmg the filler properttes. 
The descnpt10n of non-hnear nses m vtscostty for htghly filled systems IS Iackmg m 
the first Emstem theory. The two last expresswns are vahd for stgnificant filler 
contents Nevertheless, only the thtrd one allows the filler phystcal parameters to be 
constdenng through the constants Cogswell51 mentwned that at htgh filler content, 
the vtscostty reduces for particles of m creased stze. 
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The effect of the temperature on filled systems depends on how close IS the processmg 
or testmg temperature from the polymer Tg· 
(a) Case I; T IS close to Tg 
f1 _c+'-· (7r=---r,=-g-'-c) log-=--= 1 
fl, Cg+(T-Tg) (24) 
Where T IS the reference temperature, q. and Cf are WLF constants and fJ. and fl.g are 
the VJscosJtles at T and Tg q and Cf depend on the polymeric matenal. 
(b) Case 2, T close to Tg 
(21) 
Where A IS a constant, L'.E IS the ac!ivatwn energy for the flmd, R 1s the umversal gas 
constant and T IS the absolute temperature 
(c) Case 3, h1gher temperature52 • 
ln(J:!:._) = c rp,.!_ (T- Tg) 
f.lo Tg 
(37) 
Where c IS a constant function of the surface filler and ~ the weight ratio of filler to 
polymer 
Th1s sectwn contams a representative number of rheolog1cal expressions used to 
descnbe the viscosity of filled systems. However, 1t should be admitted that a 
umversal formula glVlng the relationship between filler properties and viscosity, does 
not yet ex1st Secondly, as polymer melts exhibit non-Newtoman behavwur51 , the 
dependence of viscosity upon volume fraction of filler should be taken mto 
cons1deratwn at different shear rates, especmlly for h1gh shear processes such as 
mJection mouldmg 
)> Non-Newtoman Flow 
Smce non-Newtoman flow 1s typical for polymer melts, the discussion of filler 
particles role must be exphc1tly taken mto account, especially the dependence on 
concentratiOn, particle shape and surface interactiOn With the melt 
Shaheen32 has proposed a dJmensionless relatiOnship m shear thmmng behavwur: 
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(38) 
W1th dp the average partiCle diameter, <po the density and /-10 viscosity of the 
suspensiOn medmm and r the shear rate. 
More importantly, It has been presented m this review that filler particles are not 
specifically sphencal Onentation of amsotropic particles (fibrous and flake-hke) 
affects the rheology. In this case, the aspect ratio of particles will be used to descnbe 
the mfluence on viscosity. High aspect ratiO particles tend to lower the resistance to 
flow at high shear rate. 
The mfluence of the dispersiOn IS closely hnked with the use of dispersmg aids or/and 
surface treatment The mm IS to reduce the mterfacial bondmg between the surface 
particle and the matnx but also separate particles from each other. Usually the surface 
modification mvolves a reductiOn m viscosity m companson to the SituatiOn with 
untreated fillers 
2 4 5 ExtensiOnal Properties of Polvmer melts 
Until the mid 1960s the ex tensiOnal flow properties have been under-estimated for 
shear flow characteristics of non-Newtoman medmms The situatiOn has changed 
rapidly with the Importance of elongatwnal features m several applications. In many 
processes such as fibre spmmng, thennofonnmg, blow mouldmg and calandaring, It IS 
not a shear defonnatwn, which IS Important, but an elonga!Ional one. Extensional flow 
m fibre spinnmg and film blowmg are probably self evident, but stretching flows 
occurs m most polymer processmg methods to some extent, such as m extrusiOn dies 
and m mjectiOn mouldmg2 Any abrupt change m geometry in a processmg operation 
Will generate a flow With an extensional component53 
Cogswell4 underlines the importance of elongational viscosity m converging flow at 
the entrance of a die, m capillary rheometry. The only measurable matenal feature in 
extenswnal flow IS the extensiOnal viscosity, A. A flmd when A nses with rate IS said 
to be "tenswn-thickenmg" whilst, If A decrease IS said to be "tension-thinning". 
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Trouton, mitJally discovered that the elongatwnal v1scos1ty was equal to three times 
the zero apparent shear viscosity, dunng umaxwl stretching54 for Newtomao hquid 
only for Newtonian or Troutoman conditiOns 
A= 3 Jlo (39) 
Smce then, a number of mvestlgators have charactensed the steady elongatwn flow of 
non-Newtoman VIsco-elastic flmds from the rheolog1cal pomt of v1ew17 There are a 
number of different techniques of extenswnal flow analysis: stretchmg method, 
spmnmg techmque lubncated and contracted flow The most commonly used, is 
capillary rheometry method A maximum extrudate swell, which corresponds to the 
release of the tensile stram, must be achieved by usmg a zero length d1e34• Mention 
has already been made of the effects of tensile stress on a matenal sectiOn 2 4.1 
F (}' =-
A 
M 
E:=-
Lo 
A =_2_ 
32 
(n + 1) 2 
jJ 
p' 
• ___!!_ 
r 
(8) 
(9) 
(40) 
where Po IS the pressure drop at the zero length die, n the power law mdex, J.! IS the 
shear VIscosity and r IS the shear rate F1gure 2 I 4 Illustrates different categones of 
extenswnal flow 
UNUoX/AL 
Exrn•sroN 
lol 
BIAXIAL 
CXlENSJON 
Figure 2 I 4 Three different types of extenswnal flow 
,,, 
PLANAR 
E:dENSJON 
Often, two matenals, which appear to be similar for all mtents and purposes, (1 e, from 
the same genenc group of polymers) may be found to have very different processmg 
charactenshcs More often, exammatwn of their extenswnal flow md1cates they are 
not as similar as first thought The molecular structure, the degree of braochmg and 
the length of the branches m the polyethylene, the tacticity of polypropylene aod 
sometimes the catalyst have an mfluence, m thiS respect. 
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Systems can have marked effect on the tensile flow properties of a matenal whilst not 
affectmg the shear properties. It IS always worth considenng the tensile flow 
properties when unexpected differences m processmg characteristics are encountered. 
2 4.6 Die Swell 
A lntroductwn 
By defimtwn the phenomenon where the extrudate cross-sectiOn IS greater than the die 
cross section IS called d1e swell. Barus55 was the first to observe this effect, as a result 
of his studies on rubber systems the general phenomenon was termed "Barus effect ". 
The die swell phenomenon IS of considerable consequence mamly, m the elucidation 
of polymer flow and m the direct practJcal control of the processmg charactensa!Ion of 
molten polymers ExtrusiOn and InJectiOn mouldmg processes are very demandmg on 
die swell assessment m order to guarantee the quality of fimshed products. 
For the physicist, die swell IS the rearrangement of macromolecules, which takes place 
after the non-onentatwn withm the capillary m a high shear field For the rheologist, it 
appears to be the recovery from elastic deformatiOn Imposed m the capillary This 
recovery IS not mstantaneous, and depends on different parameters such as the 
velocity of the fluid leavmg the tube exit as well as the relaxatiOn charactens!Ic of the 
matenal 
Die swell will mostly occur due to elastic ability of the matenal. The macromolecules 
forced to flow m a narrow die, cool down mi!Ially with an onentation related to the 
direction of flow The polymer chams reform to a state of highest entropy, 1 e m 
randomly coiled configuratiOn, accordmg to the second thermodynamic pnnciple Any 
external cause of disruptiOn, which could ehmmate this stable state, Will be opposed If 
possible or established once removal of the deforming stress Extrudates, which are 
cut at the end of the die, show a convex profile, charactens!Ic of die swell. As the 
shear rate at the die wall IS the greatest, this means that the long1tudmal shnnkage will 
be the most promment at the outside surfaces of the extrudates. At low shear rate the 
effect could be cancelled or balanced by drawmg. The draw-down effect should be 
taken mto consideratiOn dunng expenmental measurements 
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For a Circular sectiOn product, the swellmg ratiO S, is the raho of diameter of the 
extrudate d and the d1ameter of the capillary d1e D 
S =diD (41) 
The Barus effect a, of v1rgm polymers depends on the elastic deformation, the 
molecular onentahon and normal stress 
a= S2 =(diD/ 
The d1e swell of polymer melts m lam mar flow can be analysed m to three parts56• 
(I) A small Newtoman swelling 
(42) 
(2) A sudden elastic recovery at the die ex1t, correlated to the molecular recOiling as 
soon as the wall shear stress IS released at the die ex1t. 
(3) An additional swelling due to slow stress relaxahon of first normal stress 
difference developed at the die entry. In a long d1e the memory effect of the first 
normal stress difference has faded w1th hme ms1de the d1e and as a result, the 
addJtwnal swellmg 1s mlmmal. 
With time (after extrusiOn), the swell rat10 tends to reaches an asymptohc value Soc. 
The LID ratio to ach1eve 1t vanes from polymer to polymer and also may vary w1th the 
molecular we1ght dJstnbutwn for the same polymer56 polyethylene needs LID> 30 
while PS need LID=l2 Vlachopoulos56 suggested the hm1t S"' for a long penod of 
hme that could be expressed as 
(43) 
SElast IS the sudden elashc d1e swell, S 1nclast IS the melastlc die swell and SRelax IS the 
asymptotic small swell due to res1dual relaxation of the first normal stress d1fference. 
In h1s study Brando56 observer that the contnbutwn of SNew and SElast should be 
considered smce there IS no reliable eshmates of SRelax + S1nelast· 
In order to predict the swell Brando and Lekakou56 based the1r modelling of S"' on the 
elasuc recovery approach of Tanner The conshtutlve equatwn used by Tanner takes 
mto account stram tenswn at a past t1me measured relative to the matenal 
configuratiOn at the present hme The flow at the ex1t may be approximated by a 
sudden developed stram whiCh takes the vJscoelashc melt from the constrain viscous 
stress ms1de the capillary mstantaneous to the unconstramed atmosphenc pressure 
outs1de the d1e 
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Die Swell can be affected by a number of factors such as shear stress and shear rate, 
die geometry, residence time, temperature, recoverable shear stram and normal stress 
difference In additiOn polymer parameters hke molecular charactenstic and filler 
content can mfluence the extrudate swell 
B Effect of the shear stress! shear rate 
Han et al. 57•58 observed large extrudate swell as shear rate IS mcreased Brydsoni added 
to this observation the fact that die swell nses with mcrease m shear rate until a limit 
correspondmg to a cntlcal value of shear rate Beyond this pomt, the dte swell 
decreases, due to the onset of melt mstabihtles (fig.2.15) 
Swelhng 
RatiO 
Cntlcal 
Shear Rate 
Shear rate 
Ftgure 2 15 Standard form of swellmg ratio versus. shear rate 
Brydson55 hsted several conclusiOns followmg his studies of the swelhng phenomena 
of molten polymers At a fixed shear rate die swell decreases with the length of the 
die For example, NakaJima59 has shown the capillary length-dtameter dependence for 
butadiene-acrylomtnle copolymer 
By studymg the flow properties of filled polypropylene and filled polystyrene, 
Ntshtmura and Kataoka60 observed a relatiOnship between dte swell and shear stress, 
based on the behaviOur of to loga agamst log shear stress, 1 ea power law model: 
a=B (o/ (44) 
With cr the shear stress, a = S2 and S=( diD) the Barns effect. A mcreases as the 
volume fractiOn of filler rather than B decreases 
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C Dze geometry 
Die swell shows a partlcular dependence on the raho of die length to diameter and the 
melt viscosity. In fact when the length to diameter raho exceeds certam values, the die 
swell becomes mdependent of the die Iength55 
Huang and White pomted out m their expenmental and theorehcal approaches of die 
swell from sht and capillary dies for PS and PP that swell is larger for a sht die than 
for a capillary6I It has also been quoted that die swell from sht die mcreases more 
rapidly at higher shear stress The die swell of all matenals measured was found to 
mcrease with mcreasmg extrusiOn rate and decrease with mcreasmg LID. Since 
mcreasmg extrusiOn rate and decreasmg LID results m shorter capillary residence 
hmes, the emergmg matenal more clearly remembers Its state pnor to capillary entry 
and the resultmg extrudate die swell IS greater elashc stram62 
The argument IS made that the elongatwnal flow due to stress ex1stmg m the die entry 
region (especially for short dies) detem1mes extrudate sweii6 I Huang6I, who found 
that decreasmg the entrance angle at constant LID from 180° decreases extrudate 
swell, has quoted the Importance of the entry angle of die. Tlus IS even more 
accentuated for short dies 
NEWTONtAN FLIJIO vrSCDtt.ASnC ~LUIO 
Figure 2 16 Examples of polymer melt m the reservOir 
As It IS Illustrated m figure 2.16, viscoelashc flmds start to bmld up their streamlines 
m the reservOir before entenng the capillary. Such streamlmes m the reservOir present 
a convergmg flow It IS seen that the die swell raho first mcreases and levels-off as 
Dr/d ratiO mcreases30 This dependence of the die swell on the reservOir to capillary 
diameter IS explamed by the concept that the amount of recoverable elastic energy 
stored m the material flowmg through the die depends on the stram history, which the 
melt expenences on entenng the capillary. 
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The charactenshcs of d1e swell from short d1es are very complex and often mvolve 
vortex motions The extrudate swell from short dies should be determined from the 
character of the entrance flow as th1s IS the only flow h1story these melts know 
D Effect of Reszdence Tzme 
The residence lime trt IS, the lime that the melt stays m the d1e. It IS funclion of the 
extruswn rate and the die d1menswn. Accordmg to Bagley, Anand and Bhardwa/8, it 
can expressed as follows· 
1tR 2 L 4(LIR) 
Q y (45) 
W1th UR the rat10 of length to radms of the capillary d1e and Q the flow rate. 
Accordmg to Anand58, the res1dence lime g1ves an md1catwn of non-Newtoman 
behaviour for a polymer of constant molecular we1ght, 1f log( d1e swell) versus trt 1s a 
linear funclion Further d1e swell measurements were shown to be inversely 
proportwnal to tr~. Reducmg the res1dence lime would have an effect on the molecular 
onentatwn and relaxatiOn at the ex1t of the d1e 
The slower the molecular flow through the d1e, the smaller the elaslic memory In 
concluswn, the d1e swell w1ll mcrease 1f trt IS small, where little opportumty for 
relaxatwn occurs w1thm the d1e 
E Temperature 
As vJscosJty decreases w1th temperature the d1e swell reduces w1th an mcrease m 
temperature. The drop m d1e swell over the nse of temperature 1s essenlially due to the 
faster relaxation of molecular onentalion at h1gher temperature62• Accordmg to 
Brydson, at a constant shear rate, the d1e swell decreases w1th temperature 
nevertheless the max1mum swelling ralio will nse w1th temperature55• Yang and Lee63 
established several correlalions between ISothermal and non-Isothermal cond1lions and 
d1e swell At Isothermal conditions, plots of extrudate swell agamst wall shear stress 
gave rise to a temperature mdependent correlatiOn For non-Isothermal conditions, 
such a correlatiOn did not ex1st 
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F. Pressure and Normal Stress difference 
Few correlatiOns have been predicted from visco-elastlc flmd theory, which relates 
swell to normal stress difference ratiO at the d1e wall3• 
In several pubhcatmns Han et al57 have shown that the exit pressure Pextt. IS correlated 
with the d1es swell for all UD ratlo The exit pressure IS Pextt. for fully developed flow 
m capillary, equal to the normal stress difference at least for polymer melt system 
Pextt = (crwcr22) (46) 
With the normal stress d1fference N1 = crwcr22 
In the1r paper, Anand and Bhardwa/8 used the Tanner equatJon to relate the d1e swell 
to the normal stress d1fference for their studies on polypropylene. They have noted a 
fall m the polypropylene melt elasticity and d1e swell as the temperature mcreases 
G Molecular charactenstzcs 
Molecular relaxatwn, the basis of d1e swell phenomenon, occurs untll the polymer 1s 
completely frozen. When polymer melt flows through the d1e, melts are deformed and 
all the molecules start shdmg past each other. They tend to uncml or revert to random 
co!led-up forms Molecular entanglements force the rest of the molecules to behave m 
a co-operatlve marmer, some recovery of shape correspondmg to the recmhng occur. 
Metzger and Matlack64 suggested that at a given shear rate, the amount of swellmg 
and the fluctuatwn of swellmg with the residence tlme depend upon the polymer 
structure. It IS beheved58 that a greater degree of cham entanglements occurs with a 
broad d1stnbut1on of molecular weights and hence greater onentatwn of larger 
molecules by the apphed shearmg forces necessanly mcreasing the d1e swell. 
H. Fzller content 
H1gh concentratiOns of filler are known to Improve extruswn properties so the d1e 
swell and extrudate distortiOn should dimmish55 It IS Important to underhne that 
highly filled polymers are less elastic because filler decrease the ngidity of the 
system62•18 Koshl5 proved that s1hca fillers m copolymer blends mcrease the ng1dity 
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of the polymer cham Thts results m low mobthty of the polymer chams under 
influence of applied shear stress. Hence, the elastic recovery and consequently the die 
swell decreases wtth mcreasmg filler loadmg Thts tmportant change m ngtdtty IS due 
to the reductiOn of mobthty for the macromolecules under stress. Several studies 
earned out by Vmogradov and all66 descnbe that as the proportiOn of filler m a 
polymer mcreased, the die swell raho decreases and the cnhcal shear stress mcreases. 
Lower particle67 loadmg appears to delay the onset of the relaxation stage, whilst 
htgher loadmgs prevent 1t completely The larger parttcles suppress swell more 
effechvely. 
Die swell of filled polymers ts a functwn of the volume fraction and of the nature of 
the matnx In a compostte the volume fractwn of fillers ( ~) ts gJVen by. 
tJJ = eM (eM +(eM 1 w, )) (47) 
Where eM IS the spectfic gravtty of polymer, eF the speCifiC gravity of filler and WF 
the wetght frachon of filler 
In filled polymer, the Barns effect depends on the volume fractwn of filler and the 
nature of the matnx. It has been observed that60 at low shear stress wtth the volume of 
filler constant and when the elongatiOn ratw (1/lo) m the flow dtrectwn is close to one, 
the dte swell of the compound aF becomes, hke m figure 2 17 
(48) 
ReservOir 
\ / 
Capillary Die 1<----I Do ,, 
-9 fo Io 
Filler 
~ f 
Extrudate 
D 
Ftgure 2.17 Dte swell representation60 
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Where d and D are respectlvely the diameter of the cap1llary and the diameter of the 
extrudate, I and Io, geometncal parameters, and f, fo filler features. 
In addition, the nature of the filler strongly affects the flow behavwur of the 
compos1te. For filled matenals, die swell fluctuates w1th the type, shape and volume 
fractiOn of the particles 
In the equatiOn (48) parameters a, A and Bare mfluenced by the shape of filler: 
• A IS linearly proportiOnal to the volume frachon ~· 
• A decreases m order for powder, flake and fibre whereas B increases 
Spheres, flakes and fibres are the three common geometnc forms of fillers. F1brous 
matenals w1th a large aspect raho res1st the flow as they enter the capillary from the 
reservmr and hence the apparent shear stress mcreases. The filler IS forced m the flow 
directiOn of the matenal preservmg the stress ms1de the matrix polymer Then the 
stress IS released at the ex1t as the matenal passes through the d1e and the polymer 
swells due to the Barns effect the presence of fillers restrams the d1e swell of the 
polymer Th1s trend 1s strengthened when the d1menswns or volume fractiOn of the 
filler are h1gh Particularly m the case of fibres 1t may be considered that strong 
onentatwn and less d1e swell are due to the rotatwn of fibre caused by the shear stress, 
wh1ch consequently results m sp1ral flow 
Wh1te62 has found that the viscosity and the d1e swell of polymers are related to 
carbon black Ioadmg, partlcles size, surface area and structure It has been found that 
surface area and structure mamly tend to mcrease the shear vJscos1ty and decrease the 
elashc memory, meanmg d1m1mshmg the d1e swell phenomenon. Secondly, 1t has 
been shown that generally, mcreases m carbon black and decreases m part1cle s1ze 
produced correspondmg decreases m extrudate d1e swell 
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2.4.7 Wall Shp 
A Introductzon 
Most of the rheologiCa! calculations used to obtam the vJscosJty value assume that 
there is no shp at the wall The assump!ton of "no-shp" on the contact !me between 
flmd and the wall 1s one of the key assumptwns of contmuum mechan1cs Brydson36 
ms1sts on the Importance of 1dentifymg the occurrence of slippage dunng flow of 
polymer melts. Wall shp can be detected expenmentally by modifYing the dimenswns 
of the flow channei68• The polymer Will shp 1f flow curves do not correspond as there 
IS an error induced m the calculated shear rate It should be noted that the lack of 
superposJtJon could also be due to any of the followmg effects5 • thixotropic (or other 
time-dependent) effects and geometncal effect such as end effects 
It has been observed69•70 that above a cnttcal value of shear rate and for high 
molecular we1ght (or narrow molecular d1stnbutton) polymers, the melt shps. Under 
such conditions, rheologJcal analys1s becomes difficult. Flow curves denved from 
expenment have httle vahdJd1tl6 and the performance of polymer processmg 
eqmpment 1s SlgDJficantly affected 71 However a large degree of shp can lead to stable 
flow because shp reduces the stress m the melt 
Bartos72 and Uhland73 have Isolated wall shp under unstable flow dunng extrusiOn 
Researchers74 noted that the shp 1s preceded by the bmldmg up of constrictiOn on the 
d1e land near the dw entry at h1gh stress and at low temperature. As soon as the 
pressure mcreases, the obstacle 1s pushed. 
Two mechamsms have been iden!tfied as bemg responsible for the occurrence of wall 
shp 
(1) Adheswn failure w1thm the melt (near the wall) 
(u) AdhesiOn fa1lure of the polymer-wall mterface75• 76• 77• 
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B Adheswn fmlure wzthzn the polymer 
Cohesive failure has been observed m capillary flow, where the shear rate is non-
umform It has been observed that a shp mterface IS needed near the wall die, where 
the stress IS higher, between the stagnant layer and the mam body of the movmg 
polymer melt78• The shppage mechamsm becomes dependent on the self-adhesiOn 
process of two layers of melt m close contact It IS reasonable to suppose that such 
self-adhesiOn IS governed by mterpenetratmg of molecular chain across the shp 
mterface 
C Adheswn fazlure at the polymer/wall znterface 
Hatz1kirakos and aJ79 noted that shp velocity IS a result of an adhesive fmlure at the 
mterface between the polymer and the die wall The cntical shear stress needed for the 
onset of shp should be related to the work of adhesiOn of the two surfaces m contact. 
If only dispersiOn forces are responsible for the mteractwn between two media (1 and 
2), then the work of adhesiOn can be calculated to a good approximatiOn as· 
(49) 
where XF and x1 are the dispersiOn force contnbutwns to the overall surface tensiOn 
This expressiOn IS vahd for hydrocarbons but not for aromatic molecules or when 
polar media or hydrogen bonds are mvolved 
Hill et al80 developed an expressiOn for the cn!Ical wall shear stress as a function of 
the work of adhesiOn They argue that the work of adhesiOn must be mcluded m shp 
theory and that the normal stress rather than the shear stress controls the onset of shp 
Their equation can be wntten as follows: 
r,=lOO W,dh 
'I' 
Where l.jf IS the thickness of the flmd layer concerned. 
(50) 
Many attempts have been made to relate shp process to chemical mechanisms. De 
Gennes and Sung81 have modelled shp dunng steady shear flow of polymer melts at 
surface contammg grafted chams. This study is based on the disentanglement of the 
bulk chams mto grafted chains, and predicts that the velocity JUmps sharply at a 
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cntlcal value of the shear stress ChemiCal mteractwns between the melt and the 
surface are only considered as a mechamsm for prov1dmg grafted chams 
D Slip Veloczty 
The shp velocities of hnear polyethylene5, were detenmned to be between 0 61 and 
9.23 mmls for shear stress values between 0 10 to 0 35 MPa These shp veloc1ty 
values are s1gmficantly smaller than the slip veloc1ty values detenmned by 
Ramamurthl2 for vanous polymers, wh1ch reached veloc1ty values greater than I 00 
mmls for plastJcJsed PVC and low dens1ty polyethylene. Byer and Hart also 
determmed the wall shp veloc1ty versus shear stress behaviOur of hnear polyethylene 
usmg stamless steel capillary d1e, wh1ch show a drastic nse m wall shp values The 
slip veloc1ty was around 50 to 500mmls and the shear stress from 0.15 to 0.45MPa. 
The analys1s proposed by Moonel3 for fully developed, mcompress1ble Isothermal, 
and lammar flow m a Circular tube w1th slip veloc1ty of us at the wall g1ves: 
8 4 's , 8 u, 
-=-. r ydr+--
V rw 0 D 
(51) 
Where rw Js the apparent shear stress at the capillary wall, t IS the shear stress, r Js 
the true shear rate, V Js the flmd veloc1ty and D the cap1llary diameter 
Hatz1kirakos and Dealy79 developed a mod1fied versiOn of the classiCal Mooney 
expressiOn m order to estimate the shp veloc1ty as shown below 
8us(zo) . r 4n)[~] 
D r~ K (52) 
W1th us the shp veloc1ty at an ax1al d1stance zo (1s the ax1al distance in the d1e at 
wh1ch the wall shear stress IS equal to ow(zo) ), n JS the power law index and K the 
consistency constant 
Concemmg the1r work on LLD PE, equatiOn (50) was modified to g1ve an expressiOn 
descnbmg shp dunng capillary extrusiOn as follows· 
(53) 
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Where T IS the temperature, To 1s the reference temperature, I the mdex of 
polyd1spers1ty and are qo, q, Gg, c2 and CJ are constants This model IS based on 
only one flow curve 
E Factors mfluenczng sllp veloczty 
The shp veloc1ty mcreases w1th mcreasmg shear stress at the wall84 To model 
expenmental data, power-law expressions relatmg the dependence of wall shp 
veloc1ty, us, have been submitted: 
m Us =a r w (54) 
Where r w IS wall shear stress, m IS the shp exponent and a IS a shp coefficient wh1ch 
depends on the type of polymer, temperature and pressure Th1s model 1s vahd w1th 
shear stress values above the cntical shear stress 
In cap1llary rheometry, 1t has been found76 that the contnbution of shp to the total 
volumetnc flow rate, 1 e the ratio of flow due to shp Qs, over the total flow rate Q, IS 
g1ven by: 
Qs =l!L= 8 us 
Q V Dya 
Where IS the ya apparent shear rate. 
(55) 
The flow ratiO md1cates that the contnbutwn of shp to the total flow rate IS dependent 
on the cap1llary d1ameter85 
They have been many stud1es85, wh1ch are showmg the 1mportance of the metal of 
constructiOn and 1ts surface treatments, on the wall shp phenomenon. Smoother wall 
surface mvolves a nse m wall shp veloc1ty of up to 150% Wall shp decreases when 
d1e surface roughness mcreases85 • 
There has also been some research that affirmed the mdependence of melt fracture and 
wall shp. Cogswell74 showed that melt fracture 1s distmct from slippage as 1t occurs 
before and after flow d1scontmmty. In the mean time, others confirm that onset of wall 
shp and extrudate d1stort10ns are often related to each other. 
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2 4 8 Melt Fracture 
A. IntroductiOn 
In many polymers processmg operatiOns such as extrusiOn, fibre spmmng, film 
blowmg86 and eo-extrusiOn, the onset of flow mstabJht!es results m unacceptable 
product quahhes and mvanably hm1ts productwn32 Dunng the past three decades, 
much effort has been spent on mveshgatmg the causes of melt flow mstab1hhes. The 
rubber mdustry firstly discovered the phenomenon. Later 1t was dec1ded to divide the 
mstabilitles mto two groups. draw resonance and melt fracture Melt fracture 1s 
concerned w1th the distortiOn of the extrudate surface w1th a w1de degree of seventy2 
Unstable flow tends to happen when vJscosJty fluctuates. Such gradients can be 
mduced by an mcrease of temperature and a v1scous diSSipation of flow36• Melt 
fracture was first d1scovered dunng blow mouldmg and mJectwn mouldmg. Pearson87 
has discovered that when a hot polymer melt flows through a convergmg cooled 
channel and v1ce versa, the extrudate was d1storted. The cooled layer close to the wall 
flows less eas1ly than the bulk polymer of much lower VISCOSity. 
By defimtwn melt fracture 1s the appearance of severe surface distortiOn of an 
extrudate stnng above a cntlcal value of shear rate or shear stress It 1s often hnked 
With the amount of elastic deformatiOn encountered by the polymenc matenal. The 
v1sual aspects of melt fracture are numerous. Melt fracture IS understood to be a 
surface defect of severe mtemal and external distortiOns There IS a classificatiOn 
between the different types of melt fracture88 
a) Surface defects Sharkskm melt fracture 
b) Severe distortiOns Gross melt fracture 
B Mechamsms of melt fracture 
Mechamsms postulated to explam the occurrence of melt fracture are convemently 
classified into three, namell9•90• 
I) Bulkmg of the extrudate 
2) Slippage of the polymer at the d1e wall 
3) Propagatwn/amphficatwn of distortiOn 
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Many reports suggest that md1rect factors are related to the mechamsms of melt 
fracture9I There IS a discontmmty m the slope of the flow curve and a decrease m die 
swell as shear rate IS mcreased, and a d1scontinmty in die swell ratio at the cnlical 
shear rate Lamonte9I m h1s stud1es of polymer melts, reported penod1c pressure 
oscillatiOn at shear rate below the cnlical shear rate Meanwhile theses fluctuatiOns 
were not associated With any VISible extrudate d1stortwn As the shear rate increased 
beyond the cntical value, the pressure fluctuatiOn became more severe and the 
extrudates more distorted. 
The elastic energy held dunng flow through a convergmg channel with a flat die 
entrance IS a factor responsible of flow mstabililies The normal stress difference 
conJugated With the recoverable shear stram are the two rheolog1cal features avrulable 
to descnbe the elaslic1ty of a polymer melt The elastJc1ty IS mcreased below melt 
fracture with the shear rate, wh1le 1t carnes on afterward at different rate. There IS a 
hm1t to the amount of elaslic stram energy that can be stored Thus, If th1s hm1t is 
reached, an excessive amount of elaslic stram energy IS transformed mto surface 
energy, )'lelding a distorted extrudate9I·92• 
There IS no exphc1t evidence that pomts out any parlicular mechanism, amongst those 
postulated Nevertheless, expenmental mformatwn has led to numerous observatiOns, 
such as the effect of the chemical nature of the polymer (molecular weight and 1ts 
dJstnbutwn) die LID ralio, temperature and shear stress, as well as the matenal of 
construclion on melt fracture2•86• 
C Types of Flow znstabzhtzes 
In stud)'lng HOPE, Uhland73 observed four regwns m the flow curves, such as 
adhesiOn zone, transilion zone, shp zone and one last seclion with severe disturbances 
or gross melt fracture. He found megular pressure oscillatiOns followed by more 
regular oscillatiOns. Their frequencies mcreased w1th decreasmg d1stance of the p1ston 
from the die. Subsequently, they decreased w1th LID ratio and finally mcreased w1th 
shear rate. This IS the "shp-slick" effect In the shp zone, strong elaslic effects 
mcrease the mlet pressure drop 
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Slip-stick melt fracture IS described by a pulsatmg flow generated largely by periodic 
surface distortiOn. There are two distmct stages: stlckmg charactensed by a rough 
sharkskm followed by shppmg, wh1ch 1s a smooth sectiOn Smooth extrudates can 
been seen dunng melt fracture It IS noted the polymers shps at h1gh shear rates93• The 
last kmd of surface defect observed dunng flow mstab1hty 1s gross extrudate 
d1stortwn Denn94 quoted that flow turbulence at the entrance of the d1e reg10n 1s the 
mam factor responsible ofth1s type of melt fracture 
D Sharslan 
Sharkskm 1s charactensed by a set of ndges perpendicular to the flow d1rect10n The 
onset of melt fracture happens at a cntlcal value of the shear stress, whiCh 1s h1gher 
than of the onset of wall shp90• A cntlcal factor that plays a role m the onset of melt 
fracture 1s the acceleratiOn of the melt m the d1e ex1t reg10n. Th1s acceleratiOn subJects 
the melt to an extens10nal rate, whiCh 1s mJtlally small, but becomes greater at shear 
rates above the cntJcal value Cogswel195 has measured stretchmg rates, JUSt after the 
d1e, at around 50 sec-1 Sharkskm seems to be a hnear functwn of the flow rate Th1s is 
due to the fact that extens10nal rate mcreases w1th flow rate. 
It has been observed that the sharkskm effect 1s more pronounced m shorter 
cap1llanes96• Moymhan and al9\ have reported that long cap11lanes delay the onset of 
sharkskm at h1gher apparent shear rate They have also reported that long capillanes 
decrease the seventy of surface defects at the same apparent shear rate. 
The onset of sharkskin IS delayed by an mcrease in temperature87• Molecular we1ght 
d1stnbutlon affects sharkskm It has been found that the narrower the molecular 
we1ght d1stnbutwn, the greater the susceptlb1hty to sharkskm36 In some cases, applied 
pressure suppresses the extrudate distortiOn, possibly by decreasmg the slip velocity 
2 4.9 Camllary rheometry Measurement w1th an ExtrusiOn Rheometer 
Only capillary rheometry w1ll be descnbed m th1s review, as 1t has been the only 
techn1que used m the research reported here. Nevertheless, there are many methods to 
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look at the flow properties of polymer melts Two main types of mstruments are of 
particular s1gnificance7 
(1) Rotatwnal Rheometer 
(n) Capillary Rheometer 
A. Descnptwn 
Extruswn rheometers are commonly employed to estabhsh flow curves over a Wide 
range of shear or/an extenswnal rates The polymenc matenal IS mtroduced m a 
barrel, then packed under pressure and left to melt Once the heat-up penod 1s 
fimshed, the melt 1s forced through a capillary die, as 1s shown figure 2 18 A p1ston 
applies a constant pressure to the flmd. Shear rate is correlated to the speed of the 
pistons Shear and extenswnal properties are calculated from the pressure drop values 
at the entrance of the d1e, wh1ch should be taken when eqmhbnum 1s reached. In 
mstrumented twm-bore capillary rheometer, both phys1cal propert1es can be obtained 
m one test, usmg two barrels w1th one zero-length die 
F1gure 2 18 descnbes the rheometer reservOir w1th a cap1llary die at 1ts extremity 
Parameters to take mto cons1deratwn are the ratio of reservOir to capillary diameter 
Dr/Dc, (the capillary penetration w1thm the reservOir Lp) the ratio of cap1llary 
diameter to length De/Le, the length of the reservOir L,., and the entry angle 9 of the 
capillary 
Dr 
Le 
De diameter of cap1llary 
Dr d1ameter for reservOir 
Lp length ofpenetratwn 
Le length of cap1llary 
Le 
F1gure 2 18 End of a capillary rheometer 
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Generally, we might find De to vary from IOOJ.!m to 5 mm and DelLe from 0 to 500 
The entrance angle98 varies from 90° to I 80° and the ratio of reservOir to capillary 
diameter could fluctuate from 2 to about 200. 
The denvatwn of Pmsemlle law concemmg capillary flow gives the apparent shear 
features36• P IS the pressure drop, rand L respectively for the radms and for the length; 
Q IS the volume flow output: 
r=Pr 
2L Apparent wall shear stress 
4·Q r = -- Apparent shear rate 
" r' 
r=fJ,(r)·r 
(56) 
(57) 
(15) 
On the assumption that there IS no back flow past the piston, the volumetnc flow rate 
IS simply the volume swept by the piston m umt lime. 
2 
Q=Jr·RPISTON •V (58) 
Where R and v are respectively the radms and the speed of the piston. Therefore shear 
rate can be calculated as followed. 
2 
4 RPISTON V 
r = R' (59) 
Smce Rand Rr15ton are constant (associated with any given rheometer), It can be seen 
that the shear rate IS a function of the piston speed only. Therefore measurements 
usmg a range of piston speeds produce a flow curve with a range of shear rates. 
These equatiOns need to be wntten within a large senes of assumptiOn m order to 
work It IS essential to take mto account and correct3 the : 
I Entrance and end effects m the capillary 
2 Elastic absorbance 
3 Kmetic effects 
B Revzew of errors and correctwns m capz/lary rheometry 
A set of corrections IS reqmred to obtam the true viscosity. The mam sources of error 
when, measunng flow properties by capillary rheometry, are5: 
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(a) Reservmr and fnction losses. 
(b) Ends pressure drop (Bagley Correction). 
(c) Non-Parabolic veloc1ty profile (Rabmow1tsch Correction) 
(d) Slip at the d1e wall 
(e) Influence of pressure on v1scos1ty 
(f) Influence of pressure on volume 
(g) Influence of heat generation. 
The fact that a cap1llary rheometer IS mdeed two successive cap!llaries means that the 
effechve length of the test IS not constant Placmg the pressure transducer JUSt at the 
top of the d1e to record the pressure drop solves th1s 1ssue Concemmg the source of 
the maccurac1es, Cogswell underlined the fact that they can often be cancelled. 
C Bagley correctwn 
As the melt converges from the reservmr to the cap1llary, pressure changes take place 
down the length of cap!llary. The followmg chart, figure 2 19, shows what happens m 
the rheometer m terms of pressure drop95 
Wall 
Pressure 
D1e entry 
F1gure 2 19 TypiCal pressure drop curve 
Explanatwn for the pressure drop d1fference was descnbed as a combmatwn of 
different factors3 Fmt there was a v1scous d1Ss1patwn of energy due to the convergmg 
flow pnor to entry mto the cap!llary Secondly there was a VIscous d1ss1patwn of 
energy due to development of a veloc1ty profile near the d1e and finally cham veloc1ty 
leadmg to storage of elastic energy (some of which could be recoverable). 
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In order to suppress the entrance pressure drop, 1t IS essential to apply the "Bagley 
correctwn"51 (as shown figure 2 20) When plottmg pressure drop agamst dJe length to 
radms ratw at fixed shear rates, 1t has been assessed that the value that mtercepts the 
x-ax1s IS the end correctiOn Th1s negative parameter, (e), represents the length of the 
rat10 of the cap11lary for wh1ch a complete flow would g1ve a pressure drop equal to 
l:.P end 
Pressure 
/ 
/ --..,......,..,..._-
L!R 
F1gure 2 20 Bagley correctwns 
The Bagley-corrected shear stress can be wntten as follows 
rt.P 
T=----
2 (LL +er) 
Where r 1s the radms of a d1e of length LL and e IS the end correctiOn 
D Rheological Equations for Capillary Rheometry 
(60) 
The followmg table 2 5 summanses the bas1c equatwns used to charactense shear and 
extenswnal properties of polymer melts, as measured from a rheometer w1th d1e radms 
(r) and length (LL) 
SHEAR FLOW EXTENSIONAL FLOW 
4 Q Extenswnal 4 
_l!_.L Shear Rate r=-- (57) &=- (61) 
n r' Stram Rate 3 n + 1 Pa 
(R-IV)r Extenswnal 3 Shear Stress T 2LL (62) a=- (n+I)P0 (63) Stress 8 
Shear T Extenswnal A.=_2_ (n+l)' P' p=- (14) 0 (40) 
ViSCOSity r ViSCOSity 32 Jl r' 
Table 2.5 Capillary rheometry equatwns 
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W1th: r, L the radms and length; Q the volumetnc output. 
-r the shear stress, r the shear rate and fl the shear VISCOSity. 
cr the elongahonal, E the elongatJOnal stress and 'A elongatJOnal vJscos1ty 
Po IS the pressure drop for the zero length d1e 
2.5 Injection moulding 
InjectiOn mouldmg IS the most widely employed33•99 technique to form complex 
shaped products, from melt matenal, at mdustnal cadence. Thermoplastics were the 
first materials used, but both thermosets and rubber can nowadays be moulded A 
modificatiOn m terms of eqmpment and formulation of the raw matenal has been 
elaborated to obtam a similar result of accuracy at h1gh productiOn rates. Recent 
developments m powder mjeCtJOn mouldmg has allowed a large range of powder 
matenals to be processed. Metal and ceramic powders are treated w1th flow-promotmg 
additives to become an appropnate Injectable compound An organic phase g1ves 
smtable vJscosJty propertJes for the melt to be able to flow mto the mould cavity. 
The most Widespread mjectJOn machme 1s composed of an m-Ime mjectJOn umt and a 
clampmg system Such machmes contam a smgle screw p1loted by a hydraulic system, 
wh1ch moves forward and backward, as descnbed 
2 5 I The InJectiOn mouldmg of polymers 
In the mjeCtJOn mouldmg of thermoplastics, a hot polymer melts flows mto an empty 
cold cav1ty3. When fillmg IS completed, the melt IS packed mto the cav1ty at h1gh 
pressure m order to compensate shnnkage/warpage dunng coolmg Cooling (i e. a no-
flow state) cames on until the matenal has solidified enough to be ejected without 
damage100• Therefore the mjectJOn mouldmg process can be divided mto five phases: 
Pre-plastJcJzatJOn (heatmg phase): the raw granulates pass through the hopper 
and melt along the barrel (because of external heat and shear stress) and a shot of 
matenal1s transported to the mould. 
2. Filling by the shot s1ze of the cav1ty at h1gh flow rate through the nozzle, the 
sprue, the runner system and finally the gate and the mould cavity 
3. Packmg (until the gate IS frozen) hold-stage. 
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4 Coolmg 
5. EjeCtiOn of the fimshed product 
The fillmg stage IS represented by the unsteady-state, non-isothermal flow of non-
Newtoman melts mto an empty cooled cav1ty100 The flow field depends on non-
Isothermal rheology and transient heat transfer101 • Frozen layer IS formed close to the 
wall, but the polymer still can flow as there IS enough heat retamed The packmg 
phase follows the mould filling Extra pressure, called holding pressure, IS applied 
through the melt m order to pack the part, by the way reducmg the shnnkage effect. 
This will stop Immediately after the solidification of the gate. At that stage the cooling 
phase can start The coohng stage corresponds to the step where the melt contmues to 
solidify m bulk Coolmg occurs as soon as the melt IS m contact with the cold cavity 
The polymer stays m the cavity until It IS possible to extract It, with the ejector system 
fitted mto the mould. Thermal exchanges dunng cooling have been charactensed 
2 5 2 Pressure curves dunng mJection Moulding 
It IS possible to draw diagrams representmg the evolutiOn of pressure and shear 
stress/rate97 data m the cavity agamst the time and/or temperature dunng the IDjection 
mouldmg cycle The most widespread curve IS the pressure agamst time 
The mjectwn pressure IS frequently equated to the hydraulic pressure or sometimes 
confused with the holdmg pressure Indeed, the pressure event set automatically by the 
machme will fluctuate accordmg to the flow resistance of the runner system, gate, and 
mould cavity The hydraulic pressure mcreases, w1thm a short penod of lime, from a 
barometnc pressure to a magnitude that corresponds to the flow resistance of the melt 
from the nozzle to cavity Factors, which mfluence holdmg pressures are the axial 
screw speed, the ml temperature, the melt temperature and the mould surface 
temperature Consequences of megular pulsation of the hydraulic system are jetting 
or/and stickmg to the cavity Vanations m the hydraulic pressure dunng feedmg are 
signs of feedmg difficulties. Measurement of hydraulic pressure is recommended, 
because It IS simple to carry out and provides Important informatiOn about the 
mjectwn and feedmg stages. The cavity pressure IS a key feature m the process control 
dunng injection mouldmg The method of pressure recordmg has reached a high 
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standard of quality with the use of pressure transducers based on stram gauge or 
piezo-crystal 
Accordmg to Johannaber100, the pressure m the injection cycle can be represented with 
this followmg chart, figure 2 21. It IS shown that the different pressure IS a functiOn of 
the location 
p 
5 
I 
I 1 2 3 6 
1 Start ofmJectwn, nse m hydraulic pressure, (fonvard movement of the screw) no 
pressure m the cavity 
1-2 Appantton of melt mto the cavity, Cavity pressure at sensor posttmn 
2 Melt reaches the sensor, Pressure starts to nse slowly 
2-3 F1llmg process, Pressure depends on the flow properties of the melt 
3 VolumetriC F1lhng, Ideal v-p sw1tchmg 
3-4 Compression of the melt, Equahsatwn of the volume, shrinkage as flow contmues 
4 Max1mum cav1ty pressure, Holdmg pressure phase 
4-5 Pressure decrease hnked to the melt nature (Amorphous, senu-crystalhne matenals) 
5 Seahng pomt, melt m the gate IS frozen 
6 Atrnosphenc pressure ~ start of processmg shrinkage 
Figure 2 21 Pressures durmg mjectwn mouldmg 
It IS possible to differentiate three fundamental stages: filhng of the cavity (injectiOn 
stage), compression of the melt (compressiOn stage) and mamtam the solidifying 
matenal under pressure (holdmg pressure stage) Any mcorrect set of switch over for 
holding pressure can create Important damage, such as flash or packed mould, on the 
fimshmg product 
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As soon as the mould IS full, the pressure reaches a peak rap1dly. Thus considerable 
mcreases m resistance to the flow cause the bmld-up m the pressure cycle In the 
mould filling stage there 1s no cav1ty pressure Th1s 1s what 1t 1s called the pressure 
drop at the gate. When the mould is full value bmld-up. The next step IS the hold 
phase until the gate freezes 
Accordmg to K1stler99 only the contmuously recorded graph of the cav1 ty pressure w1ll 
allow detmled recordmg of the inJection process, compressiOn and holdmg pressure 
phases The cavity pressure not only optimJses the timmg of the sw1tchmg pomt from 
the compresswn to the holdmg pressure phase, but also serves directly as a cntenon 
for the sw1tchmg Recordmg the cav1ty pressure not only prov1des quality venficatwn, 
but also makes 1t possible to carry out specific momtonng of tolerances hm1ts The 
cav1ty pressure 1s the only value, wh1ch clearly descnbes the mJectwn moulding 
process A typ1cal cav1ty pressure curve can be shown as a successiOn of phases, 
wh1ch start With the begmnmg of the mJectwn mouldmg (see fig 2 22) 
1[L lturt of Injection ~~= 
Time 
1[~ f1lhng the COVIfy 
Time 
J[L \w11chover ot volumetnc ftllmg r 1-- ----==---
---------
------ --====c::: 
'-==----Time 
r ompressmn Compressmn 
Time 
F1gure 2 22 Typical pressure curve for the InJection mouldmg of a molten polymer. 
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2 5 3 Flow Analysis m Imectwn Mouldmg 
The complexity of the rheologJCal equatwns of state and the complicated cav1ty 
geometry encountered m most moulds makes the full flow analysis of hot polymer 
melts very difficult There have been a large number of attempts to analyse the mould 
fillmg mathema(Jcally such as the work of Spencer & GJlmore, 1950-51; G1lmore & 
Spencer, 1951, Ballman et al , 1959, Barry, 1969, Harry & Parrot 1970 and others102 
Th1s sechon Will summanse the representahons and mathemahcal models descnbmg 
the flow 
For the sake of s!mphcJty, the descnp!Jon, as seen below 1s hm1ted to s1mple cav1ty 
w1th a plane mid-surface. 
Preuure t 
Mold Surface 
Mold Surface 
O(t} 
lrutontaneovs Flow Distance 
D(t) 
t 
AP 
F1gure 2 23 S1mple mJeCt!On mouldmg front100 
It has been prevwusly proved that the melts progress m a parabolic pattern, whiCh 
becomes distorted as the melt touches the wall, as illustrated figure 2 23 
To be able to simulate the enhre mJechon mouldmg cycle, filling and post-filling 
phases must be Simulated assummg the fact that thennoplashcs are compressible fluid. 
Dunng filling and post-fillmg phase, the melt dens1ty undergoes a vanatwn to the 
Pressure-Volume-Temperature diagram, due to h1gh pressure applied to the molten 
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compound. PVT data will serve to obtam mformation on the packing phase, where the 
density mcreases Nevertheless, the compresstbthty of the melt must be mtegrated mto 
both filling and post-fillmg stage to obtam an accurate simulatiOn of the density 
variations103• Thermal calculatiOns encountered dunng cooling are also available. 
Chm and Htsch 104 have shown that the holdmg and coohng phases are the critical 
processes affectmg the level of shnnkage and restdual stresses m the resultmg part. 
The cntical vanable to control m the holdmg and/or coohng phase is the specific 
volume of the polymer, tts hme and path dependent property plays a maJor role dunng 
solidificatiOn phase Thts dependence can be analysed usmg the pressure specific 
volume-temperature (PVT) relatiOns 105 • 
Because of the complexity of the problem numencal methods such as fimte element 
methods and the fimte element volume methods must be used to simulate the different 
stage of the InJectiOn mouldmg. 
2.6 Moldflow 
Many attempts have been made to mathematically model and simulate mouldmg and 
extrusion processes m polymer sctence106•107• Mathematical predictiOns and numerous 
programs are nowadays available for engmeenng the flow analysts of thermoplastics 
dunng InJectiOn mouldmg In hts earliest work Spencer100 gave theoretical predictiOns 
of polymer behaviOur m sptral and very long cavtty moulds Later, more practical 
mould geometry such as a dtsc-shaped cavtty has been employed108 • 
Melt flow analysts earned out usmg Computed Assisted Engmeenng (CAE), IS based 
on Iterative solutions of the partial differential equatiOns of contmmty, momentum and 
energy transfer usmg etther the fimte element dtfference or fimte element numencal 
methods 
2.6.1 PresentatiOn ofMoldflow 
Gatmg positiOns, runners layout and dtmenswns are dectded m an attempt to fill the 
cavtty103• As the designer has not enough mformatwn concermng the pressure 
reqmred to fill the cavtty, he needs to adopt a cautious approach and makes the runner 
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and gate suitable to ensure the filhng stage. As a result, many moulds have got 
unbalanced flow, which can only be adjusted by excessive m put of pressure to fill the 
area distant from the gate. 
The Moldflow design philosophy could be used m the design of mJectwns moulds for 
polymers, as well as pred1ctmg thermoplastics compound flow behaviour w1thm the 
system The essence, whiCh IS based on flow, g1ves the ab1hty to produce moulds and 
parts Correct mterpretatwn of this mformation enables the designer to assess the 
effect of flow on part quahty Generally, mJection moulds have been elaborated from 
mcchamcal consideratiOns, arrangmg of shdmg cores, etc, to ensure the part can be 
extracted 
The Moldflow programs (figure 2 24) are a group of computer simulations which 
calculate pressures, temperatures, shear rates, shear stress, coohng times, filhng phase 
and so on The program can also predict mJection mouldmg features dunng the filhng 
stage, packmg phase or coolmg phase Internal stress values, warpage, packmg stage 
as well as fibre onentatwn are also available m the package Moldflow IS divided mto 
2D and 3D analyses, both usmg Moldflow standard databases VISDAT IS the 
Moldflow viscosity program compatible with the database editor MADRAS 104 
Figure 2 24 Diagram ofMoldflow skeleton 
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2D modelling and flow analysis package can be used· 
To find optimum mouldmg condJI!ons for a part 
To balance flows m the part 
To balance the runner system 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
All 2D requues for analys1s, 1s a s1mple "stnp" representation of the flows path The 
program used lmk to the Moldflow standard or/ and local database, to investigate over 
25 000 matenals Results are d1splayed m graph1cal and tabular format allowmg qmck 
mterpretahons. 
The 2D modelling mvolves creatmg the path the melt will take through the mould. If 
the melt branches at any pomt, then two branches are considered to be separate flow 
paths. If these branchmg flows are geometncally eqmvalent, the two 2D model can be 
simplified and made more compact usmg the "occurrence nlllllber" concept A flow is 
descnbed as a path along wh1ch molten plas!ic moves. There are four bas1c types of 
flow: Round whiCh 1s used for cold and hot runners, Annular for externally or 
mtemally heated annular runners, Rectangular wh1ch descnbes a cav1ty flow m a 
spec1fic d1rectwn and Rad1al for a cav1ty rad1atmg from a pomt. 
It IS poss1ble to des1gn a full model usmg rectangular and rad1al, however when the 
part IS more complex, 1! becomes very difficult and lime conslllllmg. Instead, the 
recommended approach IS to model the dommant flow path as a stnp The success of 
th1s method is due to the fact that the processing cond1lions reqmred for a part are 
en!irely dependent on the charactens!ic ofth1s dommant flow path. To des1gn the flow 
path, 1! 1s necessary to 1den!ify the last pomt to fill and the dommant flow path. In 
order to 1den!Jfy the last pomt to fill there are two op!ions· 
The last pomt to fill w1ll be the furthest from the gate for parts of equal thickness 
In case of thickness vanatwn along the part, the last pomt to be filled w1ll be 
ind1cated by the path ofh1ghest resistance (1 e. greatest pressure drop) 
In general 1t will be the path w1th the greatest length, the th1nnest senes of surfaces 
and/or and a combination of both factors. D1menswn parameters for each flow type, 
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matenal charactenstics, mould and melt temperature as well as injection rate are to be 
used for accomphshmg the simulation. 
The program will then calculate values for heat changes (loss or gam), shear rate, 
shear stress, temperature mcrease and pressure. At the end of flow across the first 
sectwn the program w1ll know the new melt temperature, the time 1t took to flow 
across the sectwn, the shear h1story, the pressure drop across the section, the volume 
of section and the coolmg time for that sectiOn Th1s mformation w1ll now be the bas1s 
for new analys1s on the next sectwn as flow contmues within the model. 
2 6 3 3D Analys1s 
The Moldflow 3D analyses program d1V1des the part mto a fimte number of elements 
and analyse flow across each element The elements are connected at pomts called 
nodes. Each node IS ass1gned a volume compnsmg a contnbutwn from each of the 
attached elements Each element has a constant thickness and represents the thickness 
or diameter of the associated part surface 
Th1s sectwn descnbes a summary of the mathematical philosophy behmd the fimte 
element flow analys1s Moldflow calculatwns104 are based upon: the fimte element 
mesh, fast filling algonthm The formation of flow front and constant flow rate 
hm1tations will be exposed too 
A. Fmzte Element Polymer Flow Analyszs 
3D reqmres a mesh model and the use of fimte element techniques. The first stage 1s 
to create the surface and mesh It The fimte element schemes are based on a diVISIOn 
of the entire mouldmg part mto small elements, wh1ch are usually triangular forms 
(I.e., w1th three nodes) dedicated to the cavity rather than a beam of two nodes for the 
runners X, Y, Z coordmates define the position of each nodes. The sum of the nodal 
volume, synonyms of the accumulated flow m each node, 1s equal to the volume of the 
part Each element has a correspondmg thickness associated to the part Relation 
between flow and pressure at each node can be wntten for each elementary surface, 
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grouped together for the whole cavity and the entire equations solved. The final fill 
flow pattern IS obtamed by usmg a stable Iterative scheme. 
B The fi/lmg a/gonthms 
Fast algonthms have been developed m order to reduce computatiOn time for more 
complex flow paths. Mathematical profiles s1mphfied to a smgle mathematical 
functiOn are used There IS no matchmg analysis, 1 e only one set of calculatiOns is 
performed based on the flow rate and the time taken by the polymer to flow The 
temperature profile IS considered contmuous across the section This method IS 
duectly hnked to the accuracy to Implement the no-flow temperature 
C Nodal growth theory 
To synthesise the nodal growth theory is dlVlded mto a flow front 1mtial growth, 
followed up by a flow front expansiOn The flow equatiOn solvers P/K=Q; where P IS 
the pressure, Q IS the flow rate and K the stiffuess or the mesh geometry/viscosity of 
the molten phase This means that the equations solver IS dependant upon the 
geometry of part versus the viscosity of the plastic. Accurate Iterations and coherent 
results are functiOn of the mesh density optim1sat10n. Modlfow programs are based on 
a constant flow rate, which for a g1ven constant geometry and VISCOSity, result m a 
constant pressure gradient 
After selectmg an InJection pomt (node) and settmg the Initial viscosity, pressure from 
the mJectwn node to the neighbourhood IS calculated from (P/K=Q) and an 
assumptiOn of zero pressure at flow front IS taken The program cycle of calculatiOn 
gives respectively pressure d1stnbutwn, viscosity, flow rate, fill time then contmues 
until the mesh model IS filled. Iterations will stop when the number of calculatiOns 
reaches a specified hmit or when the difference between the results from consecutives 
IteratiOns JS w1thm a specified 1teratwns tolerance, whichever occurs first. 
Temperature profile along With the flow pattern are characterised by heat transfer 
equatiOns already mto the program 
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2.6.4 PVT m Moldflow 
The compressibihty of polymer melts IS rarely taken into account m modellmg the 
flow phase, smce the flmd is assumed to be mcompress1ble Consequently this 
assumptiOn leads to additional uncertamties m the results of modellmg. Rides gives 
the compressibihty for polymers respectively 6-9% for LDPE, 4-7% for PS and 5-9% 
for a mmeral filled PP 105. As the polymer passes through the mould the pressures to 
which It IS subjected decreases This will result m an mcrease m the specific volume 
of the matenal and consequently an mcrease m volume flow rate of matenal 
progressmg along the length of the die toward the ex1t105 Rides observed that an 
mcrease m pressure from 0 to IOOMPa mvolves an mcrease m shear viscosity of20% 
for PS, 75-80% for PS and 26-60% for mmeral filled PP105 Moldflow needs 13 pomts 
to create a smtable PVT file 4 pomts at high temperature, 3 m the transition zone and 
5 at lower temperature. 
2 6 5 VIscosity Models m Moldflow 
The matenal rheology IS the essential mfonnation needed to make an analysis 
VISDA T, which stands for "viscosity data", processes expenmental viscosity results 
from a high shear viscometer into a fonn smtable for mtegration mto the Moldflow 
matenal database. It calculates lines of best fit to the expenmental data by executmg a 
«least squares regressiOn» As will be developed later on, both I 51 and 2nd order 
mathematical models are automatically detennmed. 
A Jsr Order model 
The I '1 order model uses the Power Law relatiOnship, IS the most simple of the three, 
and the most extensively represented m the database That IS: 
T] =A (y)B ecr (64) 
with A viscosity factor; B shear factor; C temperature factor and e = 2. 718. 
When VISDA T IS used, matenal data constants A, B, C are calculated within the 
program from the set of viscosity, temperature and shear rate previOusly stored. When 
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mspectmg a matenal's data in MADRAS the first order viscosity model is seen m the 
fonn shown table A, where T IS the average processmg temperature 
Temperature Shear Rate VISCOSity 
(T- 20)0 e 100 s·1 Pas 
Toe 1 000 s·1 Pa.s 
(T+l0) 0 e 10 000 s·1 Pa.s 
Table 2 6 First order data file reqmrement for Moldflow analysis 
B Second Order model 
The second order model gives a much closer representatiOn of the rheolog1cal 
properties of molten polymers It takes the fonn of the followmg polynomial 
expressiOn: 
ln(TJ) =AI+ A2.ln(y) + A3 ln(y) + A3.T + A4 ln(y) ln(y) + AS.ln(y).T + A6.T2 (64 bis) 
AI, A2, A3, A4, AS, and A6 are constants 
The second order viscosity IS shown as a SIX set of temperature, shear rate and 
VISCOSity data: 
Temperature Shear Rate VISCOSity 
(T- 20°)e 1 000 s·1 
Toe 100 s·1 
Toe I 000 s·1 
Toe IOOOOs-1 
(T + 20)0 e I 00 s·1 
(T + 20)0 e I 000 s·1 
Table 2. 7 Second order data file reqmrement for Moldflow Analysis 
2.6 6 The database Editor MADRAS 
The differential equation govemmg the combmed flow and heat transfer m the mould 
cavity contams a number of rheolog1cal and thennal properties descnbmg tbe 
matenal This matenal mput mfonnat10n plays an Important part in detennmmg the 
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accuracy of theCAE programi09• In general, the matenal file program allows creating, 
editmg, listmg, searchmg or deletmg matenal files 110• MADRAS 1s the ed1tor for 
Moldflow database that allows you to search and mspect the standard database as well 
as to create your own personal material database. The standard database Itself is stored 
m bmary files and cannot therefore be ed1ted w1th a system ed1tor. The matenal 
database uses a "pomt" structure wh1ch means that. each matenal can be described by 
any number of properties, each matenal can be dependent upon any number of 
vanables, each vanahon can be descnbed by any number ofpomts. 
W1thm the standard database 1t IS poss1ble to d1splay the avmlable suppliers and 
grades, mspect the data from a part1cular grade, search the database on the stored 
grade descnptwns and plot v1scos1ty and PVT data (1f available) for a particular grade 
Unfortunately you can not edit any mformahon m the Standard database Concernmg 
the Personal Database, the followmg operatwns can be performed: 
lm!Ialise the personal database, 
Read as well as wnte ASCII data files, 
Create and Delete supplier; 
Create and Delete matenal grades, 
Edit the data of material grades 
Matenal files can be broken up mto groups by supplier and by trade names. In 
addition to the pure rheolog1cal properties the matenal file contents additiOnal 
informatiOn such as conductiVIty (J/m s 0 C), spec1fic Heat (J/Kg °C), dens1ty (Kg/m\ 
freeze temperature and the no-flow temperature 
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CHAPTER THREE: CAE M OLD FLOW ANALYSIS 
3.1 General background 
In the mdustry, an actiOn plan exhibits every mstructwn about a mouldmg part, such 
as the shape and s1ze of the part, the matenal from wh1ch 1t IS made, and some 
technical specifications concemmg 1ts uses. Generally, the drawmg becomes the 
startmg pomt for constructmg the mould from wh1ch the obJect can be produced The 
InJectiOn mouldmg machme prov1des the necessary actiOns to fill the cavities in the 
mould and to let the matenal solid1fy mto the des1red shape, after wh1ch 1t w1ll be 
removed from the opened mould as the fimshed product 107 
As moulds are expensive tools111 , a poorly workmg one may endanger the life of the 
product mducmg h1gh nsk of quality vanatwns. The mam 1dea IS that a mould must 
fabncate, w1thout undue mamtenance, a product w1th the anticipated properties, 
charactenstlcs, and qualities at a fixed pnce109 
Producmg a plastic part from an Initial concept to the fimshmg product mvolves many 
complicated mathematical calculatiOns and relatiOnships that would be uneconomiCal 
or impractical to evaluate by hands109•110• In recent years, a lot of attentiOn has been 
g1ven to mould fillmg calculatiOns for Isothermal and non-Isothermal flow. Computer 
A1ded Design and Manufactunng112•11J, has become a v1tal part in the overall product 
development and 1s now bemg w1dely used m plastics InJection moulding. 
3.2 Objectives 
The first part of th1s proJect 1s about engmeenng a smtable mould for studymg 
complex flow behaviOur dunng InJectiOn mouldmg The overall idea was to be able to 
use software predictions of flow, to produce a real InJectiOn mouldmg tool, available 
for the remmder of the proJect 
Despite mathematical calculatiOns, mould technology relies on expenence and 
empmcal assumptwns110•114 However, m terms of th1s proJect, 1t was decided that 
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manual calculatiOns would also be linked with computer programmmg to realise the 
mJectwn moulding part 
This pnmarily work was divided mto four mam sectwns: 
(a) Determme mathematically the mrunmum length for a suitable flow path, 
(b) Run 2-D simulatwns with Moldflow, to check the compatibility of such cavity, 
(c) Adapt the cavity dimensiOns to fit the eqmpment, and select an accurate pressure 
recordmg system; 
(d) Commissiomng stage. testmg the mould and the pressure transducer. 
3.3 Mould design 
The study was limited to design a cavity m an existmg InJectiOn mouldmg mould. 
Usually, the functwn of such tool IS to receive molten plastic matenal rangmg m 
temperature from 170°C to 370°C at pressures between 30 and 100 MPa In the 
InJectiOn process, the plastic melt comes from a heated nozzle, and passes through the 
sprue bushmg mto runners and via a gate mto a cavity. The cavity IS mamtamed at 
temperature rangmg from freezmg conditions (cold mould) to 200°C (hot mould). 
3 3 1 Theoretical Assumptions 
Bauer107 has shown that the melt m rectangular cavity for low density polyethylene 
progresses m a circular pattern, which becomes distorted as the melt contacts the wall 
Over the years, Barne1IS,II 6 wrote extensively about melt flow through narrow non-
ISothermal, thm-sectioned cavity walls. He used a disc-shaped cavity to measure 
pressure profiles and estimated the thickness of the solidified layer by employmg the 
pure heat conductiOn equatwn1IJ,IIS 
According to Barne116, before any kmd of calculation IS made, It IS necessary to quote 
that elongational flow effects are quantitatively negligible m all practicable cases. 
Figure 3.1. IS an IllustratiOn of typical Isothermal and non-Isothermal behaviOur in 
terms of pressure drop (P 0 ) versus flow rate (Q). For a cooled mould, there IS a 
mimmum flow rate (Qmm), correspondmg to complete freezmg of the melt in the 
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cav1ty JUSt at the mstant of fillmg the mould Below, th1s particular pomt, it is 
impossible to fill the mould even w1th very h1gh melt pressure heads 
As Q mcreases above Qmm, the freeze-off effects dJmJmsh (heat 1s lost more slowly) 
and the cav1ty pressure at the mstant of fillmg falls. At the other extreme, at very fast 
filhng rates, the melt has httle tJme to lose heat to the cav1ty walls and the Situation 
approaches the Isothermal case The actual plot of pressure agamst rate 1s balanced 
between these two extreme cases as dlustrated figure 3 1 
Pressure 
drop m 
mould 
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I 
I ---E- Cooled mould 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I "" 1 .,.. ~Isothermal behovtour 
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I 
Flow role, 0 ( log scale) 
F1gure 3 1 D1agram of pressure drop versus flow rate110•114 
The importance of pressure drop m a mould 1s illustrated by the mterest of the 
moulder to m1mm1se pressure gradient, wh1ch guarantees optJmal dimensional 
stab1hty (1.e. lower pressure means lower forces to prevent mould opemng) 
Unfortunately, a full three-d1menswnal theoretJcal calculatwn of the pressure drop 
versus flow rate for a cooled mould, even for a s1mple des1gn, would mvolved h1ghly 
soph1slicated computer programmmg and expensive computatiOn fac1htJes One 
Simplified approach to estJmate non-Isothermal flow behavwur m moulds, 1s based on 
the empmcal observatwn that m a centre-gated d1sc mouldmg the frozen layer IS 
approximately umform on the mould surfaces at the mstant of mould fillmg. Th1s 
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means that according to Bame114, the melt flow is still occumng in an approximately 
umform thickness cav1ty, but one, which 1s thmner than the ongmal cavity. Thus, 1f 
the origmal (empty) cav1ty had a thickness x, and with a thickness of frozen matenals, 
Llx had formed on each cold surface, then the effective, x,ff remaimng flow path 
thickness is given by: 
X,rr =x-2.& (65) 
Where, Llx represents the thickness of each frozen layer as a function of the time taken 
to fill the mould at instant t (figure 3.2). 
Experimental observation of the variation of Llx with t suggests a relationship as 
followed: 
I 
&=C·t' (66) 
C appears to be the constant of proportionality which includes T mould, T melt. T rre and a, 
which is the thermal diffusivity of the polymer. 
By analogy w1th heat flow m Simpler situations, the value of C is given approximately 
by the empuical equation: 
C=2) ·[ Tm: -Tmould] 
Tmolt - Tmould 
(67) 
Here, T mould IS the mould temperatllfe, T melt IS the melt temperature, T rre is the melt 
freeze-off temperature (a charactenstic of the matenal compound) and a. 
I t.x X I I /Frozen Laper I 
X Xeff Direction of the flow 
I I I I I I 
Mould wall 
F1gure 3.2 An illustratiOn of the effective t!uckness in cooled cavity. 
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AssumptiOnS for a simplified treatment of pressure drops m a non-Isothermal case are: 
(a) Material freezes on the mould surfaces in a uniform layer; 
(b) This layer increases with mould-filling time according to a cube-root law; 
(c) The build-up of frozen material depends on mould and melt temperature and 
the matenal freeze-off temperature as well as heat transfer properties; 
(d) Isothermal flow equations can be applied (81) 
Barrie114 produced solutions based on the denvation of the pressure equation, Po, for a 
centre-gated, circular disc cavity. The general form ofh1s equation is: 
(68) 
Where !!T IS a temperature dependent factor. 
It contains the matenals flow and heat transfer characteristics. G(n) depends on the 
cavity dimenswns and n is the power-law mdex. 
3.3.2 Theoretical formula of cav1tv filling pressures for a rectangular mould cavitv. 
The following mathematical approach has been used to establish a theoretical set of 
pressure drops in rectangular cavity. It IS inspired from Barne's work on melt flow m 
a cooled cavity114• 
It IS primarily required to establish a simple model of pressure drop, based on a 
number of practical vanables, such as descnbe figure 3.3 
Mould wall 
•tl~ Ah$ / ~ I T .~VL'f h hetr Flowing Melt at T melt 
/ / / 
w 
Figure 3.3 Rectangular cavity model 
Figure 3.3 assumes flow conditions within a thm cavity, I.e. we assume that because 
w>>h, only hIS noticeably affected by the bwldmg-up of frozen layer so: 
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h,ff = h- 2./J.h 
I I [ ] I !J.h = Ci3 = 2 a'- Tfr, - T""uld .t3 
Tmelt - Tmould 
In general viscosity data Js represented as follows 
4Q 
r=--
". r' 
In the case of a rectangular channel of height hand w1dth w. 
6 Q 
r = w h' 
Polymers melts are non-Newtonian, (sectJon2.4 4) w1th K Js the consistency mdex 
2 (6)" K·l·Q" p = ---'--'--::--------;c~'-
0 wn . h2n+l 
(69) 
(70) 
(57) 
(71) 
(72) 
The cav1ty filling time (t) Js obtamed from the filling rate (Q), and the cav1ty volume 
(V) for a rectangular cav1ty of length (L), Width (w) and he1ght (h) is. 
V L w h 
t=-=---Q Q 
Accordmg to figure 3 3, equatwn (72) becomes 
2 (6)" K L Q" p = -'----'-'-'--.....:C:.,,..:,.,--"'-
wn h2n+1 
•ff 
(73) 
(74) 
Ifreplacing h for herr usmg equa!Jon (67), (69) and (70), a relatiOnship JS established 
between the pressure drop, P 0 , and the flow rate, Q and T becomes· 
2 (6)" K L Q" 2 (6)" K L Q" 
P= w" (h-!J.h)2,.1 = [ ( ~ (T -T ) ~)]',.1 
wn h- 2 a2. fre mould (3 
Tmelt - Tmould 
(75) 
Equatwn (76) can be found by d1fferentiatmg the nght hand s1de of the equatwn (75) 
w1th respect to Q and equatmg to zero 
P0 =J(n)·K·C'" ( 
L"+1 ) 
h4n+l 
(76) 
Where 
f(n)=(6)" .2,,.1(5n+l)'" ·(5n+l)'"+1 
3n 2n +I 
(77) 
To conclude, Accordmg to Bame114 equation (68), the pressure drop m a rectangular 
cavity With L, w and h, respec!Jvely for length, width and height 1s; 
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( 
L"+1 ) 
Po = f(n). K C'". h'"+' (78) 
This formula (78) was used to estabhsh the maximum length of the cavity for a senes 
of pressure drop, which corresponds to settmg the upper hmit of filling capability. 
This calculatiOn stage, IS the basehne of the entire research proJect. 
3 3.3 Pressure drops analytical results 
The mm of this sectwn IS to Identify a sUitable length for the flow path, which IS gomg 
to be the mould used throughout the expenmental work Equatwn (78) was modified 
m order to give the maximum length as a function of the maximum pressure drop. 
p 0 h'"+l 
L = o+l --"0----;;-
"~' f(n) · k · C 3" 
(79) 
In terms of this proJect mould cavity thickness h IS constant and set at 1.5 mm 
CalculatiOns regardmg unfilled and filled compounds, for a senes of pressures from 0 
to 200 MPa were earned out to Isolate potential cavity lengths. The detmls of the 
calculations mcludmg the theoretical polypropylene coefficients can be seen m the 
Appendix I Table 3 1 displays the mam results. 
Tmould (0 C) Tmel!(°C) Pomax (MPa) Lmax (mm) 
Polypropylene 10 230 100 294 
Polypropylene 10 230 143 384 
Polypropylene 10 230 171 440 
Polypropylene 10 230 224 555 
Table 3.1 Manual calculated lengths, based on (79) for a set of pressure drops 
If the pressure drop reaches a value above 230 MP a, there is a high risk to dmnage the 
eqmpment. In consequence, all results above 230 MPa are declared obsolete in 
practice. As a result, three potential lengths have been Identified as potential cavity 
paths There are LI= 400 mm, L2= 450 mm and L3=500 mm, as shown m table 3.2 
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1 
T mould (0C) I T (OC) I Lmax (mm) I Pomax (MPa) melt 
Polypropylene 10 230 L, 160 
Polypropylene 10 230 12 187 
Polypropylene 10 230 13 215 
Table 3 2 Manual calculation of pressure based on (79) for selected range of lengths. 
Such calculatiOns g1ve an estimation of the pressure drop required to fill a rectangular 
cav1ty Unfortunately, 1t does not take mto account the rest of the mould, such as the 
feed system. It has been dec1ded to allow 1 0 MP a for the sprue and the runner 
systems 
The pressure drop values, wh1ch smtably descnbed the overall system, are shown 
below in table 3 3 
Possible Cav1ty Length (mm) Pomax (MPa) 
LI=400 170 
12=450 197 
13=500 225 
Table 3 3 Fmal results for theoretical pressure drop based on (79) for Polypropylene 
Analytical pressure drops, shown m table 3 3, should pve the upper hm1ts of future 
computed ass1sted engmeenng mvestigatwns. No smtable data were available to 
provide manual analysis for highly loaded matenals, due to the Jack of literature data. 
Subsequently, 2D Moldflow analyses were generated. 
3.4 Moldflow 2D predictions 
The second step m the work was to run 2D analyses to obtam the pressure estimations 
to fill the mould. As 1t IS descnbed earlier m chapter 2,section 2.6 2 that 2D Analys1s 
1s the pre-model tool w1thm Moldflow, often used to optim1se process conditions. The 
entire mould IS reduced to Its dommant flow path In th1s section, 1t IS not questwn of 
developmg the different stages involved m mould des1gn, but JUSt presenting the 2D 
results. 
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2D analyses were focused on the three lengths prevwusly Isolated by calculatiOns: L" 
L2 and L3 (respec!lvely 400, 450 and 500 mm) were mput to the program. The flow 
analysis program displays three plots that allowed the mjec!lon wmdow to be 
1den!lfied. The mjec!lon wmdow means findmg the best combina!lons of (1) melt 
temperature m the cav1ty, (u) balanced shear stress between the begmmng and the end 
of the mjectwn process as well as (m) the op!lmum mJectwn !lme (or mjectwn flow 
rate) In th1s case, the lower and highest pressures related to the mjectwn t1me were 
studied Those critena were fixed by the possibih!les of the mjectwn mouldmg 
machme used to do the prac!ical work 
S1mulatwns were earned out usmg two polypropylene grades chosen from the 
standard database. The unfilled polypropylene, Shell SM61 00 1s the standardised 
compound for the SM6100 PP used throughout the project. The filled matenal was 
p 
ha 
P+40% Talc. Talc filled matenals have been selected, because the database did not 
ve a Mg(OH)z-filled grade. More detmls on the raw matenals are Appendix II and 
table 3 4 m 
T 
Codes 
S003 
L200 
General InformatiOn From the Standard Database 
SHELL SM61 00 
VISCOSITY (T=220°C) = 62 Pa sec 
PACIFIC COR TON 400 FILLED WITH 40%wt TALC 
VISCOSITY (T=250°C) = 54 Pa sec 
Table 3 4 unfilled and filled polypropylenes used for s1mulations 
he three flow paths were mves!igated usmg successively the unfilled and filled 
lymers The mjectwn mouldmg parameters were· mould temperature and melt 
mperature were respec!ively l0°C and 230°C. 
po 
te 
R esults of the predictions are shown m table 3 5 and 3 6 Table 3.7 summanses 
aly!ical and computed flow analys1s an 
Max1mum Length 2D Parameters for PP (pressure m MPa and t1me m sec) 
Injection lime range : 0.20-5 00 
Pressure range 91 84- 155.21 
lnjec!ion time range: 0.20-5 00 
Pressure range I 04 8 8- 160 0 I 
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InJectiOn tlme range: 0.20-7.00 
Pressure range· 117.88- 259.46 
Table 3.5 Results for PP S003. 
Mruumum Length 2D Parameters for F1lled PP (pressure m MPa and tlme m 
sec) 
L, InJectiOn tlme range: 0.20-10.00 
Pressure range· 93 19-376 26 
Lz InJeCtiOn tlme range: 0.20-10.00 
Pressure range 106 74-388 48 
LJ lnJectwn tlme range: 0.20-10 00 
Pressure range: 120 26- 385.43 
Table 3 6 Results of filled PP L200 
It is Important to bear m mind that those provisional results do not correspond to the 
mJectlon wmdow. Th1s 1s the whole range of parameters calculated by Moldflow The 
mJectwn wmdow of the mould will be presented m section 3.7 
Concernmg the filled polypropylene, at low mjection tlme the program displays error 
messages for low accuracy m the algonthm due to the very low temperature of the 
melt and h1gh pressure generated durmg the process 
As a result, mJectlon tlme h1gher than 10 00 sec 1s melevant. As expected, the 
pressure drops are considerably h1gher than for the unfilled polymer. Th1s restrams the 
mJectwn mouldmg range to a maximum mJectwn tlme of 5.00 sec rather than 10.00 
sec Table 3.7 shows the results 
Max1mum 2D Parameters for PP (pressure m MPa and Pomax (MPa) 
Length tlme m sec) 
L, Pmax=155.21 170 
Lz Pmax=160 01 197 
LJ Pmax=159 59 f 225 
Table 3 7 Companson between calculatlons and computed flow analyses for an 
mJectwn tlme of 5 00 sec 
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In conclusion, according to both tables 3.6 and 3.7, L3 IS the best possible flow path. 
All three lengths, L~, L2 and L3 are below the theoretical value and withm the range of 
the eqmpment In consequence, the dimensiOn for the cavity will be L=500 mm, w=IO 
mm and h=l.5 mm. Figure 3 4 IS the representation of the mould designed at that 
stage. 
-
r-- r-- -
-
'----
-
'----
Figure 3.4 Initial shape of the flow path 
3.5 Manufacture of the injection mould 
Generally, an InJectiOn mouldmg tool for molten polymers should be composed of an 
ex1stmg mould plate with an insert, into which is machmed the runner system, 
followed by the gate. The insert, where the part IS manufactured, is surrounded 
globally by the cooling system An elaborated system of eJector pms facilitates the 
part to be removed from the mould 
As a questiOn of time and cost, only the subsequent part of an ex1stmg mould (the 
msert) will be manufactured The runner system IS already fitted mto the chosen 
mould. Only the gate, the cavity Itself, the coolmg system and the eJector system were 
fabricated on the basis of the manual and Moldflow calculatiOns. 
The final rectangular cavity dimensiOns were obtamed by combmmg theoretical 
calculatiOns and software simulation ran on Moldflow. Actual dimensions are L = 500 
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mm, w = 8 mm, h= I 5 mm rather than be 1=500 mm, w=IO mm and h=l.5 mm. A 
pressure transducer was placed as close to the gate as possible. 
Figure 3 5 shows a typical InJectiOn mould drawmgs, With diefferent workmg sub-
sectiOn 
1 
2 
3 
4 
9 6 8 5 7 
1. Sprue 7 Cov1ty Block 
2. Sprue bush 8 Core Block 
3. Runner ?. Sock Plate 
4. Gate 10. Part1ng Lm·e 
s. Cav1ty 11. EJector Plate 
6. Coolant Channel 12. EJector Pins 
Figure 3 5 TypicalmJectwn mould (two plate, four cavity) 
Figure 3 6 shows the teclmical plan of the msert (see p80) 
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I I 
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I I 
I I 
i i 
I I 
I I 
Cl 
i i 
. : J_----I I 
• ! ! () ! ! I I 
i i '-..._./ 
lOO mm 
5 Insert 
6 Ejector Pms 
2 
3 
L-----
3. Cavity 7. Gate + Pressure Transducer 
4. RetumPms 8 Runner system 
Figure 3 6 Initial msert design 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Because of the degree of complexity m making the exact shape of the cavity, rounded 
corner had to replace some of the square ones The pressure transducer had to be 
placed at a locatwn of 10 mm from the gate m the flow path. 
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3.6 Final design 
Due to the problems encountered dunng the manufactunng process, the imtJal 
drawing had to be modtfied to fit m the msert wtth the coohng and the ejector 
systems Ftgure 3.7 shows the final cavtty shape with the actual finahsed dtmenswns. 
w 
InJection no de I 
/ 
I 
/ 
I 
MOLDFLOW 
' 
J 
' I 
' 
I) tw 
L,., ~ 460 0 mm 
w~80mm 
h~J5mm 
0 
Ftgure 3 7 Defimte destgn present m the mould cavtty. 
2D analysts on Lcav has been earned out usmg stmtlar condttJons to those m sectwn 
3.4. The mJectwn wmdow, for each compound, ts presented m table 3.8-3.9. The 
tnjectton wmdow contams the best parameter to optJmtse the part quahty. 
Cavtty 2D Parameters for PP 
Length (pressure/stress m MP a , tJme m sec) 
Lcav=460 InjeCtiOn tJme: 0 3-2 0 
Pressure 101.29-82.70 
Shear Stress: 0.18-0.16 
Table 3 8 InjeCtiOn wmdow for PP S003 at Tmoutct=10°C and Tmet1=230°C 
Cavtty 2D Parameters for filled PP (pressure/stress m MPa; tJme in sec) 
Length 
Lcav=460 Injectton tJme 0 30-2 50 
Pressure 101 67-100 57 
Shear Stress. 0.20-0.19 
Table 3 9 Injectton wmdow for Pactfic PL200 at Tmoutct=10°C and Tmeu=230°C. 
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Figure 3.8 represents a typical 2D analysis display screen with pressure versus fill 
ti me, shear stress versus fil l ti me for the PP, S003 (Appendix ill) 
270 'Scan Injection Time - Flow 1 
··remperature at End (deg.C) 260 
250 
240 
230 
220 
210 
200 
190 
180 ----- ~ 
170 Time {sec) 
0--1~--'3-'JI---5-1;~ 
200 
150 
Scan Injecti on Time - Flow 1 
Pressure (MPa) 
50 Time [sec) 
0--1 ~--'3----'4---5-1;--'7 
Scan Injection Time - Flow 1 
.5 Shear Stress (MPa) 
.4 
.3 
.2 
.1 
n 
Start 
' End 
o Time [sec) 
0 0---1--'2-----3----'4~-1;--'7 
LCAV: SHELL S003 
lt.4old=l 0 Melt=230 [de!I.CI 
Figure 3.8 2D results for PP S003 at T mould =l0°C and T melt =230°C. 
TIME PRESSURE SHEAR STRESS TEMPERAT 
URE 
START END END 
sec MP a MP a MP a deg.C 
0.20 111.08996 0.20439 0. 16782 269. 
0. 30 105. 43634 0 . 19403 0.15789 263. 
0.50 98.39102 0 . 17922 0.14704 253. 
0.70 94. 19992 0.16876 0.14183 245. 
1. 00 90 . 63737 0 . 15737 0. 13922 234. 
1. so 88. 67720 0 . 14441 0.14273 220 . 
2.00 89.89688 0 . 13544 0.15333 207. 
2.50 93.91782 0. 12872 0.17129 197 . 
3.00 101.41451 0 .12345 0.19811 190. 
4.00 131.48521 0 . 11565 0.25089 182. 
5.00 173.36467 0 . 11015 0.26289 181. 
Table 3.10 2D Analysis screen for PP S003 
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Figure 3.9 represents a typical 20 analysis display screen with pressure versus fill 
ti me, shear stress versus fi ll time for the PP+40Talc, Pacific PL200 (Appendix Ill) 
Scan Injection Time - Flow I 
, Temperature at End (deg.CJ 
250 .l 
I 
200 
150 
Scan Injection Time - Flow 1 
.5 Shear Stress (MPa( - --· 
.-· 
.4 
.3 
Shirt 
End 
Time (secJ 
I OD €)1-----'i-----"1 0 15------' 
Time [sect 
·
0 01- ------T-- --JJ o 5:---
Scan Injection Time - Flow I 
600 Pressure (MPa,( 
500 
400 
300 
200 
Time [secj 
0 €1-----~---~0 
CAVTDPL.: PACIFIC PLZOO 
Maid: I 0 Melt=230 (den.CI 
Figure 3.9 2D results for Paci fie PL200 at T mould = l0°C and T melt =230°C. 
TIME !?RES SURE SHEAR STRESS TEMI?ERAT 
URE 
START END END 
sec M I? a M I? a MP a deg . C 
0 . 20 109 .44790 0.20301 0.16455 271. 
0 . 30 101.67526 0.18687 0 . 15191 263. 
0 . 50 93 . 53157 0.16743 0.14084 252. 
0 . 70 89.59177 0.15535 0.13764 243 . 
1. 00 87.27582 0 .14330 0. 13970 231. 
1. 50 88.34843 0. 13071 0 . 15325 215. 
2.00 93.10963 0 . 12261 0 .17517 202. 
2.50 100.57197 0 . 11686 0.20344 191. 
3.00 110.35406 0 . 11256 0.23663 182. 
4.00 136.11768 0 . 10658 0.31092 168. 
5.00 169.02872 0.10273 0.38210 160. 
Table 3.11 2D Analysis screen for PP +40%T alc, Pacific PL200 
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3.7 Post-Processing: Moldflow 3D predictions (multilaminate filling) 
3D analyses were achieved using the standard database on the final design. Thjs work 
aimed to relate the practical injection moulding pressure to the predictions (table 
5.12). 
Injection time (in sec) 3D Predictions (pressure in Mpa) 
0.50 62.97 
1.00 68.86 
2.00 93.81 
3.00 118.82 
Table 3.12 Predictions for unfilled PP S003, using the standard database. 
Moldflow 3D analysis gives an access to several injection-moulding features, such as 
the pressure, the flow angle, lhe percentage of frozen layer, and the amount of shear. 
PRESSURE (MPa) 
0.0 to 68.863 
0.0 
5.738 
11.477 
17.215 
22.954 
28.692 
34.431 
40.170 
45.908 
51.647 
57.385 
: 63.124 
CAVJ • 68.863 
a 0 0 
MOLDFLOW 0 
Figure 3.10 PP S003 Pressure predictions at the end of the filbng stage with: tinj=l sec 
at T mould = 10°C and T meh =230°C. 
Figure 3.10 displays the gradual increase in pressure when filling the mould from the 
injection node. The flow front progression can be identified as colours changed 
throughout the cavity. 
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Figure 3. 11 and 3. 12 describe respectively the amount of frozen layer and the 
distribution of shear stress predicted by the software for the unfilled polymer. 
%FROZEN(%) 
6.910 to 
/ 
MOLOFLOW 
53.017 
• 
• 
• 
6.910 
10.752 
14.594 
18.437 
22.279 
26.121 
29.964 
33.806 
37.648 
41 .490 
45.333 
49.175 
53.017 
0 
0 
0 
Fjgure 3.11 PP S003: Frozen Layer predictions at the end of the filling stage w ith: 
tinj= 1 sec at T mould = 1 0°C and T melt =230°C 
MAX STRESS [MPa) 
0.049 to 0.175 
0.049 
0.059 
0.070 
0.080 
0.091 
0.101 
0.11 2 
0.122 
0.133 
0.143 
0.154 
• 0.164 
• 
• 0.175 
CAV3 
a 0 0 
MOLOFLOW 0 
Figure 3. 12 PP S003: Shear stress prediction at the end of the fi I ling stage with: tinj= 1 
sec at T mould = 1 0°C and T melt =230°C 
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Intense level of shear stress corresponds to the maximum frozen layer presents at the 
ends of the cavtty Stress becomes more Important m 90°comer, but stays 
homogenous m the overall part. 
3.8 Commissioning practical-work 
In order to test the mould posstbthty, 1! has been decided to InJect the unfilled polymer 
at 1.00 sec. The melt temperature was 230°C and the mould temperature 10°C Table 
5 13 presents the results of flow analysts, for mould destgn 
2D Analysts 3D PrediCtiOns Injectwn Mouldmg 
tmJ (sec) 
(Pressure m MPa) (Pressure m MPa) Results (Pressure in MPa) 
0 50 93.72 62 97 45.80 
1 00 85 14 68.89 60.06 
2 00 82.70 93.81 67 64 
3 00 90.89 118 81 73 94 
Table 3 13 Complete flow analysts for unfilled PP 
3.9 Conclusion 
The mould 1s dtfficult to fill at lower mJectwn time. tmJec =0 50 sec IS the lowest hm1t 
Flashes appear to be the maJor mJectwn mouldmg defects wtth the polypropylene. The 
Moldflow stmulations, in terms of pressure, are always htgher than the expenmental 
ones. Nevertheless, the values are wtthm the prediction hmtts 
In concluswn the mJechon times for the future practical measurements wtll be tt=0.50 
sec, t2=1 00 sec, t3=2.00 sec and 4=3.00 sec. The temperature of the mould will be set 
at zooc and mcreased by 20°C, to ease the flow. Concemmg th~ melt temperature, 1t 
has been decided to mamtam 1t at 220°C 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL 
This chapter deals with the expenmental methods and techniques used to generate the 
results presented m Chapter Five. On a general manner, the polymer studied m this 
project IS called simply PP or unfilled PP while the filled matenals were named Cl 
and C2 Cl corresponds to the PP+65%wt uncoated Mg(OH)z and C2 is the 
PP+65%wt monolayer coated Mg(OH)z 
4.1 New equipment: ROSAND RH 7 FLOW MASTER capillary rheometer 
As mentiOned m sectiOn 2 4 9, several types of eqmpment can measure flow 
properties In terms of this project, most of the rheological work has been earned out 
on a Rosand RH7 capillary rheometer that arnved at I P T M E m August 2000 
4 I I New equipment descnphon 
This machme IS a twm bore capillary rheometer (figure 4.1) dnven by a command 
computer It IS composed of two bores and two pistons, one for a capillary die and the 
other for the onfice die (L = 0) The software package (called Dr. Rheology) 
calculates and displays the flow properties of the melt withm the smtable workspace 
automahcally 
Doe 
Dnve Screw 
Guode Rods 
Optional Load Cell 
Cross head 
Piston Retammg Pm 
Piston 
Power SWitches 
(see Fig 1) 
Barrel 
(behond panel) 
Figure 4 I Picture of the rheometer and the barrel. 
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The piston, located by two rods cross-gmded, is dnven by a screw attached to the top 
of the crosshead The speed of the screw IS controlled and pre-defined m the software. 
Steel pistons are provided with phosphor-bronze tips Two mtride-hardened bores 
compose the barrel At the bottom of each bore IS fixed a pressure transducer and a die 
locatiOn. Three separately controlled heaters, to accurately control the temperature and 
to ensure temperature umform1ty, surround the barrel. Temperatures are set usmg the 
keyboard of the computer. An advanced multizone controller in the rheometer controls 
thermal vanatwns 
Pressure transducer plugged directly on an amplifier, which IS directly linked to the 
computer, measures the pressures developmg dunng the test The left bore IS eqmpped 
with a I 0 000 PSI (around 70MPa) pressure transducer and the nght bore has a 1 500 
PSI (around IOMPa) transducer fitted. Pressure transducers must only be used at 95% 
of the full-scale pressure. Tables 4.1 gathers the function dimensions of the apparatus. 
Left Bore Diameter 
Right Bore Dmmeter 
Bore Length 
Piston Pre-travel 
Unusable Barrel Length 
Table 4 1 Complementary barrel dimensions. 
4.1 2 Tests 
15 mm 
15mm 
335mm 
47mm 
45mm 
Rheology mvolves many different types of measurement The RH7 Rosand rheometer 
IS able to carry out the following tests 
• Constant Shear Rate Test: Determmatwn of Shear and Extenswnal VIscosity 
• Die Swell 
• Wall Slip 
• Compressibihty PVT (Pressure/Volume/Temperature) 
• Matenal DegradatiOn Observmg Melt Stability or/and Cross-Linking 
• Flow/No flow 
• Melt Fracture 
• Stress RelaxatiOn 
• Low level Test 
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The standard procedure for a rheologlcal test w1th th1s machme is: 
Stage I. Sw1tch on the machme and set the temperatures 
Stage 2 Select the type of expenment (see above) 
Stage 3· Define the test parameters to the computer 
Stage 4 Descnbe the sample type 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Stage 5 Venfy 1f reqmred d1es are attached to the correct pressure transducer 
Stage 6. F1t dies and "zero-mg" the res1dual pressure 
Stage 7 Define the Pre-Test(= Pre-Compress1on + Pre-Heat) 
Stage 8 Pack the barrel With matenal 
Stage 9 Run the test 
Stage 10. Save the results and analysis 
Stage 11: D1splay results 
Stage 12. Clean barrel and d1es 
In order to draw flow curves, 1t is necessary to generate and record pressure drop 
values correspondmg to each shear rate. From these raw data the computer w1ll 
calculate and plot rheologlcal features At the end of an expenment, for example 
constant shear stress test, the program Will automal!cally plot, shear VISCOSity agamst 
shear rate, shear VISCOSity agamst shear stress and Po versus shear rate. The workspace 
can also display the extenswnal properties by plottmg extenswnal VISCOSity versus 
extensional stress or/and rate Bagley and Rabmow1tsch corrections could be 
mtegrated dunng calcula!ions. 
4.2 Materials 
The two mam matenals used m th1s proJect were a commercial grade of polypropylene 
and non-commercial grades of magnesium hydroxide. Four grades of magnesmm 
hydroxide were supplied and were characterised, but only two of them were 
compounded and studied for flow analys1s 
4 2 1 Polypropylene 
The grade of polypropylene prov1ded by Montell (Montell Polyolefins), 1s a medium 
flow homopolymer w1th a mod1fied molecular we1ght d1stnbutwn Moplen PP 
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SM6100K IS formulated With a general purpose add1hve package. Its primary 
application IS m InJection mouldmg. For clanty the unfilled polymer will be 
designated by the Simplest codes: PP or unfilled PP 
4.2.2 Magnesmm Hydroxide 
All grades ofMg(OHh were h1gh punty, hydrothermally grown magnesmm hydroxide 
produced on the CSIRO p1lot plant m Melbourne, Australia using the patented 
Flamemag process. All samples were made from one batch ofmagnesmm hydroxide 
filter cake The drymg and coatmg were performed in the UK 
The four grades had almost the same surface area and parhcle s1zes d1stnbutwn. Only 
one was uncoated. The remammg three have been coated w1th fatty ac1d, prov1dmg 
better mlXlng properlies UNCMH IS the code used to des1gnate the uncoated powder. 
The coated ones were called CMHI, CMH2and CMH3. Codes are specific to th1s 
research proJect 
L1st of the Mg(OH)2 denommatwns m table 4 2 
Codes Monolayer of Fatty Ac1d (m%) 
UNCMH 0.0 
CMHl 04 
CMH2 08 
CMH3 1.2 
Table 4 2. Coatmg charactenstlcs for the four grades ofMg(OH)2. 
4.3 Filler characterisation 
Packmg propert1es, morphology and surface area of the four powders have been 
determmed, before any compoundmg work. 
4 3.1 Particle s1ze and surface area 
A Malvern MastersJzer was used to measure the particle s1ze and volumetnc 
distnbutwn, at the Chem1cal Engmeenng Department at Loughborough University 
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Powders were firstly dispersed w1th Nomdet P40 m distilled water. Samples were 
forced throughout the particle s1zer eqmpment for duration of I mmute (I mmute 
some probe) The test g1ves the d(O.l ), d(O 5) and d(O 9) of each filler as well as the 
correspondmg particle diameter. The spec1fic surface area and the density are also 
prov1ded ' 
4.3 2 SEM 
Scannmg Electron M1croscopy was used to fully d1stmguish the magnesmm hydroxide 
(coated and uncoated) structure and to look up for the level of dispersion m the PP. A 
Cambndge/Le1ca Steroscan 360 mstrument was used to obtam the 1mages. 
The overall samples were prevwusly coated w1th gold (I flm layer) before analys1s 
Exammahons of particles were undertaken m a scanmng mode at three 
magnifications I 0, 20 and 50 K. 
4.3 3 011 absorotwn 
The Bntlsh Standard B3483: PartB7: 1982 was followed up to determine the wettmg 
and packmg properties of the fillers. 
However, to respect the compatibility (solubJhty and polanty) between polypropylene 
and magnesmm hydroxide, linseed 01! has been replaced by (non-polar) paraffin 01!. 
4 3.4 Bulk dens1ty 
Dry packmg charactenshcs of the mmeral fillers are descnbed by the1r ability to be 
compacted Th1s IS illustrated by determmmg the compacted dens1ty accordmg the 
Bntlsh Standard BS3483· Part 10· Method BIO. 1982. 
A mass of powder was placed m a tap pack volumeter and contmuously tapped at a 
rate of 80-85 taps per mmute until the volume stab1hses at a constant value (between I 
and 2 hours max1mum). An average of 3 determmatwns was necessary to g1ve the 
density, m kg/m3• 
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4.4 Compounding 
Only two of the magnesmm hydroxide grades were compounded for flow analysts 
dunng thts work: the uncoated magnesiUm hydroxtde, UNCMH and the surface 
treated one grade of monolayer, CMH2 (table 4.3). Tnals to reach the htghest level of 
filler mcorporahon were done with CHM2 and CMH3. 
The polypropylene and the two grades of magnesiUm hydroxtde were mtxed together 
usmg an APV mtermeshmg co-rotatmg twm-screw extruder The unfilled polymer 
was also extruded 
Names Codes Coatmg Nommal Ftller Loadmg (m% wt) 
Cl UNCMH 00 65 
C2 CMHI 1.0 65 
Table 4 3 Ftlled compounds denommatlons throughout the proJect 
The polymer and the mmeral phase were fed mdependently. Polypropylene granules 
were fed dtrectly from a volumetnc feeder mto the extruder (as opposed to the powder 
forced to flow from a volumetnc feeder to a stde-feeder) The global output of the 
extruder IS the sum of polymer and filler mass outputs The feedmg speeds of each 
feeder (as well as the screw speeds) were kept constant. Hoppers were calibrated 
manually by wetghtmg the amount of matenal commg out every 2 mm. Calibration 
curves were drawn by plottmg the output agamst the speed (Chapter 5) 
The overall output from both fillers were 6 5 kg/h. The nominalloadmg was 65%wt 
ofmagnesmm hydroxide. The extrudate was cooled m a water tank and pelletlsed by a 
granulator. Averages of 6-7 kg of each matenal were produced for the proJect 
The temperature profile for each compoundmg stage was 195°C, 200°C, 2!5°C and 
220°C at the dte. A screw speed of 260 rpm was set to achteve a torque between 20 % 
and 30 %over I 00 % The restdual pressure dunng mtxmg was 1.17MPa 
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4.5 Materials characterisation 
4 5.1 Melt Flow Index (MFI) 
The MFI of the v!Tgm polymer was performed accordmg to the Bntish Standard 
BS2782 Part 7 Method 720A: 1979 [109] usmg the standard 2.16 Kg load at 230°C. 
Three measurements were taken and averaged to obtam the MFI value in g/10 mm 
4 5 2 D1fferenttal Scannmg Calonmetry 
DSC was earned out w1th a Dupont 2000 Thermal Analyser The coolmg stage has 
been established by usmg liqmd mtrogen Testmg parameters can be found m table 
4.4 
Matenals Mass (m mg) Test Cond1hons 
pp m=l3 Stage n I . Hcatmg from 20°C to 250°C 
Cl m= 14 Heatmg Rate · 20°C per mm 
Stage n 2 · Cooling from 250°C to 20°C 
C2 m= 13 Cooling Rate 5°C per mm 
Table 4.4 DSC parameters. 
4 5 3 F1ller content 
Ashmg tests and TGA methods were employed to determme the filler loadmg after 
compoundmg 
Ashmg tests were conducted followmg the Bnlish Standard BS 2782: Part4· Method 
470A: 1991 A mass of 10 g of each filler powder was placed m ceram1c crucibles, 
which were mtroduced m a furnace at 800°C. At th1s temperature the coatmg and the 
mternal water w1ll vanish, leavmg inorgamc res1dues. 
Thermograv1metnc Analysis allows charactensmg the compounds at h1gh temperature 
as well as giVIng the decompositiOn process. An amount of 5 mg of each powder was 
heated m a furnace, from room temperature unhl 800°C The actual percentage of 
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inorganic matenal IS calculated as a function of mass losses and the mass of the 
remams. 
4.5 4 Filler dispersiOn 
Scanmng Electron Microscopy pictures taken at I 0, 20 and 50 K magmficatwns were 
used to observe the dispersion of the powder withm the matnx. Stnngs of extrudate 
from the rheometer compounds were mtroduced m hquid mtrogen for five mmutes 
and broken. The pieces were coated with gold and analysed m the SEM. 
4.6 Rheology 
All filled polypropylene compounds, along With the unfilled polymer were 
charactensed usmg a vast array of testmg procedures on the RH-7 The mm of the 
rheological studies was to produce flow curves and suitable flow data to mput mto the 
Moldflow software, m order to generate flow measurements for the new PP- Mg(OH)2 
compounds 
4 6.1 Manual procedure 
It IS important to always venfy the conditions of the rheometer barrel before startmg 
any test. The bores should be polished and no leak of residue should come out of the 
pressure transducer holes This hmits the amount of contammatwn and will also 
protect the eqmpment 
Dies should be mserted first It IS necessary to put a tmy amount of anti-seize to ease 
the mechanical tightness. The short die IS mserted first and the long die m second The 
capillary dies need to be very carefully shd from the entry of the left bore until they sit 
on the top of the previOusly mserted supports. At that stage the residual pressure 
generated by placmg the dies should be erased, usmg the manual control box on the 
computer screen The second stage concerns the manual packmg of the barrel A 
corrected filhng is achieved by a mimmum of five pounng stages After addmg few 
granules at a time, the operator presses with a filhng tool until the pressure bmlds up 
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to 0 10 MP a at each pressure transducer The pistons are replaced and should 
compress the matenal before the test starts. 
The last manual task IS to set all the parameters mto the subsection of each test. This 
means settmg the correct shear rate and cntena to recognize the pressure eqmhbnum 
4.6 2 Pre-test 
The pre-test IS the only common module to each rheological test for the three 
temperatures and three compounds It IS composed by a two pre-heat and compressiOn 
stages Heatmg and compressiOn are necessary to gain the maximum of melt 
homogeneity w1thm the barrel. 
After the manual filhng of the barrel, the pistons are dnven down ms1de the bores, and 
the pellets compressed up to 0.5 MPa at the nght hand pressure transducer At this 
pomt the matenal1s meltmg m the barrel and the test IS about to start 
Settmg the pre-test conditions only depends upon the matenal to charactense There IS 
no standard procedure, It IS based on empmcal expenence. The first compressiOn IS 
achieved when the pressure on the left pressure transducer reaches 0 20 MPa. Hence, 
the piston will stop This IS the begmnmg of the 3 mmutes pre-heat After this penod 
of time, the piston cames on compressmg the melt up to 0 2 MPa at the nght hand 
pressure transducer and stops A second pre-heat will last for 6 mmutes. As soon as 
the nme mmutes are over the machme starts, at the selected speed, the reqmred test. 
4 6 3 Constant shear rate test 
This test IS dedicated to mvestigate the relationship between shear rate and shear stress 
or/and even extenswnal viscosity and ex tensiOnal stress or rate. 
Two dies manufactured m tungsten carbide were used There IS a capillary die with a 
length of 16 mm and a diameter of I mm The onfice die has no length (m theory) and 
also has a !mm diameter. The symbol to represent a die IS the ratiO length to diameter, 
so respectively 16/1 and 0/1 or 16xl and Ox! (dimensions m mm) 
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Concemmg this proJect, all tests were performed usmg two bores Bagley-corrected 
and elongahonal charactenshcs were also calculated for the three compounds usmg 
data from the onfice dw Each matenal was tested at 200°C, 220°C and 240°C. 
A pre-test of nme mmutes was necessary to allow a complete homogemsatwn of the 
melt. The test Itself cons1sts of applymg two senes of discrete shear rates ( covenng a 
range from 50 sec·1 to 5000 sec·!) to the matenals The first sequence was composed 
of eleven stages and the second one of eight At each stage, the rheometer wa1ts for 
eqmhbnum, records a result and goes on to the nearest shear rate in the sequence. A 
Maximum of 20 samples per stage was necessary to reach the equilibnum for the 
pressure to be taken. Table 4 5 g1ves the detml m the selected shear rate 
Speed (m mm mm.') Shear Rate (m sec.') 
70 3 5000 
56 3 4000 
42.2 3000 
28 I 2000 
14 I 1000 
11.3 800 
5.63 400 
2 81 200 
0 984 70 
0 703 50 
Table 4 5 P1ston speeds and correspondmg shear rates 
At the end of the test, the program displays Bagley corrected flow curves, for shear 
and extenswnal VISCOSJhes Theore!lcal deta1ls of VISCOSity calculatwns are presented 
m the literature rev1ew m sectwn 2 4.9. 
4 6 4 D1e swell test 
D1e swell analyses were earned out to charactense the elashc1ty of unfilled and filled 
matenals. 
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Only one bore (no correctwn poss1ble) was packed w1th material. The pre-test was 
similar to the one used for shear and extenswnal viscosity The d1e used was the 16x1 
mm The shear rate sequences were 5000 sec·1, 4000 sec·1, 3000 sec·1, 2000 sec·1, 
1000 sec·1 for the unfilled resm and 5000 sec·1, 4500 sec·1, 4000 sec·I, 3500 sec· I, 
3000 sec·1, 2500 sec·1, 2000 sec·1, 1500 sec·1 for Cl and C2 compounds at melt 
temperature of200°C, 220°C and 240°C. 
A laser device, placed at 10 cm below the d1e 1s used to capture the extrudate 
diameter, as 1t comes out Two symmetnc plates and a laser beam device m the middle 
compose th1s eqmpment. The extrudate passes through a 15 cm hole where 1t obsructs 
the laser beam The d1menswns are automalically transferred m to a command box and 
sent to the computer program The raw data from the rheometer were re-processed 
w1th MS-Excel, m order to plot the swellmg ralio versus the shear rate 
4 6 5 Wall shp test 
The wall shp analysis calculates shp velocity and true shear rate from a number of 
loaded data sets Th1s analysis IS the most numencally mtense of all the types 
available. Smce 1t also reqmres a mm1mum of two (and more realistically three) sets 
of test data, 1t 1s also the most lime consummg test to perform 
It JS a single bore uncorrected test w1th four dies w1th a LID ralio equal to 16 The d1e 
d1menswns used were 19 2x1 2 mm, 16x1 mm, 12x0 75 mm and 8x0.5 mm w1th a 
common UD ralio of 16. A mne mmutes pre-test was always applied The test was 
conducted at 220°C for unfilled and filled matenals w1th a shear rate sequence 
composed by 50 sec·1, I 00 sec·1, 200 sec"1, 300 sec·1, 400 sec·1, 600 sec·1, 800 sec·1, 
1000 sec·1, 2000 sec·1, 3000 sec·1 and 4000 sec·1 
The program automalically calculates and plots the reciprocal radms agamst the shear 
rate at constant shear stress Equatwns used to determme wall slippage could be found 
m the literature rev1ew, sectwn 2.4.9. 
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4 6 6 PVT test 
The pressure and volume test IS des1gned to mvestigate the relatJOnsh!p between 
pressure and volume (at any fixed temperature) using a fixed mass of matenal It 
requires specJa! PVT d1es that can be sealed It also reqmres spec1al p1ston tips w1th 
"0 nng" mserts m PTFE that prevents seepage of matenal back past the piston when 
operatmg at high pressure 
PVT JS also an uncorrected test, usmg one bore at a time After a standard pre-test, the 
piston will extrudate the excess of matenal unti!Jt reaches a set volume At th1s pomt 
the computer Will ask to close the d1e m order to carry on the test. As a result, the d1e 
needs to be blocked as soon as 30 cm3 of matenal is left m the barrel Dunng the test 
the piston IS dnven at a constant speed of I 0 mm/mm Every 30 sec, the computer 
records both the pressure and the related volume The test stops when the pressure 
reaches 50 MPa Raw data must be retreated usmg MS-Excel to g1ve a coherent 
charactenstic, as Jt Js explamed m section 4 I 0 
For each ISothermal test the mJtial volume and the output must be reported m order to 
post-process the raw data Table 4.6 g1ves the settmg for PP testmg. 
Temperature (m 0 C) Mass (m g) Vo (m cm3) 
!50 25 73 29 58 
170 25 01 28.75 
190 25.10 29.98 
200 25.47 29.96 
220 24 50 29.98 
Table 4.6 ImtJal expenmental parameters for PVT test for PP 
Tables 4.7 and 4 8 deal w1th the testmg parameters for Cl and C2 
Temperature (m 0 C) Mass (m g) Vo (m cm3) 
200 29 97 29.97 
220 30 01 29.97 
Table 4.7 Imhal expenmental parameters for PVT test for Cl 
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Temperature (m 0 C) Mass (m g) Vo (m cm') 
200 31.16 29 96 
220 40 10 29.98 
Table 4 8 Imtml expenmental parameters for PVT test for C2 
4.7 Injection moulding 
As It has been mentioned m detail m a previous section of this thesis, the InJection 
mouldmg work has been performed to obtam the practical flow properties of the 
different melts, to drawn compansons with the Moldflow simulations 
4.7 I InjectiOn mouldmg egmpment 
The mouldmg work was done usmg an InJectiOn moulder type Negn Boss1 NB62 A 
"z1gzag" path, a heatmg-coohng and eJector system composed the msert (as seen m 
chapter 3). The melt temperature was always set to 220°C. The mould temperature 
was set and controlled by thermocouple measurements, to 20°C, 40°C and 60°C, 
respectively TA, T 8 and Tc For each mould temperature, at least five to SIX samples 
were produced Concernmg the unfilled resm, the InJectiOn times were 0 50 sec, I 00 
sec, 2.00 sec, and 3 00 sec For Cl and C2 the InJeCtiOn time was only I 00 sec. 
Adjustmg the screw speed profile sets the InJection time The InJectiOn mouldmg 
parameters are summansed m tables m sectiOns 4.6 and 4 7 
4.7.2 In-cavity pressure recordmg egmpment 
A pressure transducer was positioned I 0 mm from the gate m the cavity, with the aim 
of recordmg the pressure drop. The eqmpment was a Klstler Instrument. The piezo-
crystal formed the head of the sensor, which records an electnc charge when pressure 
changes The electnc signal was transmitted to a commute box, amplified and 
converted to a m1lhvoltage output signal. A chart recorder captures data that 
corresponds to the pressure curve mto the cavity. The total scale, divided m 
percentage, on the chart corresponds to 200 MPa. 
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4 7 3 Injection Mouldmg Settmg For Polypropylene 
Tables 4 9-4 11 summanse the mouldmg conditions for PP 
Injection Moulding at TA= 20°C (coolmg time= 20 sec) 
TmJ = 0.50 sec Shot Size= 32 mm Screw Tnp positwn = 11 mm 
Screw Speed = 55 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
lnJectwn Pressure= 80 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
TmJ = 1 00 sec Shot Size= 38 mm Screw Tnp positiOn= 11 mm 
Screw Speed= 33 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
InJection Pressure= 110 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
TmJ = 2 00 sec Shot Size = 39 mm Screw Tnp position= 11 mm 
Screw Speed = 15 % Hold on Pressure = 30 bar 
InJectiOn Pressure= 110 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
TmJ = 3 00 sec Shot Size= 40 mm Screw Tnp position= 11 mm 
Screw Speed = 10 % Hold on Pressure = 30 bar 
InJectiOn Pressure= 110 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
Table 4 9 Mouldmg conditiOns for PP at mould temperature at 20°C 
InJeCtiOn Mouldmg at T s= 40°C (cooling time= 20 sec) 
TmJ = 0 50 sec Shot Size = 31 mm Screw Tnp position = 10 mm 
Screw Speed = 60 % Hold on Pressure = 30 bar 
In] ectwn Pressure = 60 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
Shot Size= 35 mm Screw Tnp positiOn= 10 mm 
TmJ = 1.00 sec Screw Speed = 23 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
InJectiOn Pressure= 90 bar Hold on Time= 10 sec 
TmJ = 2 00 sec Shot Size= 39 mm Screw Tnp positiOn= 10 mm 
Screw Speed 1 ''= 15 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
2"d=5% 13 mm Hold on Time= 10 sec 
lnJ ectwn Pressure = 90 bar 
TmJ = 3.00 sec Shot Size= 40 mm Screw Tnp positiOn = 10 mm 
Screw Speed 1 "= 15 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
2"d=4% 13 mm Hold on Time= 10 sec 
InJectiOn Pressure= 110 bar 
Table 4 10 Mouldmg conditions for PP at mould temperature at 40°C. 
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InjeCtiOn Moulding at Tc= 60°C of PP (coolmg time= 20 sec) 
TmJ = 0 50 sec Shot S1ze = 30 mm Screw Tnp position= 9 mm 
Screw Speed= 55 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
Injection Pressure= 60 bar Hold on T1me = 10 sec 
TmJ = 1.00 sec Shot S1ze = 34 mm Screw Tnp pos1t1on = 9 mm 
Screw Speed = 25 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
Injection Pressure= 110 bar Hold on T1me = 10 sec 
TmJ = 2 00 sec Shot S1ze = 39 mm Screw Tnp pos1tion = 9 mm 
Screw Speed I"= 15 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
2"d= 5% 12 mm Hold on Time= I 0 sec 
Inj ectlon Pressure = 11 0 bar 
TmJ = 3 00 sec Shot S1ze = 39 mm Screw Tnp position= 9 mm 
Screw Speed I 51= I 0 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
2"d= 5%13 mm Hold on T1me = I 0 sec 
Inj echon Pressure = 110 bar 
Table 4 11 Mouldmg conditions for PP at mould temperature at 60°C. 
4 7 4 Ill!ectlon Mouldmg Settmg For F1lled Compounds 
Tables 4 12-4 13 summanse the mouldmg conditions for PP at each mould 
temperature 
InjectiOn Mouldmg of Cl (coolmg time= 20 sec) 
tmJ =I 00 sec Shot S1ze = 35 mm Screw Tnp position= I 0 mm 
TA=20°C Screw Speed = 27 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
Injection Pressure= 110 bar Hold on T1me = 10 sec 
tmJ =I 00 sec Shot S1ze = 34 mm Screw Tnp position= I 0 mm 
Ts=40°C Screw Speed= 29 % Hold on Pressure = 30 bar 
lnj ectwn Pressure = 120 bar Hold on T1me = I 0 sec 
tmJ =I 00 sec Shot S1ze = 33 mm Screw Trip position = I 0 mm 
Tc=60°C Screw Speed= 27 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
Injection Pressure= 120 bar Hold on T1me = 10 sec 
Table 4.12 Mouldmg cond1t10ns for Cl 
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Injectlon Moulding ofC2 (cooling time= 20 sec) 
tmJ - 1.00 sec Shot Stze- 35 mm Screw Tnp position= 10 mm 
TA=20°C Screw Speed = 30 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
lnJectlon Pressure= I 00 bar Hold on Ttme = 10 sec 
tmJ =I 00 sec Shot Stze = 34 mm Screw Tnp position= 10 mm 
Ts=40°C Screw Speed= 28 % Hold on Pressure= 30 bar 
InJection Pressure= I 00 bar Hold on Ttme = I 0 sec 
tmJ = 1.00 sec Shot Stze = 34 mm Screw Tnp postt!On = 10 mm 
Tc= 60°C Screw Speed = 27 % Hold on Pressure = 30 bar 
lnJectwn Pressure= I 00 bar Hold on Ttme = I 0 sec 
Table 4.13 Mouldmg condttlons for C2. 
4.8 MOLFLOW simulations 
4 8 I 20 Analysts 
Section 2 6 summansed 20 analysts and 1ts capabthtles. In terms of this proJect, 20 
has provtded mJection characterishc on a simple stnp file of the mould length 
In the mstance, dtfferent models were drawn to obtam the maxtmum flow path. In 
order to create the rectangular type of flow path, 1t ts firstly necessary to create two 
pomts on a gnd. Those pomts are gomg to be the extremities of the strip. The length 
of the gnd has been chosen as a functiOn of the maxtmum length of the path. The 
three lengths were L1= 500, Lz=450 and LJ=400 mm. Jommg the two pomts allows 
surface to be obtamed Thts surface needs to be converted mto a rectangular flow path 
by entenng the wtdth and the thtckness, respechvely w=8 mm and h=l 5 mm. 
To run the analysts the mJectwn pomt was set m the mtddle of the top surface of the 
model The matenal (1 e general descnptlon, vtscostty and PVT data) files were 
selected from the standard database before settmg the mouldmg conditions. 
For each simulatwn the mould temperature and the melt temperature mput mto the 
program were: Tmoutd=I0°C and Tmeu=220°C concemmg chapter 3 analyses and 
stmtlar to the mJectwn condttlons seen above, for the practical flow charactensatwn. 
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For manufactunng the mstrumented tool, the dimensions needed to be changed. 
Mostly, rounded ones replaced square corners of the outside part. The defimte 2D 
model to represent the mould was a rectangular flow path with the followmg 
dimensions: L=460mm, w=8mm and h=l 5mm. SJmulatJons with Tmoulct=20°C, 
T mould=40°C and T mould=60°C were performed to produce a new inJectwn wmdow 
4 8 2 Creatwn of a database 
VISDAT has been used to process the raw data produced m the constant shear rate 
rheologJcal test. For this 1t is first needed to create an mput file contammg all the 
expenmental data pomts m order to create the nght model, such as presented below m 
tables 4 14-4.16: 
Temperature (m 0 C) Shear Rate (m sec ::r) V1scos1ty m (m Pa sec) 
200 0 I 000 0 81 28 
2200 100.0 307.71 
2200 I 000 0 72.35 
220 10 000 0 14.16 
240 100 0 261.13 
240 1000 0 63.57 
nrl Table 4 14 Standard 2 order data pomts for PP unfilled. 
Temperature (m 0 C) Shear Rate (m sec. 1) Viscosity in (m Pa. sec) 
200 0 I 000.0 91.06 
2200 100 0 331.94 
2200 I 000 0 79.59 
220 10 000 0 15 35 
240 100 0 281.51 
240 1000 0 70.23 
.nd Table 4.15 Standard 2 order data pomts for Cl. 
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Temperature (m 0 C) Shear Rate (m sec-') ViSCOSity m (m Pa sec) 
200 0 1 000 0 121.73 
220 0 100 0 336 01 
220.0 1 000.0 94 07 
220 10 000 0 22 85 
240 100.0 303 15 
240 1000.0 82 86 
nd Table 4 16 Standard 2 order data pomts for C2 
4 8 3 3D Flow Analys1s 
The model con tamed m 3D 1s a reproductiOn of the cav1ty, figure 4.2. The z1gzag part 
was obtamed by drawmg a common form of the entlre model Th1s element was 
cop1ed and moved by symmetry to ach1eve the entlre path A surface dehm1ted by 
seven pomts composed th1s elementary component The entlre model was ach1eved by 
settmg the thickness 
u 
Injection node I 
\ 
I 
'\:. 
M OLD FLOW 
--...., 
/ 
--...., 
_) 
" 
/ 
I) 
L"' ~ 460 00 mm 
w~soomm 
h~ I 50 mm 
a: 
0 
Figure 4 2 3D model of the cav1ty fitted mto the mJectwn mouldmg work 
To be smtable for calculatwns the entue model has to be meshed. Accuracy of the 
pred1ct1on 1s directly hnked to the dens1ty and optlm!satwn of the mesh. The mJection 
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pomt positiOn was pos1t10ned at 10 mm from the top extrem1ty. Analys1s conditions 
are summansed m the followmg tables 4 17-4 18. 
3D Fast F1llmg tm1 = 0 50 sec; 1.00 sec; 2.00 sec, 3 00 sec 
+ T mould =20°C, 40°C and 60°C 
3D Multllammate Material files from standard and local database 
Table 4.17 Analys1s cond1t10n for Polypropylene 
3D Fast F1llmg tm1 = 0.50 sec, 1 00 sec, 2 00 sec; 3 00 sec 
T mould =20°C, 40°C and 60°C 
Matenal files from standard and local database 
Table 4 18 Analysts cond1t1ons for filled compounds Cl and C2 
For each stmulat10n, the program, pnor to any calculation, checks consecutively the 
model mformat10n, 1 e number of nodes and aspect ratio of tnangular elements and the 
boundary cond1t1ons The next step IS to read the matenal files. The standard database 
was used for PP stmulat10ns m chapter 3 Multllammate and fast filling techniques, 
usmg compress1b1hty parameters as PVT files or an arb1trary compressive factor, were 
apphed to give PP predtctlons, as It 1s explamed m chapter 5. Machme settmgs, 
mouldmg conditions and analysis opt10n are present too. The hm1ts and tolerance on 
each phys1cal parameter were mtegrated for analys1s When all of th1s section has been 
checked, the filhng phase can start. 
3D analyses earned out usmg both multllammate and fast filling methods and 
discussed chapter 5, were also done with the customised database. Wntmg the local 
database means to work m MADRAS It IS first necessary to m1t1alise the personal 
database and export the data prev10usly calculated by VISDA T. Moldflow does not 
treat PVT charactens!Jcs. Nevertheless, the program needs th1rteen pomts to descnbe 
adequately the matenal 
The analys1s will nm and display the time, volume filled, flow rates, pressure and 
clamp force at each 5% of fill, which corresponds to the nearest node The actual 
InJeCtiOn profile, m opposttlon to the nommal one, 1s also ava1lable. At the end of each 
s1mulat1on the program g1ves the pressure along w1th the correspondmg filling 
percentage of the cavtty and InJection time. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS 
Th1s chapter 1s dedicated to present the results of the expenmental work descnbed m 
Chapter 4. The first part of the chapter 1s focused upon the new capillary rheometer. 
Results on matenal (raw matenal and filled compounds) charactensatlon, 
compoundmg, mJec!ion mouldmg and Moldflow analySIS results will follow. 
5.1 Investigations of Rosand rheometer RH-7: assessment of accuracy and 
experimental variation. 
As bemg the first person able to work w1th this new machme, 1t was decided to 
mclude the work dedicated to explore the possJbihtles and underlme the hmJtatwns of 
th1s capillary rheometer. In th1s section 1s displayed the work environment or 
workspace The computer program, wh1ch dnves the tests and analyses most of the 
results, IS named "Dr Rheology". This rheometer, as reviewed m chapter 4, (section 
4 I) 1s able to handle most rheolog1cal charactenstlcs As It would have been difficult 
to test the performance of every expenment m full detml, it has been decided to 
charactense only properties that were tested m the rest of this work Constant shear 
rate expenments are fully explamed m this part of the thesis A bnef summary of wall 
shp, die swell and PVT test IS also available 
5.1.1 ROSAND RH7 workmg environment 
Th1s sectiOn mms to introduce the typical screen display of results m Dr Rheology 
The following workspace contams the data obtamed after a shear and extenswnal 
viscosity expenment. Constant shear rate tests are dedicated to generating flow 
curves The RH-7 program can display both shear and extenswnal properties after 
each test. Smce both long and zero-length (onfice) d1es are used, data are Bagley 
corrected. 
Constant shear rate tests are conshtuted by eleven shear rate stages, from 50 to 5000 
sec·
1
. Figure 5.1 shows the pressures existing at the entrance of the dies In order to 
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take readings (i.e to recognise pressure at its equilibrium), the computer uses subtest 
ofpre-defined parameters. Tllis was explained in detail in section 4.1.2. 
The following results in figure 5.1 are for the unfilled polymer. PP has been tested 
from lligh to low shear rate at 200°C, using capillary (16xl mm) die and an orifice 
(Ox 1 mm) die. 
The plot deals with the only physical properties recorded during the test, pressure at 
the dies. Figure 5.1 shows that for given piston speed or shear rate, the pressure 
reaches a plateau over the number of readings set in the pre-test parameters. Usually, 
the equilibrium is reached when the pressure values are stabi lised (variations of 
measured 6.PS 0.5%). Such type of plateau stability proves that this is not a "noisy" 
material (equilibrium reached over nineteen samples). 
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Figure 5.1 Pressure curves for PP using 16x 1 mm and an orifice die at 200°C. 
From tllis graph, it can been seen that the melt is homogeneous in the barrel, wllich is 
primarily due to the internal structure of the polymer but complemented by a suitable 
pre-heat and compression test of nine minutes. The computer will automatically 
identify the equilibrium where it will take the measure of pressure drop, at the right 
and left pressure transducers. 
The next table sums up the different parameters available from figure 5.1. 
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Speed Shear Rate PLeft PR!ght 
V (m mm.mm-1) y (m sec-1) PL(mMPa) Po(mMPa) 
166.66 5000 00 10.85 2.64 
133.34 4000 00 10 05 2.27 
99 98 3000.00 9 10 I 86 
66.70 2000 00 7.88 1.42 
33.34 1000.00 6.15 0.91 
26.66 800 00 5.64 0.79 
20 02 600 00 5 08 0 66 
13 34 400 00 4 35 0.52 
6.66 200.00 3.33 0 35 
3.34 100 00 2 51 024 
1.66 50.00 I 87 0 17 
Table 5.1 Pressure results for PP usmg 16x I mm and an onfice dte at 200°C. 
The shear rate entered m the program does not necessanly correspond to the exact 
expenmental values recorded when the test occurs Table 5.2 shows the set shear rate 
and the expenmental one 
Speed Shear Rate Measured Shear Rate Error 
V (m mm.mm'1) r (m sec'1) y Measured ( lll SeC~ I) (m%) 
166.66 5000.00 4999 65 0.007 
133 34 4000.00 4000 35 0.009 
99 98 3000.00 2999.48 0.017 
66 70 2000 00 2000 95 0.05 
33 34 1000.00 1000 09 0.009 
26 66 800 00 799.1 0.11 
2002 600.00 600.52 0.09 
13 34 400.00 400 34 0 08 
6.66 200.00 199.78 0.11 
3 34 100 00 100.09 0 09 
1.66 50 00 49.99 0.02 
Table 5 2 FluctuatiOns on shear rate when companng set and measured data 
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From the pressure values, Dr.Rheology calculates and chsplays the following curves: 
(I) Shear Stress versus Shear Rate 
(2) Shear ViSCOSity agamst Shear Rate 
(3) Extenswnal ViSCOSity versus Extenswnal Rate. 
(4) Onfice D1e Pressure Drop versus Shear rate. 
As 1t has been previOusly detailed, the shear rate r is a funchon of the output: 
4-Q 
r=--
" r' 
Where r IS the radms of the capillary and Q the output. 
(57) 
The shear stress <, 1s calculated from the pressure values usmg the Bagley correctwn 
method as followed (figure 5 2)· 
T=(PL-Pa)·r 
2 LL 
Where LL IS the length of the capillary d1e and Po the onfice pressure. 
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(62) 
-
10000 
Obvwusly any fluctuatiOn or mstab1hty occumng dunng the test will be incorporated 
into the corrected shear stress. It 1s essential to take an accurate measure at the precise 
eqmhbnum otherwise the calculatiOns Will not correspond to any rheolog!cal 
properties 
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Corrected shear stress, 1:, g1ves access to the VIscosity, Jl, (as shown figure 5.3) based 
upon the followmg equatiOn (figure 5.3): 
T 
fJ=-
r 
Where y iS the expenmental shear rate 
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F1gure 5 3 Shear VJscosJty for PP at 200°C, usmg the 16x I mm d1e 
(14) 
Workmg w1th a two-barrel capillary v1scometer allows the utJhsat10n of both a long 
and a zero length d1es. This means that shear and extens10nal properties are available 
at the same tJme 
Extens10nal charactenshcs (figure 5.4) are denved from the onfice pressure drop Po 
and the power law mdex, n: 
3 (n + 1) 
o- = Po 
8 
8 _4..J!:_.h_ 3 n+ilb 
A= 1_. (n + 1)2 • P,g 
32 fJ r 
(cr 1s the extens10nal stress) (63) 
(!:IS the extens10nal stram rate) (61) 
(A. 1s the extensiona1 vJscosJty) (40) 
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Figure 54 Extenswnal viscosity of PP at 200°C, usmg the 16xl mm die 
The next graph (figure 5 5) gives P0 as a functiOn of the shear rate dunng the test 
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Figure 5 5 Po for PP at 200°C usmg an orifice die 
5 .I 2 Errors m constant shear rate tests 
This sectiOn IS dedicated to the pnmary work done to obtam the level of consistency 
of data generated by the equipment W1thm one barrel there was enough matenal to do 
two tests and compare the consistency of the collected results Tests I and 2 are 
displayed below m table 5 3 The only dtfference between these IS the number of shear 
rate stages. Each test goes from high to low shear stress. 
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Shear Rate Range (in sec-1) Stages 
TEST 1 From 5000.00 sec- 1 to 50.00 sec-1: by one measure 11 
every decreasing 1000 sec-1 until 1000 sec-1 fo llowed 
one measure every 200 sec-1 
TEST2 From 3500.00 sec-1 to 70.00 sec-' by one measure 8 
every decreasing 1000 sec-1 until 1500 sec-1 followed 
one measure every 200 sec-1 
Table 5.3 Test parameters for test1 and test2 with 16x1mm and zero- length dies. 
This example of test proves the capability of the machine to generate representative 
and reproducible results, despite the difference between the two series of shear rates. 
Figure 5.6 shows the nineteen plateaux, which correspond to the nineteen equilibrium 
(respectively) on the right and on the left pressure transducers. 
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Figure 5.6 Pressw·e drops for test 1 and test 2 for PP at 200°C. 
200 
Pressure values from test 1 and test 2 are treated as it has been explained in the 
previous section. The fo llowing flow curves (Figure 5.7-5.10) show the results of the 
two tests. 
Figure 5.7 is the corrected shear stress versus the shear rate for PP at 200°C. 
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Figure 5. 7 Corrected shear stress for PP at 200°C, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
Figure 5.8 is the shear viscosity versus the shear rate for PP at 200°C. 
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Figure 5.9 is the extensional viscosity versus the extensional rate for PP at 200°C. 
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Figure 5.9 Elongational viscosity for PP at 200°C, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
The last curve, figure 5.1 0, deals with the pressure drop at the zero-length die versus 
the shear rate during the two tests, for PP at 200°C. 
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Figure 5.10 Po vs. Shear Rate for PP at 200°C, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
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Figures 5.7-5 10 shows the high level of consistency m the data collectiOn and post-
processmg of the captured pressure drop measurement This IS due to the ability of the 
computer program to ensure accurate eqmlibnum. Nevertheless, in order to control 
vanatwns, two tests have to be earned out withm one barrel for each settmg of 
expenmental conditions. 
5.1.3 Die swell repeat 
Multiple laser readmg has been made m order to establish the standard deviatiOn 
appropnate for die swell charactensatwn. For this test the computer does not plot the 
results. It IS down to the operator to do this manually, based on the results from the 
laser device The typical die swell formula from capillary die Is, 
B = D extrodare 
Dd1e 
(80) 
Where B is the swellmg ratio, D"""d"" IS the diameter of the extrudate and Dd., the 
diameter of the die 
For convemence, the capillary die 16x 1 mm has been used to relate visual observatiOn 
to calculated results (figure 5.11) 
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Figure 5.11 Die swell stability for PP filled with uncoated Mg(OHz), 16x1 mm die 
Fluctuations m die swell results are mamly due to the fact that the expenmental 
procedure is difficult to reproduce Secondly, It IS not possible to control and reduce 
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the drawn down effect only by cuttmg the stnng of polymer nght after the exit of the 
d1e. The laser apparatus 1s positioned m such way that at low shear rate the stnng IS 
rotated around an eqmhbnum pos1t10n, wh1ch mduces measurement vanatlons. 
5.1.4 Wall shp hm1tatwns 
Usually, the rheometer calculates extrudate shear rate from the volume flow rate and 
d1e d1menswns by assummg that the veloc1ty of the extrudate at the d1e wall IS zero 
Th1s calculatiOn is mvahd, 1f for some reason the velocity IS not zero But w1th an 
appropnate chmce of d1es, several sets of results can be combmed to prov1de a 
correction Th1s g1ves a value for wall shp veloc1ty and, mc1dentally, the true shear 
rate 
If the d1e radms IS r, the corrected shear rate 1s yr,.,.,, and the shp veloc1ty 1s v, the 
volume flow rate, Q, through the d1e 1s g1ven by: 
(81) 
The uncorrected shear rate, r, IS g1ven by equatwn (63), which from the equatiOn 
above g1ves: 
4Q 4 V 
--=r +-
!( y) True r 
(82) 
So 1t 1s clear that 1f 4·~ 1s plotted agamst llr, for a certam shear stress, then the 
n.r 
mtercept ofth1s graph on the y-ax1s g1ves r,.,, and the slope is 4v. Th1s only works 1f 
shear stress is not a functton of r, and th1s can be achieved by ensunng that the rat1o 
L!r, where L IS the d1e length, IS kept constant. A zero grad1ent is the only cond1t1on 
that 1mphes that there 1s no wall shp taken place m the rheometer. 
Raw data from the experiments have been exported, recalculated and plotted into MS-
Excel, m order to obtam the real analytical values of uncorrected shear rate versus 
rec1procal rad1us, at a constant shear stress The graphs are represented m figure 5.12 
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Figure 5. 12 Slippage from MS-Excel at low shear stress for PP at 220°C with four 
dies ofUD=l 6. 
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 give the slip velocity and the corrected shear rate at both low and 
high shear stress. The percentages of error between the Excel and Dr.Rheology 
methods of plotting the raw data are presented in each table below: 
Shear stress Slip velocity v Slip velocity v Error 
1 (in kPa) from MS-Excel (in m.sec-1) from Rheometer (in m.sec-1) (in%) 
100 0.0517 0.0500 3.3 
80 0.0296 0.0300 1.4 
60 0.01468 0.0100 32 
40 0.0056 0.0100 79 
20 0.0012 0.0000 100 
Table 5.4 Slip velocity at low shear stress. 
At low shear stress between 20 and 60 kPa, the program that automatically rounded 
the values loses the information in the barrel. 
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Shear Stress Corrected shear rate from Corrected shear rate from Error 
-r (in k.Pa) MS-Excel (in sec-1) Rheometer (in sec-1) (in%) 
lOO 829.33 796.97 3.9 
80 458.12 441.46 3.6 
60 217.82 212.68 2.4 
40 79.28 80.12 1.1 
20 15.41 16.70 8.4 
Table 5.5 True shear rate at low shear stress. 
As shear stress increases the percentage of error is stabilising. The loses in accuracy at 
low shear stress appeared for the slip velocity is underlined table 5.5. 
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Figure 5.13 Slippage from MS-Excel at high shear stress for PP at 220°C with four 
dies ofL/D=l6. 
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 contain the same analysis as that in tables 5.4 and 5.5 but at higher 
shear stress range. 
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Shear stress Slip velocity v Slip velocity v Error 
1 (in kPa) from MS-Excel (in m.sec-1) from Rheometer (in m.sec- 1) (in%) 
180 0.23907 0.2400 0.4 
160 0.17465 0. 1700 2.7 
140 0.1229 0.1200 2.4 
120 0.0824 0.0800 2.9 
Table 5.6 Slip velocity at high shear stress. 
Shear Stress Corrected shear rate from Corrected shear rate from Error 
1 (in kPa) MS-Excel (in sec-1) Rheometer (in sec-1) (in%) 
180 4303.80 4257.46 1.1 
160 3060.50 2997 2.1 
140 2094.2 2032.64 2.9 
120 1363.1 1314.19 3.6 
Table 5. 7 True shear rate at high shear stress. 
At high shear stress, the program becomes more accurate in displaying the true shear 
rate as stress rises. 
5.1.5 PVT 
The reproducibility of a "PressureNolurne/Temperature" (PVT) was evaluated. Series 
of three tests on PP at 200°C were carried out. Figure 5 .14, shows the PVT raw data 
for PP straight after experimentation. 
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Figure 5.14 Variation in volume (dP) for PP at 200°C. 
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The program only displays the volume variation as a function of the pressure. Thus it 
is impossible to obtain a good coherency in compressibility characteristics without re-
processing the data. As the rheometer gives access to dV and dP, figure 5.15 is 
obtained according to the following equations: 
D . ty m sample ensJ = - ---'--
V 
1 p=---
Density 
1.24 ..,....-------------------------, 
1.22 
1.2 
M' 
E ~ 1.18 
0> 
.._.. 
- m=24.50g 
1.08 -1------------------~-
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Pressure (MPa) 
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Figure 5.15 Specific vo lume ofPP at 200°C, as a function of pressure. 
100 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
Now a good repeatability is observed for PVT. Results that are directly displayed by 
the program are meaningless without including the output (mass) of every tested 
specimen. Therefore specific vo lume or specific density are the physical 
characteristics to compare rather than the given curve dV versus pressure. 
5.2 Polypropylene 
Table 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 described the typical properties of the unfilled polymer as 
given by the supplier. The Moplen PP SM6100K is simply called PP, in opposition to 
filled materials C 1 and C2 see section 4.4. 
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Methods ofTestmg Values 
M.F.I (230) ISO 1133 9.4 g/!Omm 
Specific Gravity ISO 1183 0 9 g/cm3 
Table 5 8 Physical properties ofMoplen PP SM6100K 
Methods ofTestmg Values 
Flexural Modulus ISO 178 1150 MPa 
Tensile Strength ISO 527 33MPa 
Hardness Shore D ISO 688 70 points 
Izod Impact Strength(Notched @ 23 oq ISO 180 2 KJ/m2 
Table 59 Mechamcal properties ofMoplen PP SM6100K 
Methods ofTestmg Values 
VIcat Softenmg Pomt (49N) ISO 306/A 152 oc 
HOT (I 82 MPa) ISO 75/A 55 oc 
Table 5 I 0 Thermal properties of Moplen PP SM61 OOK. 
5.3 Magnesium Hydroxide Characterisation 
As flame-retardant filler, magnesium hydroxide must be carefully characterised before 
being added to the matnx. The morphology and the packmg behaviOur have been 
studied, as quoted m the followmg section. 
The four powders are named UNCMH, CMHI, CMH2, CMH3 m functiOn of their 
level of coatmg, respectively uncoated, 0 5%, I%, 1.5% 
5 3 I Particle Size and Surface Area 
For each filler, the particle size distnbutiOn appears to be a monomodal type Gaussian 
distnbution. The particle diameters, display table 5.1 I, are directly extracted from the 
graphs, as shown in Appendix N 
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Grades Codes (a full descnpbon d(lO) d(50) d(90) 
can be seen m sectwn 4.3.1) (m !!m) (m !!m) (m !!m) 
UNCMH 0 74 1.57 3.06 
CMH1 0.70 1 42 2 65 
CMH2 0.72 1.38 2 46 
CMH3 0 66 1.34 2.24 
Table 5 11 Parbcle diameters for the four grades of magnesmm hydroxide. 
As measured with a Malvern Mastersizer, the parbcle sizes of the uncoated powder 
are larger than the one of the coated fillers Thus the particles for the 1 5 monolayer 
coatmg are smaller than both the monolayer and the 0 5 monolayer coatmg. The 
specific surface area, displays table 5.12, has been provided from the particle sizes 
measurement 
Codes Surface area (m m2/g) 
UNCMH 1.91 
CMH1 2.05 
CMH2 2 08 
CMH3 2.21 
Table 5 12. Specific surface area for magnesmm hydroxide. 
The specific surface area mcreases with the amount of coatmg. The uncoated particles 
have the lowest value These results are consistent with the partiCle size data, such as 
that the smallest particles have the highest specific surface area. 
53 2 SEM 
The four filler powders were observed usmg a Scannmg Electron Microscope. The 
micrographs below have been taken at 50K magnificabon. Micrographs of uncoated 
powder and Mg(OHh coated with respectively with 0.5, I and 1.5 monolayers of 
steanc acid are displayed below m figures 5.16-5 19 
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Figure 5.16 Micrography of UC ffi at 50K. 
RESULTS 
Platey flakes. 
Some big 
pruticles. 
No 
agglomerate. 
UNCMH is the uncoated magnesium hydroxide obtai ned by Flamemag process. 
Figure 5. L 7 Micrography of CMHl at 50K. 
CMHl is 0.5% monolayer coated with fatty acid. 
- L23-
Si milarity in 
shape with 
uncoated 
powder. 
Tendency to 
agglomerate. 
Figure 5. 18 Micrography of CMH2 at 50K. 
RESULTS 
Uniform platey 
flakes. 
No 
agglomerate. 
CMH2 is monolayer coated wi th fatty acid raLher than CMH3, which is l.5 monolayer 
coated. 
Figure 5.19 Micrography of CMH3 at 50K. 
The decrease in particle size is visib le throughout the SEM analysis. 
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Uniform platey 
flakes 
No 
agglomerate. 
RESULTS 
5 3 3 Bulk Density 
Bulk density defines the dry packmg behaviOur of the powders. An average of three 
bulk density determmatwns was made for each of the four grades of magnesiUm 
hydroxide (table 5 13). The expenmental teclm1ques are descnbed m section 4.3.4 
Codes Surface coatmg (m%) Bulk density (m kg'm3) 
UNCMH 0.00 556.34 
CMHl 0.4 706.00 
CMH2 0.8 880.84 
CMH3 1.2 942.23 
Table 5.13. Bulk density of all Mg(OH)z samples. 
The uncoated filler grade has the lowest bulk density value of all filler grades. The 
bulk density clearly mcreases with the surface treatment The coatmg improves dry 
packmg properties of a given grade of filler 
5.4 Compounding 
In general coated fillers were the most difficult to process. It was very difficult to 
mcorporate high loadmg of filler. They tend to agglomerate very easily then creatmg 
several blockages m the extruder (die, hopper). The volume of filler was mamtamed 
constant mto the s1de hopper, to keep the flow of powder mto the extruder constant. 
The granulator needed to be adJusted regularly to pull the strands of matenal through 
the water bath The maximum hmit of filler mcorporatwn was found at around 
70%wt, by usmg CHM2 and CHM3. The extruder was not able to provide a sufficient 
dispersion, consequently the polymer could not wet homogeneously the powder As a 
result the filler particles agglomerated in such way that 1t was generating physical 
blockage of the dw. 
54 I Cahbratwn of the feeders 
Many attempts have been made to be able to process the magnesium hydroxide w1th 
polypropylene It has been found that the maximum loadmg possible to mtroduce mto 
the matnx was 65% by weight (or 65% wt) Above 65 % wt, a homogeneous mix was 
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RESULTS 
not obtamed consistently. The dispersiOn properties were so poor that major blockages 
occurred m the APV extruder. For th1s reason 1! was decided that 65% by we1ght 
would be the nommal filler content, m all compounds F1gure 5.20 IS an example of 
cahbrat10n curve for PP pnor to compoundmg 
35 
3 
25 
Output 2 (Kg/h) 
1 5 
1 
05 
0 
---- ~ ----- -~------- -
- --- --- ----
y=4863x-207/ 
/ 
/ I • pp I 
7 
;7 
06 07 08 09 1 1 1 1 2 
Feeder Speed (Arbitrary umt) 
F1gure 5 20 Example of cahbrat10n curve for PP granules 
A total output of 6 5 kglh was established from the cahbrat10n curves Table 5 14 
mtroduces the feedmg parameters for an op!Jmum compounding of PP+65%wt 
Mg(OH)z 
Matenals Mass Output (m Kg/h) Speed (m arbitrary umt) 
PP 2 27 0 87 
UNCMH 422 1.32 
CMH2 4.22 I 38 
Table 5 14 Feedmg parameters for producmg PP+65%wt Mg(OH)2. 
5 4.2 Compoundmg Stage 
A techmcal specJficatJOn concemmg compoundmg has been reported in section 4 4 
Specific energy, U, for the filled compound can be calculated: 
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u =.!_ 
M 
RESULTS 
(87) 
With P the power m kW and M the mass output in kg/h. 
U=7.5 T Vsmw 
TMax VscrewMax 
(88) 
With respectively, T the Torque, Vsmw the screw speed and TMax and Vsa.wMax the 
maximum torque and screw speed delivered by the extruder. 
Table 5 15 displays the process charactenstics compoundmg ofPP+65%wt Mg(OH)z. 
Filler Torque Data Die Temperature Melt Pressure Specific Energy 
(m%) (m °C) (m MPa) (mkWh!kg) 
UNCMH 25 220 1 17 1.62 
CMH2 30 220 1.17-1 31 1 82 
Table 5.15 Specific energy 
5.5 Thermal Analysis 
Polypropylene and filled compounds have been thermally analysed by DSC and TGA 
The results are summansed m section 5.5.1-5.5 2 
551TGA 
To check the filler content dunng compoundmg, a TGA test has been carried out on 
the two batches, respectively at the start and at the end of the matenal productiOn. 
Table 5.16 presents these results 
CODES TGA (m% weight loss) Fmal Filler Content (m %wt) 
C2 Start 30 58 61.62 
C2 End 13.99 45 03 
Table 5.16 Filler content throughout the compoundmg process. 
Those results confirm the visual observatiOn of the non-constant feed from the 
hoppers. The rest of the TGA expenments dealt with the characterisatiOn of four 
magnesiUm hydroxides (Appendix V) The followmg diagram, figure 5 21, IS the 
expcnmental thermogram for the four powders 
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Figure 5.2 1 Typical TGA trace for M g(OH)2 with a rate of 15°C/min. 
The analyses of the TGA cures are available in tables 5. 17 and 5.18 The 
decomposition process for Magnesium hydroxide is usually according to the following 
equation: 
Mg(OH)2 --------7 MgO + H02 (89) 
Codes Decomposition Total loss 
Temperature (in °C) (in %) 
UNCMH 357.45 30.44 
CMH1 346.84 30.86 
CMH2 372.72 31.04 
CMH3 356.40 3 1.28 
Table 5.17 Typical TGA results for Magnesium hydroxide 
Further experimental investigations on the decomposition phase, taken place at around 
350°C, show the presence of one more inorganic product in the powders: 
(90) 
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Codes Water Loss Carbonate Total loss 
(m%) Loss (m%) (m%) 
UNCMH 26.49 3.95 30.44 
CMHI 27 01 3.85 30 86 
CMH2 27 07 3 97 31.04 
CMH3 26.53 4.75 31.28 
Table 5 18 Magnesmm hydrox1de decomposition products. 
In a second hand, TGA measures were effectuated on the filled matenals Cl and C2 m 
order to deterrmne the loadmg Results are shown m the next sectwn 
55 2 DSC 
Only one set of expenmentatwns has been done on the two filled matenals and the 
pure polymer. DSC curves of all compounds are avmlable m Appendix VI. The 
followmg dwgram, f1gure 5 22 shows a typ1cal trace of a DSC curve for PP. Heatmg 
followed by coohng are the two stages of one measure Expenmental parameters are 
avallable m sectiOn 4 5 3. 
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113 07°C 
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100 
Temperature {cC) 
DSC 
Sample PP 
152 00°C 
64 93J/g 
'~ 
150 
F1gure 5.22 Typ1cal DSC for PP w1th a heatmg rate of 20°C/mm 
and a coohng rate of 5°C/mm. 
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RESULTS 
Table 5.19 DSC shows the thermal charactenstlcs of PP extracted from the heating 
stage. 
Matenals Tm(m 0 C) Tc (in °C) llH (m J/g) Crystallimty (m%) 
pp 168.77 152 00 64.93 31 07 
Table 5 19 Thermal properties of PP (Heatmg Stage) 
T m, meltmg temperature, corresponds to the enthalpy peak during heatmg. Tc is the 
onset temperature of meltmg (I.e. mtercept of the extrapolated baseline with the stop 
of the greatest grade, as It can be seen figure 5 .22) llH 1 s the enthalpy o fmelting. 
CalculatiOn of the percentage of crystallimty was done usmg llHrr 100%= 209J/k. 
Results of DSC analysis for Cl and C2 are summansed below, m table 5.20. 
Matenals Tm(m 0 C) Tc (m °C) Ash llH (m J/g) Crystallimty (in%) 
% 
Cl 167.40 !52 03 67 35 41.40 60 60 
C2 165 44 151 96 61.80 41 01 51.37 
Table 5.20 Thermal properties of filled compounds (Heatmg Stage) 
The melt temperature decreases with filler. The level of crystallimty IS mcreased by 65 
to 85% m companson with the unfilled polymer. Tests contained a cooling stage, 
which allowed studymg the recrystallisatwn behaviOur of each matenal 
Table 5.21Is presentmg the cooling parameters of the PP test. 
Matenals Tcryst (m °C) L'lHcryst (m J/g) Crystallim ty (in %) 
pp 113 07 82.51 39.48 
Table 5 21 Thermal properties of PP (Coolmg Stage). 
Table 5.22 gives mforma!Ion about the cooling stage for Cl and C2. 
Matenals Tcryst (m oc) Ash% L'lHcryst (in J/G) Crystallimty (m%) 
Cl 114.95 67 35 49 75 73.00 
C2 113.99 61 80 56.30 70.52 
Table 5.22 Thermal properties of filled compounds (Coolmg Stage) 
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RESULTS 
Dunng c oohng, the percentage o f c rystalhsation 1 ncreases. T crys 1s much higher for 
filled compounds, which is a good ind1cat10n of the nucleatiOn. 
5.6 Filler Content 
Both ashing tests and TGA were necessary to characterise the true loading of fillers m 
the polypropylene (tables 5.23-5 24) A senes of three ashmg tests for each compound 
have been carried out. 
CODES Ashmg results (m% wt) Fmal filler Content (in % wt) 
Cl 36.89 ± 0 01 67.35 ± 0.01 
C2 30 76 ± 0.01 61 80 ± 0 01 
Table 5.23 Filler loadmg by Ashmg Test 
CODES TGA(m %wt) Fmal filler Content (m %wt) 
Cl 3689±001 67.33 ± 0 01 
C2 3076±001 60.80 ± 0 01 
Table 5.24 F1ller content by TGA 
The targets for both fillers were 65%. Ashmg and TGA gave 67.34 % ± 0.01 for 
UNCMH, and 61.30% ± 0.01 
5. 7 Filler Dispersion 
Strands of Cl and C2 were broken m hquid mtrogen at minus 200°C F1gures 5.23-
5.27, are pictures of the filled compounds, taken w1th the SEM at 50 K of 
magmficatwn. 
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RESULTS 
Figure 5.23 Micrography of Cl at:::50K, .. 1 
Figure 5.24 Micrography of C2 at=:-§OK. 
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RESULTS 
Figure 5.25 Micrography of Cl at 20K. 
Figure 5.26 Micrography of C2 at 20K. 
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RESULTS 
Figure 5.27 Micrography of C2 at 5K. 
5.8 Shear Flow Curves 
5.8. 1 Melt F low Index (MFI) 
Table 5.25 gives the increase in MFI due to the incorporation of fillers. 
M.F.I (230) Methods of Testing MFI (i n g/lOmin) 
pp ISO 1133 9.4 
C l ISO 1133 12.00 
C2 ISO 1133 12.75 
Table 5.25 Melt flow index properties of PP and fi lled PP grades. 
5.8.2 Effect of the fille r 
F low curves, obtained di rectly from the Rosand capillary rheometer, were estab lished 
fo r the unf ill ed po lymer and compounds C l and C2, respectively, the uncoated and 
coated magnes ium hydroxide. The materi als were tested at low and high shear rates 
with a 16x l tungsten carbide di e, as exp lained in section 4.6.3. Figures 5.28-5.30 give, 
in logarithmic scale, the shear stress (kPa) against shear rate (sec-1) for three 
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Figure 5.28 Shear flow curves for PP-PP+Mg(OH)2 at T1=200°C for a 16xl mm die. 
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Figure 5.29 Shear flow curves for PP- PP+Mg(OH)z at T 2=220°C for a 16x 1 mm die. 
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1---+--+---+-f-
10 
10 100 1000 10000 
Shear rate (Is) 
Figure 5.30 Shear flow curves for PP- PP+Mg(OH)2 at T3=240°C for a 16x 1 mm die. 
The three diagrams show the same trend. At any given shear rate, the viscosity is 
increased with fi ll er loading. The coated fi ll er compounds viscosity stays higher than 
for PP and Cl at the three temperatures. The differences in viscosity are smaller at 
lower shear rate, thus become more important at higher shear rate. At 200°C for C2 
viscosity at high shear rate is very important. In the mean time, the viscosity of all 
material decreases when the temperature rises. 
5.9 Shear and extensional viscosity 
5.9. 1 Shear viscosity 
The two fi lled compounds and the unfi lled polypropylene were tested at 200°C, 220°C 
and 240°C. Calculations for the estab lishment of the plots were done via the program. 
Figures 5.31-5.33 give the analysis for PP, C l , and C2 with a 16xl die, for 3 
temperatures. Logarithmic plots of shear viscosity (Pa.sec-1) against shear rate (sec-1) 
represents the shear viscosity characteristics in power law format. 
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Figure 5.31 Shear viscosity of PP, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
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Figure 5.32 Shear viscosity of Cl, using a 16xl mm die. 
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Figure 5.33 Shear viscosity of C2, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
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10000 
10000 
10000 
RESULTS 
AJl the above three diagrams exhibit the same characteristic: a shear thinning 
behaviour of viscosity when the shear rate increases with temperature. 
For PP and Cl the ratio between the three temperatures is constant. Only C2 shows a 
different trend. For the PP+65%wt of coated Mg(OH)2, the dependence of viscosity 
upon the temperature is m ore important from 2 00°C to 2 20°C than from 2 20°C to 
240°C. 
5.9.2 Extensional viscosity 
As it has been explained in section 4.6.3, extensional and shear characteristics were 
calculated at the same time and under similar experimental conditions. Figures 5.34-
5.36 show extensional viscosity versus extensional rate for PP at three different 
temperatures. 
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Figure 5.34 Extensional viscosity ofPP, using a 16xl mm die. 
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Figure 5.35 Extensional viscosity of Cl, using a 16xl mm die. 
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Figure 5.36 Extens.ional viscosity of C2, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
The decrease in extensional viscosity when the temperature rises from 200°C to 
220°C is more important than from 220°C to 240°C for the three plots. The 
polypropylenes filled with coated and uncoated material observe a similar slope, 
overall. At high shear stress and at the highest temperature, stretching ability is very 
limited especially for filled polymers, since there is an upturn in the flow d ata. PP 
shows a similar behaviour to some extent. 
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5.9.3 Effect of filler loading on shear and ex tensional viscosity 
This section of work is underlining the effect of high loadings of Mg(OH)2 on 
viscosity, for three temperatures. 
A. Effect on shear viscosity 
Figures 5.37-5.39 display the effect of fi llers on the shear viscosity for three 
temperatures. 
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Figure 5.37 Shear viscosity for PP, C l and C2 at 200°C, using a 16xlmm die. 
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Figure 5.38 Shear viscosity for PP, C l and C2 at 220°C, using a 16x l mm die. 
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Figure 5.39 Shear viscosity for PP, Cl and C2 at 240°C, using a 16x lmm die. 
The shear viscosity for filled compounds is always higher than for PP. When shear 
rate increases, the decrease in shear viscosity is less pronounced with filled 
compounds. C2 has the highest viscosity over the range of shear rate. Nevertheless 
there are not many differences at low shear rate between the three mate1ials. 
B. Effect on Extensional Viscosity 
Figures 5.40-5.42 show the effect of fillers on the extensional viscosity. 
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Figure 5.40 Extensional viscosity for fi lled and unfilled materials at 200°C, 
using a 16x 1 mm die. 
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Figure 5.42 Extensional Viscosity for fi lled and unfi lled materials at 240°C, 
using a 16x 1 mm die. 
It has been observed that for fi gures 5.40-5.42, extensional viscosity of the unfi lled 
polypropylene is greater than that of the fi lled compounds at the same stress levels. 
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At low shear rate the extensional viscosity appears to be similar, but drops gradually 
when rate rises for the filled materials. Filler seems to withdraw any stretching ability 
at high shear rate. 
5.10 Die swell 
5.1 0.1 Effect of temperature 
These experiments have been carried out in a different manner than in a typical die 
swell experiment, as was explained in section 4.6.4. The laser device placed 
underneath the die recorded the diameter of molten strip of polymer. 
Figure 5.43 shows the swelling ratio of PP at three temperatures. 
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Figure 5.43 Die swell ratio versus shear rate for PP, using a 16xl mm die. 
Figure 5.44 plots the swelling ratio of Cl at three temperatures. 
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Figure 5.44 Die swell ratio versus shear rate for Cl, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
Figure 5.45 describes the swelling ration ofC2 at three temperatures. 
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Figure 5.45 Die swell ratio versus shear rate for C2, using a 16x 1 mm die. 
All the above graphs show that die swell increases with shear rate but decreases as 
temperature ri ses. 
5.10.2 Filled Compounds 
Effect of high loading of filler upon swelling behaviour for the three temperatures is 
plotted below. Figure 5.46 gives the swell ing ratio versus the shear rate for 200°C. 
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Figure 5.47 and 5.48 give the swelling ratio versus the shear rate for 220°C and 
240°C, for the fi lled and unfilled compounds. 
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Figure 5.47 Die swell ratio for unfilled and filled PP compounds, 
C 1 and C2, at T 2=220°C using a 16x 1 mm die. 
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Figure 5.48 Die swell ratio for unfilled and filled PP compounds, Cl and C2, at 
T 3=240°C using a 16x 1 mm die. 
The introduction of fi ller r educes the d ie swell at all temperatures. As temperature 
increases the die swell of fi lled compound decreases. At 240°C the swell behaviour of 
compounds Cl and C2 is similar. Otherwise, in all cases, the swell ratio of 
compounds C2 is higher than that in compound Cl. 
5.11 Wall Slip 
Wall Slip experiments were obtained usrng a set of four dies with different 
dimensions but having the same length to diameter ratio. Details concerning the 
experimental measures were already explained previously in section 5.1.5, as well as 
in the literature review. The three compounds were tested at 220°C, which is the 
injection moulding temperature and practical analysis of flow. 
There is slip if the gradient of the curve: apparent shear rate (sec-1) versus the 
reciprocal die radius (mm-1) at a fixed shear stress is positi ve. The phenomenon of 
critical shear stress before the onset of slippage was observed for the polypropylene, 
as shown later in figure 5.50. 
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5.11.1 pp 
Figure 5 .49 shows how the raw data appeared at the end of the test. Dr Rheology 
automatically re-processes the data, in order to obtain the slip veloci ty and the true 
shear rate at each shear stress as shown below. 
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Figure 5.49 Wall slip analysis for unfilled PP at 220°C. 
The slip velocity and true shear rate are summarised in the foJlowing table 5.26: 
Corrected Shear Rate Shear Stress Wall Slip Velocity 
(/s) (kPa) (rn/s) 
15.41 20.00 0.00 
79.28 40.00 0.01 
217.82 60.00 0.01 
458.12 80.00 0.03 
829.33 100.00 0.05 
1363. 12 120.00 0.08 
2094.16 140.00 0. 12 
3060.48 160.00 0.1 7 
4303.82 180.00 0.24 
Table 5.26 Wall slip values for PP. 
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It has been observed that before a critical value o f shear stress there is no wall slip . 
Figure 5.50 shows the onset of sli ppage. 
At shear stress, -r<20 kPa, the polymer does not slip but the slip velocity increase 
gradually as stress increases further above thi s cri ti ca l value. 
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Figure 5.50 wall s lip viscosity versus shear stress for PP at 220°C. 
5.11 .2 Fi lled Compounds 
The tilled compounds have been tested in order to evaluate the impact of fillers on 
wall s lippage. 
Details of experiments can be found in secti on 4.6.5. Figures 5.5 1-5.52 and tables 
5.27-5.28 sum up the slip characteristics o f PP fill ed with 65%wt o f magnesium 
hydroxide. 
Figure 5.5 1 shows wall slip analysis for C l at 220°C. 
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Figure 5.51 Wall Slip Analysis for Cl at 220°C. 
The s I i p velocity a nd t me s hear rate for C 1 are summarised in the fo !!owing tab le 
5.27: 
Corrected Shear Rate Shear Stress Wall Slip Velocity 
(Is) (kPa) (m/s) 
217.03 70.00 0.03 
313.18 80.00 0.05 
451.87 90.00 0.06 
645.12. 100.00 0.08 
904.64 11 0.00 0.09 
1246.68 120.00 0. 11 
1682. 10 130.00 0. 12 
2226.3 1 140.00 0.14 
2864.28 150.00 0.15 
370 1.58 160.00 0.15 
Table 5.27 Wall Slip Analysis for compounds C l at 220°C. 
Figure 5.52 shows wall slip analysis for C2 at 220°C. 
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The slip velocity and true shear rate, for C2, are summarised in the following table 
5.28: 
Corrected Shear Rate Shear Stress Wall Slip Velocity 
(/s) (kPa) (m/s) 
572.37 80.00 0.00 
803.55 100.00 0.02 
1089.57 120.00 0.03 
1441.79 140.00 0.05 
1872.31 160.00 0.06 
2394.21 180.00 0.08 
3021.82 200.00 0.09 
Table 5.28 Wall Slip Values fo r C2. 
In both case the polymeric material slips. Nevertheless the introduction of filler 
diminishes the slip effect. The critical shear stress values increase for unfilled and 
filled PP whereas the slip velocity values at high shear stress decrease. 
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5.12 P-V-T Results 
As it has been explained previously in section 4.6.6, the Rosand capillary rheometer 
gives access to the compressibili ty behaviour of a material, by giving the Pressure-
Volume-Temperature relationsrup for fl uid. For PP, measurements were carried o ut 
from 150°C to 220°C. Filled compounds, C l and C2 were tested for 200°C and 
220°C. 
5.12.1 pp 
Five different isothermal tests have been carried out on the unfi lled PP resin. The 
compression took place from 0 to 100 MPa at 150°C, 170°C, 190°C, 200°C and 
220°C. Figure 5.53 gives the relationship between the specific volume and the 
pressure, after analysis into MS-Excel. 
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Figure 5.53 Specific vo lume data of PP at constant temperature. 
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The decrease in specific vo lume when the pressure rises is approximately linear, at 
any given temperature. The melt is highly viscous at 170°C, so the last curve (150°C) 
gives an indication of the behaviour of the PP in the solid state. From 220°C to 190°C, 
over the range of pressure, the compressibility factor for the PP is between 7 and 13%. 
The dependence of melt density upon temperature is shown in fi gure 5.54 . Figure 5.4 
gives the specific volume as a function of the temperature. 
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Figure 5.54 Effect of temperature on the specific volume of PP from 0 to lOO Mpa. 
Two slope in the curves can be identifying: the first between 150°C - 170°C and the 
second one above 170°C. Compressibility behaviour of PP at melt and at the 
beginning of the solid stage is described above. 
5.12.2 Filled Compounds 
Filled compounds were only studied at 200°C and 220°C also from 0 to 100 MP a. 
Figures 5.55-5.56 plot the specific volume of both C l and C2 for 200°C and 220°C 
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Figure 5.55 Specific Volume of C l at 200°C and 220°C. 
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Figure 5.56 Specific Volume ofC2 at 200°C and 220°C. 
Figure 5.57 shows the melt density over the range of pressure, for PP, Cl and C2. 
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Figure 5.57 Density of PP, Cl and C2 compounds at 220°C. 
As expected with high loading of fillers, the density of Cl and C2 is higher than for 
the unfilled polymer. The polymer filled with the coated magnesium hydroxide 
appears to have a hjgher density. The change in specific volume is between 9 and 15% 
across the studied range of pressure. 
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5.13 In Process measurements- Practical injection moulding 
Thts sechon contams the pressure drop values recorded tmmedtately after the gate in 
the cavtty Polypropylene and successtvely filled compounds were moulded at three 
different mould temperatures (TA=20°C, T8 =40°C, Tc=60°C) for a set of mJection 
hmes from 0 50 sec to 3 00 sec All expenmental detatls are descnbed m section 
4. 7 2 Typical m-cavtty pressure curve was analysed m chapter 2, sectwn 2 5 and 
plotted figure 2 21. The pressure drops and mJectwn times are not the only mJection 
mouldmg features available from these graphs Information about the packmg phase 
and the cooling phase are also displayed 
5.13 I PP 
Chapter 3, m sectiOn 3 6 (table 3 8), gives the mJectton wmdow accordmg to 2D 
analysts for PP Regardmg the mJectwn moulder capabthties/hmttatwns, and chapter 
3 conclusiOns, tt has been dectded to hmtt the practical mouldmg measurements to a 
number of four mJection times Gomg from t1=0 50 sec to t2=! 00 sec, followed by 
t3=Z 00 sec and t4=3 00 sec allows fast and slow types of InJection mouldmg to be 
covered Ftgure 5 58 ts an example of expenmental pressure chart recorded for PP m 
the instrumented mould 
-=t~~%Eft~~-~~~ ~~i: -=:~~- ~~-~-~ -~~J.-*~ ~~~~tt ~=---4 r: t. ~-=---- -._--~=-~ - :1:~ ~~: -~-=-J-.-~-:w-.;:~-:::_ =:==-- "==:- =~-._-~. 
_ __;_• "-"--- '''---- ~ ------ -- j-- --~ ---- -=l=-- - - - -- - -- ------
Ftgure 5.58 Expenmental chart ofmJection pressure m the cavtty 
at T = 60°C and aT melt= 220°C (mJection time of I 00 sec) 
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The numerous experimental data generated dunng practical flow for PP that were 
extracted from similar graphs as figure 5 58, are condensed m table 5.29 below . 
. F1IIed compounds w1ll be treated later on m this section 
Tmould (m 0 C) lnjectwn Moulding Results (time m sec and pressure m MPa) 
tmJ= 0 49 tmJ=100 tmJ=200 tmJ = 3.10 
TA=20 P drop= 64.20 P drop= 65.84 Pdrop = 71 64 Pdrop = 77 36 
tmJ = 0 50 tmJ = 0.99 tmJ=201 tmJ = 3 05 
Ts=40 Pdrop = 62.34 Pdrop = 64.04 Pdrop = 69.96 Pdrop = 75 23 
tmJ = 0.50 tmJ = 0 98 tmJ = 1.98 tmJ = 3.03 
Tc=60 P drop= 60.32 Pdrop = 62.48 P drop = 68.08 Pdrop = 74 36 
Table 5 29 InjectiOn mouldmg results for full mould, usmg PP. 
With the mould temperature mamtamed constant, the pressure rises when the Injection 
speed decreases. Pressure values fall when the mould is heated up, at each Injection 
time. The pressure dependence upon temperature IS linear, will be shown later m 
section 5 15 As expected due to the mcrease of frozen layer, the highest value of the 
pressure is obtamed for the coldest mould and the highest mjechon time. 
The followmg table, table 5.30, contains the results of mjection mouldmg tnals 
Without flashes for an mjectwn time of0.50 sec. For fast filling time, gettmg nd of the 
flashes 1s possible, but as a result the mould 1s not completely filled. 
Matenal TA=20°C Ts=40°C Tc=6ooc 
tmJ = 0.50 sec tmJ = 0.49 sec tmJ = 0.51 sec 
pp P drop = 46 32 MP a Pdrop = 42 68 MPa P drop = 40 08 MP a 
Table 5 30 InjeCtiOn mouldmg results for PP, tmJ = 0 50 sec. 
Despite several expenmental changes m the mjechon mouldmg settings, short shots 
were constantly obtamed for each mould temperature Lower values than those 
reported m table 5.30 reveal the fact that the cav1ty was not completely filled. 
Pressure-temperature relatwnsh1ps, as descnbed above for the mjectwn of PP, are 
also observed. 
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5 13 2 Filled Compounds 
It has been decided to focus on the InjeCtiOn moulding behaviOur of PP+65%wt 
Mg(OH)z for three mould temperatures at an InjectiOn time of 1.00 sec. One example 
of pressure graph, for filled matenals, IS provided figure 5.59 
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Figure 5 59 Expenmental chart ofmjecl!on pressure m the cavity for PP+65%wt 
Mg(OH)z at TA=60°C and T melt= 220°C (mjectwn time of I 00 sec) 
Results of all expenmental measurements concemmg filled polypropylene Cl and C2, 
are summansed m tables 5 31 
Matenal TA=zooc Ts=40°C Tc=60°C 
Cl Pdrop=7160MPa Pdrop = 70 84 MPa P drop = 66 84 MP a 
C2 Pdrop = 77 24 MPa Pdrop = 76 56 MPa Pdrop = 74.24 MPa 
Table 5 31 Pressure drop values for Cl and C2 at tm1 = 1 00 sec. 
Similar trends, m terms of pressure drop as a functiOn of the mould temperature, are 
observed when fillers are incorporated mto the polymenc matnx. As expected due to 
the mcrease m shear viscosity, filled compounds have generated more pressure ms1de 
the cavity dunng filhng stage The average mcrease m pressure from PP to filled 
matenals, IS 5 5 MP a for the uncoated Mg(OH)z and 11.77 MPa for the coated 
Mg(OH)z The percentage of mcrease compared to unfilled PP is up to 7% for Cl and 
19% for C2 at Tc. 
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5.14 Simulations using Moldflow 
2D models were taken a step further than in chapter 3, for PP and filled matenals 2D 
predictions are representative of balanced flow that focuses upon the dommant flow 
path. 
The 3D model of the cavity can be found in section 3.6, figure 3.7 Injection boundary 
files were similar to those created for obtammg chapter 3 predictions. Only the 
mouldmg parameters were different. The four mject10n times (seen above) utilised for 
practical measurements, as well as all temperatures were Implemented into the 
program 
5 14 I PP 
CAE developments, descnbed m chapter 3, were the baselme of the 3D simulatiOns. 
In this following section, both fast filhng and multilammate methods of analyses were 
mvestigated usmg successively the standard and customised databases. 
A Pressure predzctzons uszng the standard database 
Table 5 32 displays the results of the 2D simulatiOns earned out at the begnmmg of 
the proJect. When mould temperature nses, Pdrop decreases. At constant cavity 
temperature, Isothermal and non-Isothermal behaviOurs of flow are represented. 
Tmould(m 0 C) 2-D SIMULATIONS (time m sec and pressure in Mpa) 
tm1 = 0 50 tm1 = 1.00 tm1 =200 tm1 =300 
TA=20 P drop= 97.29 Pdrop = 89.3 P drop = 87.52 P drop = 96.46 
lm1 = 0.50 tm1 = 1.00 tm1 = 2.00 tm1 =300 
Ts=40 Pdrop = 95 09 Pdrop = 86 67 Pdrop=83 87 Pdrop = 87.87 
tm1 = 0.50 tm1 = 1.00 tm1 - 2 00 tm1 - 3.00 
Tc=60 P drop = 92.91 P drop = 84.13 Pdrop = 79 05 P drop= 80.80 
Table 5 32 2D Predictions with PP (files from the standard database). 
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At the end of a 3D analysis, the program automatically displays the mjection profile. 
Parameters such as, the mjectwn time, volume filled, flow rate, pressure and clamp 
force are available. 
The cav1ty filling pressure is the mam physical property used for companson m th1s 
project. Tables 5.33- 5.36 summarise the analys1s done w1th standard PP S003, at 
three mould temperatures. 
The results of the s1mulations at 0.50 sec are reported in table 5.33. 
T mould (m °C) Mulhlammate fillmg w1th Fast filling w1th a compressiOn 
PVT files (pressure m MPa) factor= 12% (pressure m MPa) 
TA=20 P=63 40 P= 74.92 
Ta=40 P=62.50 P= 73.35 
Tc=60 P=6119 P=72 00 
Table 5.33 Simulatwns With standard database at tm1 =0.50 sec for PP. 
In both cases, the P drop slightly decreases when the mould temperature nses. It is noted 
that the fast fillmg predictiOns are h1gher than (around 11 MPa) the multilammate 
filling ones 
The results of the s1mulatwns at I 00 sec are displayed m table 5.34. 
Tmould (m °C) Mul!ilammate filling with Fast fillmg w1th a compressiOn 
PVT files (pressure m MPa) factor= 12% (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 70.40 P= 69.21 
Ts=40 P=67.60 P=67.60 
Tc=60 P= 67.11 P=66.70 
Table 5.34 S1mulatwns with standard database at tm1 =1.00 sec for PP. 
For I 00 sec, fast filhng values of pressure are fairly sim1lar (average difference of0.5 
MPa) to the mul!ilammate filling ones. There is an increase m pressure from 0 50 sec 
to 1.00 sec for mullllammate values whereas the fast filling values show a decrease. 
Data from the injection lime of2.00 sec are reported m table 5 35. 
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T mould (m 0 C) Multiiaminate filling with Fast filling with a compression 
PVT files (pressure in MPa) factor= 12% (pressure m MPa) 
TA=20 P= 94 65 P=66.76 
Ts=40 P= 88.77 P=63.87 
Tc=60 P= 80.99 P= 61.43 
Table 5.35 SimulatiOns with standard database at t10J =2 00 sec for PP 
With both models of calculatiOns, the pred1cited pressure drops when the mould 
temperature rises. This time multilammate pressures become quite supenor (average 
increase of 24MPa) to the fast filling ones. The decrease m fast filling pressure, 
observed from 0.50 sec to 1.00 sec IS still occumng from I 00 sec to 2.00 sec. 
The last set of predictions IS given by table 5.36 for 3.00 sec. 
T mould (in °C) Multiiammate filling with Fast fillmg with a compression 
PVT files (pressure in MPa) factor= 12% (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 122.72 P= 70.12 
Ts=40 P= 104.86 P= 65.51 
Tc=60 P= 97 30 P= 61.74 
Table 5.36 SimulatiOns With standard database at tmJ =3 00 sec for PP. 
At 3 00 sec, the gap between multiiammate and fast fillmg IS even higher (average 
difference of 42.50 MPa) than at fast InJection speeds. Fast filling pressures show an 
increase from 2.00 sec to 3 00 sec. 
B. Szmulatzons usmg the local database 
The followmg tables 5.37-5.40 summarise the 3D work based only on the customised 
database. Matenals and viscosity files were written mto the local database. The 
rheological data gathered by the Rosand rheometer (see section 5.8 to 5.12) and post-
processed mto Madras, were used to carry out the flow analysis. As PVT files could 
not be drawn a compressiOn factor of 12%, based on the compressibility results 
generated m sectiOn 5 9, has been used instead. 
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The results ofthe s1mulattons at 0.50 sec are reported m table 5 37. 
Tmould (m 0 C) Multllaminate F1lhng Fast F1lhng 
(pressure m MPa) (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 81.00 P-87.88 
Ts=40 P=79 38 P-86.13 
Tc=60 P=77.80 P-84.32 
Table 5.37 S1mulattons With local database at tmJ -0 50 sec for PP, compressiOn 
factor=12%. 
Pressures values, g1ven by the customised database, remam h1gher to those obtained 
w1th the standard one. Similarity m term of trends to table 5 33 can be seen here The 
pressure falls when the temperature of the mould nses. 
Table 5.38 deals w1th pred1ctions at 1.00 sec InJection time. 
Tmouldin °C Mult!laminate F!lhng Fast F!lhng 
(pressure in MPa) (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 84 85 P-79.56 
Ts=40 P= 83.50 P=77 99 
Tc=60 P= 79.51 P= 75.53 
Table 5.38 S1mulattons w1th local database at tmJ =1.00 sec for PP, compressiOn 
factor=l2%. 
Pressures values, g1ven by the customised database, remam h1gher to those obtained 
w1th the standard one. This time, in comparison to table 5 34, mult!lammate pressures 
appear to be 5 MPa supenor to the fast fillmg values. Increasmg the injection time 
implies a nse m the physical parameters, excepted for fast fillmg mode. 
The next set of results presented m table 5.39 deals w1th 2 00 sec mjectlon time. 
Tmould (m 0 C) Mult!lammate F1lhng Fast F1Iling 
(pressure m MPa) (pressure m MPa) 
TA=20 P= 96 39-Frozen layer up front P= 75.28 
Ts=40 P= 91.18-Frozen layer up front P= 72.68 
Tc=60 P= 85.56-Frozen layer up front P= 69.81 
Table 5.39 S1mulattons w1th local database at tmJ =2.00 sec for PP 
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Pressures values, given by the customised database, remam higher to those obtained 
with the standard one. A drop m pressure regardmg fast filling predictiOns IS still 
observed when gomg from 1.00 sec to 2.00 sec. The program is unable to model a full 
filling of the mould with multllammate algonthms 
The results of the 3D simulations at 3 00 sec are reported m table 5.40. 
Tmould Multllammate Filling Fast Filling 
(in °C} (pressure in MPa) (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 110.27-Frozen layer up front@ 86.3% filling P=76.90 
Ts=40 P= 102.31-Frozen layer up front@ 87 2% filling P= 72.33 
Tc=60 P= 96 22-Frozen layer up front @ 88.2 % fillmg P= 68.68 
Table 5 40 SimulatiOns with local database at tmJ =3.00 sec for PP, compressiOn 
factor=l2% 
Pressures values, given by the customised database, remain higher to those obtained 
with the standard one The pressure reqmred for mould fillmg, m multilaminate 
analysis, become even higher than for 2.00 sec. 
5 14.2 Filled compounds 
2D analysis on filled compounds were earned out in chapter 3. The selected material 
was a PP filled with talc This pnor work was dedicated to establish an idea of the 
upper limit of the max pressure reqmred fi!Img up the cavity, In the mould design 
stage. The Moldflow work on filled compounds relies entuely on the files written in 
the local database, based on the practical rheometry data, as descnbed in section 4 6 
The results of the 2D simulations are reported m table 5 41 
2-D (pressure m MPa) 
Tmould (m 0 C} Cl C2 
TA=20 Pdrop=l21 89 Pdrop = 125.58 
Ts=40 Pdrop = 119 25 Pdrop- 122.37 
Tc=60 P drop= 115.54 Pdrop = 119.23 
Table 5 41 2D predictions for filled compounds tmJ = 1.00 sec. 
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The 2D results show a pressure drop above to 100 MP a. Uncoated powder gives the 
lowest values. A s light drop in pressw·e is observed with mould temperature. 
Table 5.42 g]ves 3D analysis based on the local database for highly fill ed compounds. 
T mould (in °C) Multilaminate Filling Fast Fi lling 
(pressure in MPa) (pressure in MPa) 
TA=20 P= 116.81 P= 95.56 
Ts=40 P= 111.82 P= 93.60 
Tc=60 P= 107.38 P= 91.05 
Table 5.42 3D predictions for C2, tinj = l. OO sec, compressiOn factor =10%. 
5.15 Flow Analysis 
Moldflow and injection moulding processing were conjugated to produce a complete 
flow analysis of thermoplastics. Graphs 5.60,5.62 and 5.64 deal with 2D and 3D 
analysis based on fast filling and injection moulding resu lts. Graphs 5.61,5.63 and 
5.65 represent the 3D analysis with multilan1inate flow with injection moulding. 
5.1 5.1 Flow analysis ofPP at 20°C 
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Figure 5.60 Complete flow Analysis for PP T me11= 220°C and T mould= 20°C. 
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2D and 3D with both standard and local databases gives the same type of curve with 
the first slope describing an isothermal injection moulding fol lowed by a slope for the 
non-isothermal part of the process. The 2D analysis gives the highest results. 
Only the injection moulding curve exhibits a non-isothennal process. At fast injection 
speed, 3D us ing the standard database give good predictions. For low injection speed 
3D using the local database is more accurate. 
120 r 
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-1 - 30 (M) Standard 
I --+-30 (M) Local 
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80 t-
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Figure 5.61 3D Analysis for PP; Tme11= 220°C and Tmould= 20°C. 
3.5 
The curve of the 3D using the local database (figure 5.61) show a simi lar slope to the 
injection moulding results, even though the values are much higher. In terms of 
absolute values, 3D using the standard database gives a better prediction. 
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Figure 5.62 Complete flow analysis for PP T mett= 220°C and T moutd= 40°C. 
Similar trends as observed in graph 5.60 are observed above. At fast injection speed, 
pressures are better predicted by the standard database; whereas at low injection speed 
the local database gives a better predjction. 
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Figure 5.63 3D Analysis for PP, Tmelt= 220°C and Tmoutd= 40°C. 
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3.5 
RESULTS 
Multilaminate filling usmg the standard database gtves very close result at fast 
injection speed. It is important to note that both flow curves for injection moulding 
and 3D multilaminate using the local fi les are parallel. 
5.15.3 Flow analysis of PP at 60°C 
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Figure 5.64 Complete flow analysis for PP @ T melt= 220°C and T moutd= 60°C. 
For mould temperature at 60°C, only the low injection speeds are well predicted. 
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Figure 5.65 3D Analysis for PP @ Tmet1= 220°C and T moutd= 60°C. 
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RESULTS 
Multilammate filhng usmg the standard database still g1ves very close result at fast 
Injection speed. It is important to note that both flow curves for InjeCtiOn mouldmg 
and 3D mult!lammate usmg the local files are also parallel 
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION 
The main a1m of this chapter IS to synthesise previous sections, such as Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 5. Another obJective of this section IS to be able to generate a full flow 
analysis of polypropylene highly filled with new grades of magnesmm hydroxide. 
Pnor to the flow analysis (computer and practical), filler characterisatiOn, 
compounding, rheology of filled and unfilled materials will be discussed. The use of 
Moldflow as an engmeenng tool m order to manufacture a mould insert has already 
been discussed m an mdependent sectiOn, Chapter 3. 
6.1 Filler characteristics 
6 1.1 Filler nature 
Secondary particle Size has been observed usmg scannmg electron m1croscopy The 
three magnifications show shght morphology changes with coatmg. Micrographies of 
the four grades of magnesmm hydroxide can be seen in sectiOn 5.3.3. Particles 
appearance IS platey for the both coated powder and uncoated one 
The decrease m particle size, (seen table 5.11 m sectiOn 5.3.1), can be explamed by 
the presence of numerous aggregates m the uncoated powder. Regardmg the coated 
powder values aggregate would have been broken dunng compoundmg, when coated 
stage. In uncoated powders, some agglomerate can be seen on the SEM micrographs, 
as shown m figures 5.16-5.19 m sectiOn 5.3 3 Nevertheless, due to the forms of 
particles, experimental values given seen table 5 11, should be corrected, as the 
particles size analyser assumes automatically that all particles are sphencal during the 
measurement. 
An increase m particle size usually mvolves a decrease in specific surface area, which 
is not confirmed by the data. The specific surface area mcreases from the uncoated 
particle to the most coated ones This suggests that the particles tend to agglomerate m 
the non-treated powder. Smaller particle appears in the rest of the coated Mg(OH)z, 
due to d1s-agglomeration during coatmg process17• 
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6.1.2 Packing properties 
Dry packmg measurements were taken for sub-monolayer, monolayer and super-
monolayer, as It IS summansed m table 5 13. High bulk density, 1.e better compaction 
due to smaller particles fitting mto mterstices created between bigger ones, would be 
expected. The aggregates, (figures 5.16-5.19 m sectiOn 5.3.3), present in the powder 
are responsible of the large increases m bulk density, as has been observed by Cook3• 
Dry packing characteristics are mfluenced essentially by the morphology of filler and 
Its particle SIZe d1stnbution3• The amount ofcoatmg mfluences the bulk dens1ty17smce 
it has been observed that an mcrease in dry packmg occurs With an increase in surface 
treatment. For all three grades ofMg(OH}l morpholog1es and coatmgs are function of 
the production process. The similanties m particles shape, Size and the accurate 
surface layer obtam a guarantee that the process can give good reproducible results 
concerning specific particles morphology conJugated with surface treatment. 
6.2 Compounding analysis 
The nommal loadmg targeted usmg the feeder calibrations was 65%wt Vanatwns in 
feedmg rate, between the begmmng and the end o fthe productiOn runs, have been 
observed by TGA. Samples taken regularly dunng compoundmg time have shown 
wide fluctuations (table 5 16) due to non-constant flowmg speed of the powder m the 
feed screws All batches of compounds were formulated usmg volumetric feeders, 
hence any differences in bulk density mduce vanations m mass flow rate. A feeding 
process usmg a loss-in weight system would be a way to elimmate this effect. 
The magnesmm hydroxide, which IS a very light matenal, tends to adhere to metallic 
surfaces Bridges of material were created m the hopper feed throat, which when 
released, induced numerous blockages m the die, due to subsequent matenal 
mcons1stency. Flow behaviour of the magnesmm hydroxide powder is a functiOn of 
the level of compaction w1thm the feeder. 
The highest bulk densities promoted bndgmg m the hopper and m general poor flow 
properties mto the extruder3• It has been expenmentally noted that the monolayer 
coated grade of Mg(OH)2 was the most d 1fficult to compound, 1 n t hts respect The 
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processing pressure IS slightly htgher than for uncoated material, as seen m section 
5.5 Bulk denstty of coated filler explamed this phenomenon. The lower wet packing 
properties restricted wet out wtth the polypropylene3• 
6.3 Filled compounds analysis 
6 3 I Thermal analysts 
The values ofTcryst.(seen m sectiOn 5.5.1 m tables 5.21 and 5 22) for filled matenals, 
are slightly supenor to the vtrgm polypropylene A htgher crystalhsa!Ion temperature 
shows that the filled compounds have an mcreased tendency to start to crystallise 
earlier, 1 e. at htgher temperature. 
Secondly, filled compounds have a htgher percentage of crystallisatiOn The effect of 
fillers m polypropylene IS to slightly mcrease the value of crystallisation temperature 
and op!Imtses the crystallisation process. Cook3 has shown, that uncoated magnesiUm 
hydroxide reduces the crystallisation peak as well as speedmg the crystallisation 
process Due to platey particle morphology, nucleatiOn process, at the filler surface, 
m creases the crystalhmty rate of filled matenals. 
6 3.2 DispersiOn 
It is Important to bear m mind that dispersion of the magnesmm hydroxide has been 
observed after shear and extenswnal tests have been preformed. Htgh shear stress and 
residence time, are the key parameters for a good dtsperswn, especially for the 
uncoated particles. 
The level of dtsperswn observed for the uncoated magnesium hydroxide wtthm the 
matrix was suffictent. C I has the best dtsperswn level m the matnx, as can be seen in 
section 5.7 With photos 5.23-5.27. The compoundmg stage of thts grade has shown 
lower torque and constant low pressure at the dte. ht this parttculate case, the 
mteraction between the particle ts lower than the abtlity of the viscous melt to wet the 
powder 
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The pictures of the coated filler present in the polymer matnx, C2, show a poor level 
of dispersion and a high concentration of air. The highest values of the bulk density 
and the ability to agglomerate dunng mlXlng gave a poor dispersion where the air has 
been trapped. Dunng the trapped and the release stage of the gas, the polymer chains 
are stretched in flow duectwn. Particle are compacted and also ahgned m the directiOn 
of the flow. Therefore the concentratiOn of filler became less unifonn, dunng 
compoundmg 
6.4 Rheology 
A complete rheologJCal analysis, v1a a computer mterfaced capillary rheometer, has 
been earned out on the three compounds: PP, Cl and C2. The expenmental work and 
methods used to generate the data are presented section 4 6 Results are presented m 
sections 5 8-5.12. 
The principal aim of rheolog1cal analysis was to be able to generate computed flow 
simulatwns based on shear viscosity values. To be able to assess the flow properties it 
has been decided to establish an advanced analysis, which should cover the shear 
flow, extenswnal charactenstics, as well as the swell behaviOur and a detection of wall 
slippage. 
6 4 1 Shear Flow Curves 
The matenals were tested at different temperatures from low (50 sec.1) to high shear 
rates (5000 sec-1). Figures 5 28-5.30 display the flow curves for PP, Cl and C2 These 
loganthmic plots of shear stress versus shear rate are hnear over the range of shear 
rates studied Therefore for this grade of PP filled with Mg(OH)2, the relationship 
between shear stress and shear rate followed the power law 35 
r=K (r )=>logr=logK +nlogy, (91) 
Where n IS the power law mdex and log K IS the consistency mdex. 
Graphically, the power law index, n is the slope of the line and log K (K is the 
consistency mdex) IS the value where log(gamma point) equals zero Log K represents 
the resistance of a flmd to flow at low shear rate and IS also related to apparent 
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viscosity at low shear rate. The matenal contaimng 65% Mg(OH)2 coated With stearic 
acid has higher power law mdex than the other Brydson 10 md1cates that the lower n is 
from n=l, the greater the polymer flow behavwur IS pseudoplastic Th1s means PP and 
Cl are more pseudoplastic than C2 A slight mcrease of n 1s evident when the 
temperature IS mcreased by 20°C. 
6.4.2 Shear and extenswnal viscosity 
It has already been quoted that an increase m viscosity occurs, hence also the shear 
stress at a g1ven shear rate, when addmg magnesmm hydrox1de to the polymer. The 
new eqmpment g1ves the opportumty to test simultaneously shear and extenswnal 
properties of a melt, as a result of the twm bore des1gn, combmed With the use of both 
long and "zero-length" d1es 
Section 5.8 and 5 9 take a closer look at the shear VISCOSity as a functwn the shear 
rate. The diagrams of shear VISCOSity versus shear rate confirm the pseudo-plastic 
behaviour of the melt as explamed section 2.4.4 paragraph C I. In th1s range of shear 
rate it IS not possible to observe the two plateaux usually present at very low and high 
shear rate33•44 • Instead, the response 1s linear over the shear rate range studied 
The three matenals tested have "shear-thmning" flow behaviour, vJscosJty decreases 
when shear rate mcreases for a g1ven temperature As expected, the shear properties 
decrease when the temperature nses (figure 5.31-5 33) Same trends are observed for 
Cl and C2. Desp1te an important presence of a mmeral phase, filled systems have a 
dommant non-Newtonian pseudoplastic flow. 
All shear measurements presented in section 5.9.1, figure 5 31 to figure 5.33, show 
that an mcrease in vJscosJty IS observed, as expected, from unfilled to highly filled 
compounds In the mean time, cons1denng the high loading of filler the shear Viscosity 
does not show a tremendous nse but a b1gger difference in shear vJscos1ty IS likely to 
be seen at lower shear rate. The MFI data, presented in section 5 8 I, confirms th1s 
trend It has been measured that MFI between unfilled and filled polymers shown a 
greater difference at low shear rate. F1IIed compounds exh1b1t an MFI higher or equal 
to I g/!Omin m companson to 9 g/!Omm for the v1rgm PP studied Table 5.23 shows 
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that m nommally, C2 has the lowest loading of filler, consequently, viscosity would be 
expected to be I ower than C I. It has been shown that the s teanc a c1d coated filler 
compounded mto the PP, produced the higher shear viscosity. 
Bames52 wrote that highly elastic polymers that show a shear-thmmng behavwur, 
often exh1b1t an extenswnal viscosity that mcreases drastically w1th strain rate. 
Unexpected extenswnal properties are reported m section 5.9.2. The three matenals 
tested show a "tenswn-thmning" behavwur (as plotted figure 5 34· 5.36): extenswnal 
viscosity decreases when stram rate mcreases. A nse m temperature mduces a 
decrease m extensional charactenst!Cs, at any given stram rate. 
However, the filled compounds appear to have a lower extenswnal VISCOSity than the 
unfilled polypropylene PP and PP+ 65% wt Mg(OH2) has an unsteady decreasmg type 
of elongatwnal flow, which is tenswn-thmning The shape of the curves Identifies a 
Imear structured matenae6• The difference in viscosity is more Important at higher 
shear and extenswnal rates The curves diverge at h1gh extenswnal rate. W1th the 
coated Mg(OH)2 th1s phenomenon 1s even more accentuated w1th the elongational 
viscosity of the filled compound falling well below that of unfilled PP, in 
contradiction to expectatiOn and theory. These results will be discussed m relatwn to 
wall shp behavwur, m a later sectwn 
Figures 5 34-5.36 show the effect of the temperature on extenswnal properties. The 
decrease m extenswnal property IS detenmned by the rise in temperature. The trends 
fluctuated with processing temperature, concerning the stretching characteristics. 
There is a drastic change in slope from 200°C to 220°C. The vanatwn from 220°C to 
240°C is margmally less Important. The decrease in extenswnal viscosity shown by 
the unfilled resm is accentuated by the loadmg of filler, as seen m figures 5.40, 5.4 I 
and 5.42 At high shear rate and w1th the highest temperature, stretching abihty is 
eased but limited, especmlly for the filled compounds. At low shear rate, It seems that 
the polymenc phase dommates the elongatwnal flow rather than at h1gh shear rate, 
where the filler network has a b1gger mfluence 
Micrographies m s ectwn 5 . 7 show that C 1 and C 2 have a s 1milar shape. C 2 has a 
margmally smaller particle size, which IS known to be a factor for mcreasmg the 
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viscositl5•37, as it 1s known that agglomerate won't be affected by shear. The high 
loadmg of filler m the polymer 1s reducing the cham mobility and with a very poor 
d1spers10n can contnbute to a nse m the viscosity. The reason for the different 
behavwur IS also Influenced by the actlVlty at the surface, and the effect of stearic 
ac1d. Also, platey particles are know to become onentated in the directiOn of the flow 
at higher shear rate and may make an additional, but unspecified contnbutwn to flow 
behavwur. 
Onentatwn may explain the important reductiOn m the extensional viscosity from PP 
to filled PP. At 65%wt the mmeral phase may interacts with the polymer chams As a 
linear polymer, PP molecules become more ordered and flowed past each other 
6 4.3 Die Swell 
In rheology of molten polymers, die swell 1s the recovery of the elastic component of 
stram, when the stress 1s released at the ex1t of the capillary Dunng th1s proJect, 
capillary rheometry was used to charactense the swellmg behavwur of PP, Cl and C2. 
A long die was used to measure the recovery of shear stram and a zero d1e only g1ves 
the recoveryofextensional stram. D1e swell for the capillary d1es was earned out, 
therefore only elastic recovery and small Newtoman effects took place34• 
As expected swellmg 1s shear dependent58•61 , when shear rate m crease extrudate swell 
rises It has been proved 1 and observed expenmentally that beyond a cntical value of 
shear, die swell decreases. Th1s 1s the onset of melt mstabii1ties. The onset of melt 
fracture appears at 8 000s'1 at 2 oooc for PP. This Is considerably retarded With the 
filler and is not present at 240°C. 
The die swell of PP, like all other polymers, IS temperature dependent It has been 
observed (see figures 5 43 to 5.45) that a decrease m swelling behavwur occurs when 
the temperature nses from 220 to 240°C by a step of 20°C. Th1s effect IS not 
mfluenced by the mcorporatlon of mmeral particles as descnbed figure 5.46-5.48. The 
swelling is reduced when the temperature nses. 
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The structural feature of the polymer and the loading of filler and physical parameters 
/ 
(such as temperature) mfluence dte swell. The dte swell is considerably less Important 
m PP+65%wt of Mg(OH)2. The effect is even more pronounced with the surface 
coated magnesmm hydroxtde, as observed figure 5.47. High filler Ioadmg mcreases 
the ngtdtty of the system, macromolecule see their motiOn reduce under stress. 
Powder morphology and dispersion wtthin the matnx are Important parameters m the 
delay and onset of swelling. The htghly filled compounds were east er to extrude due 
to the decrease m swelling 
6.4.4 Wall Slip 
Wall shp experiments were carried out at 220°C, whtch corresponds to the inJection 
moulding temperature. Ftrst of all, the unfilled polymer has been tested, as explained 
in sectiOn 4.6.1. The filled compounds have been charactensed in order to establish 
the effect of high filler loadmgs ofMg(OH)2 on slippage. 
It has been observed m figure 5.50 that the onset of slippage occurs at a cntical value 
of shear stress. Before 40kPa the vtrgin polymer, studied m thts proJect, does not shp, 
thts is the cnucal shear stress Table 5.26 shows the slip veloctty values of the unfilled 
polypropylene. It IS known that geometry of the flow channel contnbutes to the onset 
ofw all s hp. The critical shear stress is dependent on the wterface and the vtscous 
effect of the flmd. The slip veloctty mcreases with shear stress. At high shear stress 
the slip veloctty reaches the relatively htgh value of0.24 m.sec·1 (at 180kPa) 
Mechanisms of fatlure wtthm the polymer or at the close vicimty to the wall are often 
responstble for wall shp75•76• Hatziktriakos et al77 quoted that adhesive failure at the 
wall-polymer mterface causes slippage In captllary flow the shear rate is non-umfonn 
and cohestve fatlure wtthin the material has been proposed as an alternative reason for 
the onset of slip There ts a breakdown m the coheswn between the polymer and the 
boundary. 
The surface aspect of the flow channel contnbutes to the shp velocity values. 
Smoother surface increases the shp veloctty by 150 %. Therefore slip veloctty m both 
eqmpment (new rheometer and mould cavtty that have been used m thts proJect) 1s 
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Implemented due to smooth surface fimsh. Large amount of s hp can I ead to stable 
flow, because shp is reducmg the stress in the flmd. Thts ts a cause of the pressure 
drop to be lower than expected due to stable flow even with htgh shp velocity. 
Dte geometry has a great mfluence on slip. In a "tapered dte", boundary of the 
convergmg flow stream is different to a flat dte. Polymer melts, in the die entry, 
expenence a different stress history, consequently the shp effect IS accentuated. The 
mJectwn mouldmg gate could be seen as a tapered dte so it will be more influenced by 
the onset of wall shp. 
In parallel, lubricatiOn gtven by a residual product ongmally present wtthm the 
polymer could also cause it to shp at the wall. Mostly used m polyolefin film, 
lubricatmg agents, known as shp agents are added to the vtrgm polymer. The mode of 
reductiOn of the coefficient of fuctton ts a mtgration of the shp agent to the surface of 
the melt9 shortly after it extts the dte. Slip addttives must present a low compatibility 
with the polymer 9• Compounds commonly used m the plastic mdustry as slip agent 
are pnmary amides, secondary amtdes and ethylenebtsamides. Internal mould release 
agent, belong to the same type of compound as the shp and antistatic agents. Release 
agents can be termed "shp agents for inJectiOn mouldmg22 The lower the molecular 
weight, the faster the action, and unsaturated molecules work better than saturated 
ones9• The grade of PP used m thts study ts an easy flow matenal from Montell, 
processing atds or htgh temperature plasticizers could have been added although m 
small parts. 
Figure 5.51-5.52 show that filled compounds are also prone to wall shp, espectally at 
high shear stress. In both cases, the cntical shear stress for onset of shp has mcreased 
relative to unfilled PP: 70 kPa for Cl and 100 kPa for C2. The compound filled with 
uncoated magnesmm hydroxtde slips more than the one containmg surface treated 
filler. At high shear stress the shp velocity IS strongly dtmimshed, especially for filled 
materials relative to unfilled PP. This trend is accentuated concemmg C2, at 180 kPa 
the s hp v eloctty only reaches 0.09 m sec·1 rather than 0.24 m.sec·1 for the unfilled 
polymer. 
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Different slippage at the wall m1ght be mfluenced by greater concentratiOn of 
agglomerates present at the polymer surface, which are able to slip agamst the wall26. 
This phenomenon IS hnked e1ther to the geometnc imposs!bihty of arrangmg particles 
near the wall m the same way as they are set in the bulk or e1ther due to particles 
m1grat10n from reg10n of h1gh to reg10n of lowest shear rate52. Malkm68 underlmes 
that 1t is qmte poss1ble that true wall shp may not occur, but the creation of a low-
viscosity wall layer ex1sts, which IS depleted or completely devoid of filler. Th1s layer 
being of the order of the radms of the particles. The decrease in the onset of wall slip 
as well as the veloc1ty confirms the blockage of the molecular chains by the filler, thus 
reducmg the mot10n at the d1e wall mterface Wall slip m h1ghly filled matenal could 
be due to a change m d!stnbut10n of concentratiOn along the across the directiOn of 
flow in products74• 
In this work, wall s hp causes unexpected trends 1 n the extens10nal flow curves, as 
shown m sectiOn 5.9.3 Unfilled PP demonstrates extensional values higher than the 
65% Mg(OH)2-PP matenals. 
6 4.5 Compress!bllity 
Generally P-V-T data are used m computer simulatiOn to achieve the packing phase 
predictions. In mJ ec!ion mouldmg CAE, PVT data 1s used to provide mformat10n 
about crystalhsauon115, shnnkage and dimensiOnal changes, on cooling from high 
temperatures at high pressure. 
The compress!bihty of the three materials tested was around 7-9 % for the unfilled 
polymer and I 2 % for the filled polymer on apphcat10n of a pressure of I OOMPa Melt 
compress!blhty of filled polymer m companson to unfilled polymer need to be fully 
studied as the relationship between pressure, temperature and spec1fic volume 
changes, when an mcompress1ble material (such as filler) 1s used. 
The effect of compressibility of polymers on the1r shear VISCOSity IS large, since 
viscosity 1s posl!ively related to hydrostatic pressure. The higher density of PP filled 
w1th magnesium hydroxide can explain the severe reductiOn m elongational Viscosity 
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and the decrease m d1e swell. Shear viscosity may mcrease by several percent on 
application of I OOMPa of pressure IIS. 
6.5 Flow Properties- Measurement and simulation 
6 5.1 InjectiOn Mouldmg 
The manufactured mould was discussed m detml in chapter 3 F1lhng the mould at 
shorter mjectwn times than 0.50 sec (or for faster injec!lon speed) was 1mposs1ble to 
ach1eve m practice. The prac!lcal critiCal mjectwn time was 0.50 sec, unhke Moldflow 
predic!lons, wh1ch go until 0 3 sec. The mruumum Injection pressure delivered m the 
software could get up to 200 MPa rather than the Negn-Boss1 hm1tations are beyond 
this pomt. 
In general, expenmental pressure drop, for unfilled resm, IS funchon of the mould 
temperature and the injectwn speed. The VISCOsity of the melt mcreases when the 
temperature drops between the molten phase and the tool IS important, therefore the 
pressure drop nses By the thermal exchange in the caVIty, the freezing layer 1s 
reduced so the melt can flow at h1gh mould temperature. But 1t is necessary to balance 
flow properties and controlling the shnnkage and stress that may appear dunng the 
cooling phase of the part The data presented m table 5 29 shows better mjectlon 
moulding parts are obtained at an expenmental injechon !lme of I 00 sec. Fast 
mjection speed forces the melt throughout the cavity mducmg onentation within the 
v1rgm polymer. 
As explamed in sec!lon 5.13 the pressure drop mcreases w1th the loading of filler and 
decreases w1th the temperature at a g1ven mjechon speed and/or time. Every pressure 
curves m the cav1ty have s1m11ar shapes for unfilled and filled polymer. The increase 
m pressure drop IS due to the mcrease m shear VISCOSity With the presence of filler. 
Th1s nse is higher m case of the coated Mg(OH)z, an effect due to the highest 
viscos1ty values of the compound C2 (see respectively in figures 5.30). 
The differences m cav1ty pressure, between filled and unfilled compounds, with 
decreasmg mould temperature (table 5.29 and 5 3I), can be explamed as the lower 
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temperature resultmg in faster solidification dunng filhng. Consequently, a narrower 
molten core is fonned m the mould mvolvmg greater pressure drop per unit length 
The opposite phenomenon can be observed when the temperature rises. Temperature 
sensitivity is even more important for filled grades as filler has higher thennal 
conductivity than the organic phase. 
The low elongatlonal viscosity, dommant charactenstlcs m the runner sections, 
guarantees an easier flow during processing and no significant effect on the pressure 
drop. Pressure drop will not m crease over the areas of convergence. This means in the 
mean time lower pressure and an mcrease m flow rate as the shear viscosity decreases. 
It IS synonymous of h1gh quahty product, as It means no high tensile stress relaxation 
after mouldmg, an effect, which IS partly responsible for warpage. 
At low InJeCtiOn time, the amounts of flashes (table 5.30) are reduced with the loadmg 
of filler and the melt was more consistent However 1t IS Impossible to suppress the 
defect without runnmg the nsk o fn ot f1llmg the c av1ty entirely The pressured rop 
values for filled and unfilled polymers are very stable dunng the mouldmg of 
PP+Mg(OH)z The high loadings of filler were processed easily, thus a large mcrease 
m InJection pressure nght until the apparatus limits. It has been observed that a flow 
front mark at the surface of the part moulded With PP+Mg(OH)z occurs 
6 5 2 Moldflow 
From the conclusiOn ofthe work-reported chapter three, the pressure transducer within 
the cavity was positioned at several millimetres from the gate The runners have not 
been drawn m the model, as It has been established that their influence can be 
neghg1ble on the pressure drop value 
The only common trend to the three calculatiOns are the decrease m pressure drop 
values when the temperature of the mould IS nsmg from 20°C to 60°C, table 5.32-
5 40. This has been observed consistently and mdependently of the database where the 
matenal file has been extracted 
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In general, m mjection mouldmg two behaviOurs of flow can be fully models m the 
cav•ty The Isothermal and non-isothermal behaviOur of pressure drop as a functiOn of 
the flow rate or mJectJOn t1me IS underlined m figure 6 1, as follows: 
Pressure 
drop m 
mould 
Po 
I 
I """"'(-Cooled mould 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I / 
I / 
I // 
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1 // 
I '/ 
I /' 
I .,..........:+-lso1hermol behavtour 
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1 ..-
.-!-/ 
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I 
I 
I 
Flow rote, 0 (log scale) 
Figure 6 1 Pressure drop curve for mcreasmg InJeCtiOn ttme. 
In th1s proJect, Moldflow results are treated separately, mtent10nally, as a funcuon of 
thetr modes of analys1s The 2D and the 3D fast f1lhng types can be compared as they 
use Similar algonthms The last 3D analys1s IS based upon the multilammate filhng 
methods. Viscostty data came from both custom1sed (based on the rheolog1cal analys1s 
reported here)and ex1stmg Moldflow database for a near-eqUivalent material grade. 
2D work has g•ven a basehne for the mould des1gn and poss1b1lity of filling the 
selected flow path 2D tests the processmg feas1b1lity m a s1mple stnpfile and IS less 
accurate than 3D simulatiOn. 
3D fast f1lling obeys to a flow behaviOur, determmed by 1ts fast algonthms for fimte 
elements of ass1gned thickness, as explamed m detml m sectiOn 2 8. Th1s kmd of 
calculatiOn spec1f1cally uses compressiOn factor to replace the PVT datafile. F1gure 6 2 
displays the Slmllant1es for the unfilled polypropylene 
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Figure 6.2 3D Fast filling data for PP at Tmould=20° 
and Tmelt =220°C (Customised database) 
3 3.5 
During injection moulding of molten polymer, viscous effects control flow at high 
injection speeds. Heat transfer has little time to occur; hence the behaviour approaches 
the ideal isothermal flow scbeme11 3. At slow injection time, the resistance to flow is 
conjugated with the simultaneous heat transfer, accentuated if T>Tset by shear 
heating, represents the non-isothermal behaviour116• In this project, predictions from 
Moldflow for the PP, follow both isothermal and non-isothermal flow behaviour, as 
shown on section 5.15. Up till now 2D analysis and fast fi lling modes gave reliable 
information about the filling phase of the injection. Therefore according to the results 
in section 5.13 and 5.14, with the set of injection parameters, the mould is completely 
filled by the polypropylene at each injection time. The pressure drop stays below 100 
MPa using both flows databases. Predictions for filled compounds give higher 
pressures value for the full cavity at 1.00 sec. 
Due to a its methods of analysis, 3D multi laminate fi lling is known to be the closest to 
the real injection moulding process for thermoplastics. It is basically a nodal growth 
theory for the finite element scheme. In order to model the packing phase compression 
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factors or PVT file as described are integrated during the iteration process. Typical 
trend can be seen as below, in figure 6.3. 
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L.. 
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~-------.ooool 
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0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 
Injection Time (s) 
Figure 6.3 3D Multi laminate data for PP at T mould=20° 
and T melt =220°C (Customised database) 
3 3 .5 
With the standard database, the pressure drop decreases when the injection time 
increases at fast filling Section 5.14. At multilaminate fi lling the opposite trend is 
observed. The local database shows that the mould can not be filled for multilaminate 
filling at slow injection speed. For 2.00 and 3.00 s, LlP is above lOOMPa at each 
injection temperature, so that it is impossible to obtain a complete moulding analysis. 
Such results are mainly generated by the lack of accuracy in describi ng the 
compressibility of the material. The PVT has not been estab lished, therefore only a 
factor is describ ing the physical behaviour of the melt during the packing phase. This 
is not enough. The fast fi lling predictions are not affected, as the packing phase does 
not interfere. 
Usually there is a sharp increase, very near to the end, in the filling pressure and hence 
the clamping force. Because the program uses a constant .flow rate it has to increase 
the pressure in order to maintain the flow rate. In real life thi s would not be observed 
as the injection speed would usually be slowed down right before the cavity fi lls by 
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switchmg to the holding a pressure phase It IS known that constant flow rate concept 
creates pressure "spike", which can provided misleadmg information on how balanced 
the flow is m the cavity. 
Short shot for low injectiOn rate has been predicted by Moldflow, hence It underlines 
the maccuracy of the program to calculate the amount of frozen layer. The negiigable 
effect of shear heatmg can lead to an over-estimated thickness of the frozen layer The 
use of a smgle pomt to descnbe the compressibiiity of the melt Implies a lack of 
calculation concerning the packing phase. Brydson10b" admits that in rectangular 
mouldmg, the frozen skin IS tapenng from the gate to the melt front. The degree of 
tapenng is dependent on the mjectwn mouldmg rate, the temperature amplitude 
between melt and mould, as well as the thermal properties of the polymer. 
Concernmg the filled polymer (section 5.14, tables 5.41 and 5.42), in order to compare 
with the practical work only one set of data at 1.00 sec has been obtamed. 2D and 3D 
(all modes) show similar amplitude. The pressure values are very h1gh m companson 
with the unfilled resm, as the VIScosity values suggested. 
As thermal profiles for the compound and the InJeCtiOn tool are set, plots from 
Moldflow, allow selection of the optimum process conditions by estabiishmg the 
inJection wmdow Injection time IS not the only charactenstic that can be 1dentifymg 
from the model of flow Parameters such as maximum shear rate, clampmg force, 
cooling profile could also be refined 
6.6 Final Flow Analysis 
This project IS based on an advanced charactensatwn of the flow behavwur m order to 
be able to generate computer-simulated predictiOns. 
The first step to bmld up simulated flow was to create sUitable IT mformatwn 
recognised by the program. Coherent viscosity files were created from practical data 
and then Imported mto the system. VISDAT, viscosity program into MFL, produced 
the three fits to the expenmental data Respectively I '1 order model fitted the practical 
data, followed up by 2"d order model and finally I 51 order model based on second 
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order fit. The percentage of difference between the measured properties and the 
calculated ones exhibits good standard deviation. The model and algorithm were 
dealmg with high viscosity profile for the first time m the existing version. A pressure 
maximum of 200 MPa was necessary in order to model the flow of Cl and C2. An 
estimated compressiOn factor was Implemented. 
The PVT data would have been necessary to give accurate data on the packing phase, 
especially with such high level of fillers. More than 13 experimentations should have 
been needed. Consequently, It has been decided to stay with a factor describmg the 
compressibility of the material. A proper descnption of the packing abilities of filled 
polymers must be taken mto account in further work. 
For consistency in the results, 20, 3Dfast fillmg for the local and standard database 
were plotted together with the expenmental pressure drop recorded within the mould. 
Only 30 multilaminate filling were compared with injection moulding results. Each 
3D simulatiOn done with the local database integrated the PVT data as a 
compressibility factor. It was impossible to obtain the 13 points required to wnte a 
PVT material file from the rheometer. 
For both filled and unfilled matenals, a parallel has been drawn between the practical 
flow, represented by the injection moulding characterisation and theoretical flow 
given by MFL predictions. The data gathered m Moldflow and with the Negri-Boss1 
NB62; gave the opportumtJes to draw the graphs presented section 5.15. Pressure 
drop, recorded by the transducer in the mould and obtruned through the MFL 
prediction, IS plotted against the injection time, for each mould temperature. 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show typical trend m function on the Moldflow way of analysis. 
Simulated characteristics tend to show traditional flow behaviour largely dominated 
by the heat transfer effect. As injection rate decrease the pressure drop increases due 
to the nse in viscosity at the cavity wall. Only 30 Moldflow and experimental flow 
display a similar slope. Irrespective of the Moldflow modelling applied, discrepancies 
with practical data always appeared. The trends are accentuated as the flow rate 
decrease. 
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Figure 6.4 3D Fast fi ll ing and injection moulding data fo r PP 
at T mould=20° and T melt =220°C (Customised database). 
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Figure 6.5 3D Multi laminate and injection moulding data fo r PP 
at T mould=20° and T melt =220°C (Customised database). 
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They are many poss1ble reasons for the differences between practical flow and flow 
analys1s in Moldflow. It might be due to: 
• shear heatmg, wall shp phenomena not taken mto account 
• constant flow rate hm1tation m the algonthrns 
• lack of accuracy by the compress1ve factor, extensional flow not taken into 
account 
• flashes that change the pressure drop value and are 1mposs1ble to model, vanat10n 
of the hydrauhc fluid dunng injectiOn mouldmg 
On line rheology has proved that wall shp occurs for a critical values of shear stress of 
typ1cally I 00 kPa. Dunng mject10n mouldmg the pressure drops measured are lower 
than the one predicted by the computed s1mulat10n, mamly caused by wall shp. At 
high mjectwn speeds, the low values of the pressure drop measured by the pressure 
transducer are due to shppage at the wall. Shp dommates at h1gh stresses or speeds so 
it explains why pressure drops are lower than expected Therefore because of 
recordmg system hm1tatwn the pressure drop mm1mum was not detected. The in-
cavity measurement corresponds to the non-1sothennal phase of the flow. Fast 
inJection speed appears to be one of the optimum parameters to overcome drawbacks 
of 1 nJected h 1gh v ISCos1ty flame retardant c ompos11lons Wall s hp will improve the 
processmg phase m such that 1t will decrease shear stress so decreases shear viscosity 
m the mould. 
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6. 7 Conclusions 
The overall goal of this research proJect was to analyse the flow behavwur of flame 
retardant compounds of polypropylene with magnesmm hydroxide (at 65% weight). 
A commercial mjection mouldmg grade of polypropylene was selected for this 
project. The two types of powder were development products. One was uncoated and 
the remaimng one has been treated With fatty acid 
A first sectiOn of work covered the physical analysis of the mineral phase, pnor to 
compoundmg Grades of magnesium hydroxide were charactensed usmg scannmg 
microscopy and laser diffraction techniques. Umformity m both particles morphology 
and surface treatinent between grades has underlined the good reproducibility and 
consistency of production and coatmg treatment of these new grades of flame 
retardant fillers 
A complex flow InJeCtiOn mouldmg cavity design was produced vm 2D and 3D 
computations m Moldflow (version 9.4), conJugated With analytical analysis, based on 
Barne116 theory. This InJection mouldmg tool was used to record the in-cavity the 
pressure drop. 2D and 3D models, designed mto Modlfow gave the expenmental sets 
of data. CAB pressure drop measurements were correlated to the practical values 
obtained for several mJectwn mouldmg parameters dunng filling. 
All polymenc systems have a dommant non-Newtonian pseudoplashc flow. Despite 
the h 1gh I oadmg off Iller, flame retardant m atenals did not shown a drastic nse m 
shear viscosity. However, tenswn-thinmng elongation charactenshcs have observed. 
At low shear rate, the polymer phase leads the flow rather than at the mfluence of the 
filler network IS underlined at highest shear rate 
Filler delays the onset of swellmg behaviOur in polypropylene. PVT analysis earned 
out on the three compound can explam the severe decrease m elongatwn viscosity and 
the reductiOn m die swell for the filled polymers. 
Each compound observed a non-isothermal flow dunng mject10n molding rather than 
CAE simulatiOns Illustrated both isothermal and non-isothermal phase in filling. 
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Wall slip has been observed for both unfilled and particle filled compounds. This 
phenomenon could be due to an internal lubncatwn inside the polypropylene matnx. 
The onset of slippage occurred at cntical value of shear stress and slip velocity The 
highest degree of slippage was observed for the unfilled polypropylene. The amount 
of filler and the surface treatment of the particles reduced slippage velocity (at any 
given shear stress). 
Discrepancies between predicted and measured m-cavity pressure during the fillmg 
phase are also thought to be partially due to the degree of wall slip that occurs at high 
flow rates 
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APPENDIX I- Theoretical data for pressure drop calculatwns 
Power Law Constants for Thermoplastics 
(Injection Moulding Grades) 
Reference 
Polymer temperature/°C k/104 Nsnm- 2 n* 
LOPE 170 0 85 033 
PVC 170 0 36 067 
PP copolymer 230 0 85 033 
POM 210 200 033 
PS 230 1 40 033 
ABS 230 1 95 033 
PMMA 230 300 033 
PPO 270 200 033 
PC 290 360 0 50 
nylon 6,6 290 0 80 067 
PES 360 2 00 0 50 
PEEK 380 0 40 
polyethenmtde 400 0 87 0 50 
*These values are obtamed directly from the apparent VISCOSity versus 
shear rate curves by eslimatmg the gradient in the shear rate range 103 to 
105 s- 1. The pronounced temperature dependence of the v1scos1ty of 
certa1n matenals can result in a substantial error 1n n 
PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION ACCORDING TO BARRIE_IT 
G'= (Tfreeze-Tmold)I(Tme/1- Tmold) 
Thermal (a) Thermal (a) Freezmg T Melt T Maid T G' c n f(n) K CE3n Po max H4n+1(m} Ln+1 Lmax diffUSIYIIy dtffUSIVI!y (TIC") (TIC") (TIC") (m s-113) INs m-2) (Pa) (H=1 Smm) (m) >-
..., 10 E-8 ( m2 s 1) {fast 
..., ( m2 s-1) coolmg) til 
z 
tJ 
PP Cop 11 1 10E-07 135 230 10 0 5682 0 000377 0 33 41 341 8500 4E-04ilii81@@100 MPa 2 809E-07 o 1es+waag :>< 
-PP Cop 11 0 00000011 135 230 10 0 5682 0 000377 0 33 41 341 8500 4E-04 M¥id' 143 MP a 2 809E-07 o2a*t'M I ..., 
:r PP Cop 11 0 00000011 135 230 10 0 5682 0 000377 0 33 41 341 8500 4E-04 #Q,d@!!j 171 MP a 2 809E-07 03351'%9@ " 0 
@ PP Cop 11 0 00000011 130 230 10 0 5455 0 000362 0 33 41 341 8500 4E-04 PiJAE'#UJ 224 Mpa 2 809E-07 0457*MjMH ~ ;:; 
e. 
0.. PP SM 6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04pt£Rl@Jij 171MPA 2 166E-07 0 183**+ 
"' or 
PP SM 6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04 lif4f1$£W1143 MP a 2 166E-07 o 2s2+a M ii 0' 
..., 
PPSM6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 "0 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04 i4Mi!itij0fl 171 MPa 2 166E 07 0313M@ri @ 
"' 
"' 
PP SM 6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-041iiii11224 MPa 2 166E 07 041 .. c:@ 
0.. 
Thermal (a) Thermal (a) F reezmg T Melt T Mold T G' c f(n) K CE3n Lmax Ln+1 H4n+1(m) PO Pa a n 
"0 drffUSIVIty diffUSIVIty (TIC") (TIC") (TIC") (m s-113) (N s m-2) (m) (H=1 Smm) 0 
"' 
10 E-8 ( m2 s-1) (fast 
() ( m2 s 1) coolmg) 
c: 
e PP SM 6100 11 1 1 OE-07 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04 04 0 292928 2 166E-07 2E+D8 0601M@I 0-
" 
"' 
PP SM 6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04 0 45 0 343008 2 166E-07 2E+oa ewm 
PPSM6100 11 0 00000011 130 220 20 0 55 0 000365 0 34 44 673 8500 3E-04 05 0 395021 2 166E-07 2E+oa it@titM@ 
APPENDIX !I- Moldflow f1les (from standard database) for Pp and PP+ 40% Talc 
Mater~al DATABASE type 
SUPPLIER/f~le name 
GRADE code 
Mater~al MODEL order 
Mater~al descr~pt~on 
S003 PP SM6100 
NOV95 
Conduct~v~ty 
Spec~f~c Heat 
Melt Dens~ty 
E)ect~on Temperature 
No Flow Temperature 
Viscos~ty 
Temperature 
deg.C 
200.000 
220.000 
220.000 
220.000 
240.000 
240.000 
MATDB <Standard> 
SHELL 
S003 
2 
Shear Rate 
1/s 
1000.000 
100.000 
1000.000 
10000.000 
100.000 
1000.000 
SHELL VI(220)62 SHCLL 
0.163000 W/m/degC 
2780.000000 J/kg/degC 
722.000000 kg/cu.m 
154.000000 deg.C 
170.000000 deg. C 
V~scos~ty 
Pa.s 
70.599998 
247.699997 
62.000000 
10.500000 
211.899994 
55.900002 
APPENDIX Ill- 2D Analys1s for PP and PP+40% 
V!SCOSlty 
Temperature Shear Rate 
1/s 
1000.000 
100.000 
1000.000 
10000.000 
100 000 
1000.000 
VlSCOSlty 
Pa.s 
70 599998 
247.699997 
62.000000 
10.500000 
211.899994 
55.900002 
* ME: NU * 
1 to 
2 to 
3 to 
4 to 
5 to 
6 to 
7 to 
8 to 
9 to 
10 to 
11 to 
12 to 
0 to 
Enter 7 
deg.C 
200.000 
220.000 
220.000 
220.000 
240.000 
240.000 
d>sp1ay current 
change mater1al 
red1mens1on the 
read mo1d fde 
analyze s1ngle 
mold flle 
flle 
descr1pt1on 
flow(s) 
analyze all flows 
scan 1n]ect1on t1me 
flow balance 
make equivalent rectangle 
change un1ts 
spenfy fll1 t1me/flow rate 
wr1te to d1sk current mold 
end 
of mo1d 
opt1on 
flle 
Scan InJeCtlon T1me 
Enter Mo1d temperature [deg.C] .100001::+02 
Enter Melt temperature [deg.C] .23000E+03 
TIME PRE:SSURE SHEAR STRESS 
URE: 
START E:ND 
sec MP a MP a MP a 
0.20 107.38747 0 19104 0.16642 
0.30 101 29292 0. 18052 0.15570 
0 50 93.71725 0.16573 0 14380 
0.70 89.16051 0.15538 0 13790 
1. 00 85.13932 0.14416 0 13452 
1. 50 82 41752 0 13142 0.13698 
2 00 82.69783 0.12258 0.14662 
2.50 85.39575 0.11592 0 16404 3.00 90 89813 0 11066 0 19338 
4.00 116 18864 0 10278 0 30540 
5.00 157.51979 0.09708 0.38979 
TE:MPE:RAT 
END 
deg.C 
277 
270 
260. 
251. 
240. 
225. 
212 
201 
192. 
182. 
180. 
APPENDIX IV- Particle size and surface analysis 
~;~lSJzt:HJ M A S T E R S I Z E R 
Result: Analysis Report 
Sample Details 
Sample ID H 256 2-45 uN'e M H Run Number 2 Measured 18 Apr 2CXXl 14 58 Sample Fde CJ::X.)«) Record Number 7 Analysed 18 Apr 20CO 14 58 
Sample Path C \SIZERS\DATA\ Result Source Analysed 
Sample Notes Magnesium hydroXJde, diSpersed wrth nomdet P40 1n distilled 
water 1 m1nute some probe 
System Deta1ls 
Range lens 3X)RF mm Beam length 2 40 mm Sampler MS1 Obscurabon 11 6 % 
PresentatiOn 3PHD (Part1cle R 1 = ( 1 5900 0 10::0) Dispersant R I = 1 33Xl] 
AnalysiS Model Polyd1sperse Residual 04SJ% 
ModificatiOns None 
Result Statistics 
D1s!nbut10n Type Volume Concentration= 00021 %Vol Density= 2 «XX g I cub cm SpecificS A = 1 OOOOsq m/g 
Mean D1ameters 
0 (4 3)• 1 76um 
S1ze low urn 
005 
006 
007 
000 
009 
011 
013 
015 
017 
020 
023 
027 
031 
036 
042 
049 
058 
067 
078 
091 
106 
1 24 
144 
168 
195 
228 
2ffi 
309 
300 
419 
488 
569 
Malvern Instruments Ud 
Malvern, UK 
D(v,01)= 074um 
0 (3 2J• 131 urn 
lo% SIZe HI h urn 
000 006 
000 007 
000 006 
000 009 
000 011 
000 013 
000 015 
000 017 
000 020 
000 023 
000 027 
014 031 
037 036 
071 042 
123 049 
201 058 
297 067 
431 078 
583 091 
739 106 
888 1 24 
1006 144 
1070 166 
1102 195 
996 228 
833 265 
645 309 
456 300 
288 419 
156 488 
068 569 
000 663 
Tel•+f4411011684-892456 FaK +[441 (0)1684 692789 
D(v 05)= 157um 
Span "' 1 476E +00 
Under% Sge Low urn 
000 663 
000 772 
000 900 
000 1048 
000 12 21 
000 1422 
000 1657 
000 1931 
000 2249 
000 2620 
000 3053 
014 3556 
052 41 43 
123 4827 
246 5623 
446 "'51 
743 7632 
11 74 8891 
1757 10358 
2496 12067 
3384 14058 
4389 16377 
5480 19080 
"'61 22228 
7557 25895 
8391 :D168 
9035 35146 
9490 40945 
9778 47701 
9934 555 71 
10000 64741 
10000 75423 
----, -0--- ---- -----
Particle D1ameter (l.rm ) 
Masterslzer S Ver 2 18 
Serial Number 33544-457 
D(v,09)= 300um 
Umformrty = 4 566E-01 
lo% SIZe HI h um Under% 
000 772 10000 
000 900 10000 
000 1048 10000 
000 1221 10000 
000 1422 10000 
000 1657 10000 
000 1931 10000 
000 2249 10000 
000 2620 10000 
000 3053 10000 
000 3556 10000 
000 41 43 10000 
000 4827 10000 
000 5623 10000 
000 "'51 10000 
000 7632 10000 
000 8891 10000 
000 10358 10000 
000 12067 10000 
000 14058 10000 
000 16377 10000 
000 19080 10000 
000 22228 10000 
000 25895 10000 
000 :D168 10000 
000 35146 10000 
000 40945 10000 
000 47701 10000 
000 55571 10000 
000 64741 10000 
000 75423 10000 
000 87867 10000 
--------------------,'00 
t 
t 
t 
t 
f~ 
------100-------
p 
18Apr00151~ 
APPENDIX IV- Particle size and surface analysis 
!liilSJ1.=iiJ M A S T E R S I Z E R 
Result: Analysis Report 
Sample Deta1ls 
Sample ID H 256 &23 CM H1 Run Number 16 Measured 14 Apr 2CXXl15 36 Sample File CO'J4J Record Number 1 Analysed 14Apr2CXXJ1536 
Sample Path C \SIZERS\DATA\ Result source Analysed 
Sample Notes Magnes1um hydroxide dtspersed wrth non1del P-«J tn d1slllled 
water 1 m1nute some probe 
System Details 
Range lens 3:0RF mm Beam Length 2 40 mm Sampler MS1 Obscurat1on 130% 
Presentation 3PHD 
Analysis Model Polyd1sperse 
Mocllflcal•ons None 
Otstnbut1on Type Volume 
Mean Diameters 
OI4,3]• 156um 
StZe low (urn 
OC6 
006 
007 
000 
009 
011 
013 
015 
017 
020 
023 
027 
031 
036 
042 
049 
058 
067 
078 
091 
106 
1 24 
144 
168 
195 
228 
266 
300 
360 
419 
488 
569 
MaMnn lnslr.Jments Ud 
Malvern UK 
In% 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
020 
071 
145 
28) 
3 70 
534 
694 
864 
1022 
1125 
1140 
1104 
937 
732 
521 
330 
139 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
[Particle RI = ( 1 5900, 0 1co:J) DISpersant R I = 1:nl0] 
Result Statistics 
Concentration = 00022 %Vel Densrty = 2 4CXJ g I cub cm 
0 (v,01):: 070um 
0[3 2]= 1 22um 
Stze HI h urn 
006 
007 
000 
009 
011 
013 
015 
017 
020 
023 
027 
031 
036 
042 
049 
058 
067 
078 
091 
106 
1 24 
144 
168 
195 
228 
266 
300 
300 
419 
488 
569 
663 
D(v,OS)= 1 42um 
Span "' 1 367E +00 
Under% Stze Low urn) 
ODD 663 
ODD 772 
ODD 9DD 
ODD 1048 
ODD 1221 
ODD 1422 
ODD 1657 
ODD 1931 
ODD 2249 
ODD 2620 
ODD 3063 
ODD 3656 
020 41 43 
091 4827 
236 5623 
487 6651 
857 7632 
1391 8891 
2085 10358 
2949 12067 
3971 14058 
8)96 163 77 
6236 19080 
7340 22228 
8277 25895 
9010 30168 
9531 36146 
9861 40945 
100DD 47701 
100DD 555 71 
100DD 64741 
1DDDD 75423 
% 
fO 
Particle Diameter (IJm ) 
Mastersizer S Ver 2 18 
Serral Number 33544-457 
In% 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
000 
000 
000 
ODD 
ODD 
000 
000 
ODD 
ODD 
000 
ODD 
000 
ODD 
000 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
000 
000 
000 
ODD 
000 
000 
000 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
Tel•+l441 {0)1684 892456 Fa• +(441 {Ol1684 892789 
Residual 0417% 
Specific S A = 2 r:BJ7 sq m I g 
D(v,09)= 265um 
Untformrty"' 4 21BE-01 
StZe Htgh urn 
772 
9DD 
1048 
1221 
1422 
1657 
1931 
2249 
2620 
3053 
3656 
41 43 
4827 
5623 
6651 
7632 
8891 
10358 
12067 
14058 
16377 
19080 
22228 
25895 
30168 
36146 
40945 
47701 
55571 
64741 
75423 
87867 
Under% 
1DDDD 
1DDDD 
100DD 
100DD 
10000 
100DD 
10000 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
1DDDD 
100DD 
1DDDD 
1DDDD 
1DDDD 
100DD 
100DD 
100DD 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
100DD 
10000 
1DDDD 
1DDOO 
p 
17 AprOO 111 
APPENDIX IV -Particle Size and surface analysis 
b1~1S.7Jiil M A S T E R S I Z E R 
Result: Analysis Report 
Sample Details 
Sample ID H 256 7..(J CMHZ.. Run Number 3 Measured 1 B Apr 2o:D 14 21 Sample Frle CXX>40 Record Number 5 Analysed 1BApr20XJ1421 
Sample Path C \SIZERS\OATA\ Result Source Analysed 
Sample Notes Magnesrum hydroXIde, drspersed wrth nomdet P40 rn drsblled 
water 1 mrnute some probe 
System Details 
Range Lens 3:1JRF mm Beam Length 2 40 mm Sampler MS1 Obscuratron 104% 
Presentahon 3PHD [Partrcle RI = ( 1 S2lOO 0 1CX:O), Drspersant R I = 1 33Xlj 
AnalySIS Model Polydrsperse Resrdual 0463% 
Modrficalrons None 
Result Statlstlcs 
Drstnbutron Type Volume Concentration= 00017 %Vol Density = 2 4'XI g I cub cm SpecrficSA = 20759sq m/g 
Mean Drameters D(v,01): anum 0 (v,OS) = t38um D{v,09)= 246um 
0(4 3]= 1 50 urn D (3 2] = 1 20um Span= 1 267E+OO Umformlty"' 3921 E-01 
SIZe low(um lo" Stze Hrgh urn Under% Stze Low urn lo" SIZe Hr h urn Under% 
005 000 005 000 663 000 772 10000 
005 000 007 000 772 000 900 10000 
007 000 ore 000 900 000 1048 10000 
000 000 000 000 1048 000 12 21 10000 
000 000 011 000 1221 000 1422 10000 
011 000 013 000 1422 000 1657 10000 
013 000 015 000 1657 000 1931 10000 
015 000 017 000 1931 000 2249 10000 
017 000 020 000 2249 000 2620 10000 
020 000 023 000 2620 000 3>53 10000 
023 000 027 000 3053 000 3556 10000 
027 000 031 000 3556 000 4143 10000 
031 005 036 005 41 43 000 4827 10000 
036 049 042 055 4827 000 5623 10000 
042 1 21 049 177 5623 000 ffi 51 10000 
049 233 056 400 ffi51 000 7632 10000 
058 370 067 779 7632 000 8891 10000 
067 563 078 1342 8891 000 10358 10000 
078 746 091 2087 10358 000 12067 10000 
091 942 105 3029 12067 000 14058 10000 
105 1117 1 24 41 46 14058 000 16377 10000 
1 24 1232 144 5378 16377 000 10080 10000 
144 1280 168 6659 10080 000 22228 10000 
168 1100 195 7767 22228 000 25895 10000 
195 883 228 8649 25895 000 30168 10000 
228 633 2ffi 9282 30166 000 35148 10000 
2ffi 403 300 9685 35146 000 4:Il45 10000 
300 220 300 !E04 4:Il45 000 47701 10000 
300 096 419 10000 47701 000 55571 10000 
419 000 488 10000 55571 000 64741 10000 
488 000 569 10000 64741 000 75423 10000 
569 000 663 10000 75423 000 87867 10000 
l ------------------------------------,'00 t 
10! 
t 
at __________ ------~- __ _ 
01 
Matvem tns1rumenls Ltd 
Malvern UK 
Tel•+f441 (0)1664 8Q2456 Fax +[441 {0)1684 892789 
~-To----------­
Particle D1ameter (IJm ) 
Maslerti!Zel S Vef 218 
Sena! Number 33544 457 
- ~-·1a0 
E 
t 
_ ___ j~ 
p 
18Apr00143 
APPENDIX IV- Part1cle s1ze and surface analys1s 
!li~lSJ7Jl!l M A S T E R S I Z E R 
Result: Analysis Report 
Sample Details 
Sample ID H 256 8-5 C. M H3 Run Number 1 Measured 18 Apr 2CCO 10"02 Sample Ftle tlX>40 Recof'd Number 3 Analysed 18 Apr 2COO 10 02 
Sample Path C \SIZERS\DATA\ ResuH Source Analysed 
Sample Notes Magnes1um hydrox1de dispersed wrth nomdet P-«J 1n dJstJI!ed 
water 1 m1nute some probe 
System Details 
Range Lens 3JJRF mm Beam Length 2 4J mm Sampler MS1 Obscurat1on 14 4 % 
Presentation 3PHD 
AnalysiS Model Polyd1sperse 
Mod1fical1ons None 
D1stnbut10n Type Volume 
Mean Diameters 
0 (4 3J• 1 45um 
S12e low(um 
005 
005 
007 
000 
009 
011 
013 
015 
017 
020 
023 
027 
031 
036 
042 
049 
058 
067 
078 
091 
106 
1 24 
144 
168 
195 
228 
265 
309 
360 
419 
488 
569 
20~----
t 
f 
wj 
t 
f 
+ 
In% 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
001 
012 
031 
062 
107 
1 74 
273 
402 
574 
79:J 
919 
1063 
1166 
1230 
1063 
872 
634 
410 
2<E 
033 
ODD 
ODD 
ODD 
(Particle RI = ( 1 s;l€0, 0 10::0) DISpersant R I •13XXlJ 
Result Statistics 
Concentration = 00023 %Vol Density= 2 40) g J cub cm 
D(v 01) = 066um D(v 05)= 134um 
OJ3, 2J• 113um Span= 1 310E+OO 
Stze High urn Under% SIZe Low urn In% 
005 ODD 663 ODD 
007 ODD 772 ODD 
000 ODD 9DD ODD 
009 ODD 1048 ODD 
011 ODD 12 21 ODD 
013 ODD 1422 ODD 
015 ODD 1657 ODD 
017 ODD 1931 ODD 
020 ODD 2249 ODD 
023 001 2620 ODD 
027 013 3053 ODD 
031 044 3656 ODD 
036 106 41 43 ODD 
042 212 4827 ODD 
049 387 5623 ODD 
056 660 6551 ODD 
067 1061 7632 ODD 
078 1636 8891 ODD 
091 2385 10358 ODD 
100 3304 12067 ODD 
1 24 4367 14058 ODD 
1 44 5533 163n ODD 
168 6764 19080 ODD 
195 7847 22228 ODD 
228 8719 25895 ODD 
265 9352 30168 ODD 
309 9762 35146 ODD 
360 0067 ""'45 ODD 
419 1DDDD 47701 ODD 
488 1DDDD $571 ODD 
569 1DDDD 64741 ODD 
663 1DDDD 75423 ODD 
% 
Residual 0566% 
SpecificS A= 22124sq m/g 
O(v 09)= 2 42um 
Umformrty = 4 026E-01 
SLZe H1 h urn Under% 
772 1DDDD 
9DD 1DDDD 
1048 1DDDD 
1221 1DDDD 
1422 1DDOO 
1657 1DDDD 
1931 1DDDD 
2249 1DDDD 
2620 1DDDD 
3053 1DDDD 
3556 1DDOO 
41 43 1DDDD 
4827 1DDDD 
5623 1DDDD 
6551 1DDDD 
7632 1DDDD 
8891 1DDDD 
10358 1DDDD 
12067 1DDDD 
14058 1DDDD 
153n 1DDDD 
19060 1DDDD 
22228 1DDDD 
25895 1DDDD 
30168 1DDDD 
35146 1DDDD 
«E45 1DDDD 
47701 1DDDD 
$571 1DDDD 
64741 1DDDD 
75423 1DDDD 
87867 1DDDD 
t 
-r~ ol __  
01 ------ 10 - ------ -- ----- ~-· fOO ~~-
Malvern Instruments Ud 
Malvern UK 
Tet "'+[441 0011684-892456 Fax +1441 (1))1684-692789 
Partrcle Drameter nsm ) 
Masterslzer S VeJ 2 18 
&mal Number 33544-457 
p 
18Apf00104 
~ 
~ 0 
'-' 
-.c 
Cl 
~ 
74 
,_ 
' 
' 
72 3951% 
(0 3497mg) 
'1 n11r,ryn 
(rl 1',ggf\1Q) 
'970% 
(O qnomg) 
70 
11 74f1°/o 
(0 <)1 <J:iP1q) 
'· 
'-,, 
" ',, 
'-, 
' 
UNCMH1 
CMH1 
CMH2 
CMH3 
~a.tl-
68+-----~----.-----~----.-----~----.-----~----.-----~--~ 
300 . 400 500 600 700 800 
Temperature ("C) 
>-., 
., 
m 
z 
t1 
-~ 
< 
..., 
Cl 
>-
>-
:::> 
"" 
-< ~ 
"' 
105 
95 -
75 
65 
0 
I 
I 
I 
200 
~, 
rnp 
I!JU! 
-~ 
-~ 
I 
400 
Temperature (°C) 
UNCMH1 
CMH1 
CMH2 
CMH3 
2649% 
(2 345mg) 
27 01% 
(2 388mg) 
2707% 
(6 634mg) 
26 53% 
(5139mg) 
I 
600 800 
------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
3 
UNCMH1 
CMH1 
372 72oC CMH2 
346 84°()'357 45°C CMH3 
2 -
~ () 
0 
...... 
~3~6 4( oc 
::R 0 
----..... 
..c \ 
O'l 1 ~ -
:> 
c 
Q) 
0 
~ !/_ 1(_\ \ ~ - -- , ___ -0 
I I I I I I -1 260 . 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 
Temperature CC) 
.-.. (ft. 
-
-.s::::. 
O'l 
~ 
110.--------------------------------------.----------------------, 
90 
80 
70 
UNCMH1 
CMH1 
CMH2 
CMH3 
- ---
60+---.---.---~---.--~---.--~---.--~---.--~---.--~---.--~--~ 
260 280 300 320 340 
Temoerature r•c) 
360 380 400 420 
>-
'"t:J 
'"t:J 
tTl 
6 
-~ 
< 
d 
>-
>-
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